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Abstract

Tone mapping algorithms are used to adapt captured wide dynamic range (WDR) scenes to

the limited dynamic range of available display devices. In this thesis, a real-time hardware

implementation of an exponent-based tone mapping algorithm is presented. An automatic

parameter selector was designed for this algorithm in order to achieve good tone-mapped

images without manual reconfiguration of the tone mapping algorithm. Both algorithms

were implemented in Verilog and synthesized for an FPGA device. The hardware architec-

ture employed a combination of parallelism and system pipelining so as to achieve a high

performance in power consumption, hardware resources usage and processing speed.

In addition, modifications to the tone mapping algorithm were implemented so as to

increase the image and video quality of the tone-mapped image frames. Objective image

quality assessment shows that the improved tone mapping algorithm attains higher image

quality scores than the original tone mapping operator.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem statement

In imaging, the term dynamic range describes the luminance ratio between the brightest and

darkest part of a scene [1]. Natural scenes can have a wide dynamic range (WDR) of five

(or more) orders of magnitude, while commonly used conventional display devices, such as

a standard LCD display have a very limited dynamic range of two orders of magnitude (8

bit which can represent 256 levels of radiance). Figure 1.1 shows an approximation of the

illumination levels for different world scenes as well as an estimation of the dynamic range

of standard display devices.

WDR images, which are also called high dynamic range images (HDR) in literature,

can be obtained by using a software program to combine multi-exposure images [2]. Due

to recent technological improvements, modern image sensors can also capture WDR images

that accurately describe real world scenery [3–6]. The dynamic range of these captured WDR

images is much higher than the dynamic range of commonly used display devices. As a result

of this, image details can be lost when standard display devices that have a low dynamic

range, such as a simple monitor, reproduce these captured WDR images. Consequently, the

captured scene images on such a display will either appear over-exposed in the bright areas

or under-exposed in the dark areas. An example of such phenomena is shown in Figure

1.2. Thus, an algorithm that will adapt the captured wide dynamic range image to the low

dynamic range (LDR) display is needed to enable an accurate representation of the image

scene. Tone mapping operators are used to perform such image compression. Figure 1.3

shows an example of the importance of tone mapping in displaying WDR images. A tone

mapping algorithm is used to compress the captured wide dynamic range scenes to the low
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Figure 1.1: Example of natural scenes and their approximate luminance levels. [7]

Figure 1.2: Under-exposed image (left), Over-exposed image (right).

dynamic range devices with a minimal loss in image quality. This is particularly important

in various still imaging or video applications such as video surveillance systems, consumer

imaging electronics (TVs, PCs, mobile phones and digital cameras), medical imaging and

other areas where WDR images are used for obtaining more detailed information about a

scene. The proper use of a tone mapping algorithm ensures that image details are preserved

in both extreme illumination levels.

Due to the numerous potential applications, researchers have been using both software

[7,9–20] and hardware platforms [21–28] to investigate the various ways of preserving image

details and quality in the resulting compressed images that are being displayed. Most works

developed have focused on software platforms. Software tone mapping operators are able

to produce good quality tone mapped images but cannot be embedded within a CMOS

camera for real-time video display on a monitor or mobile screen. In addition, the power
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Figure 1.3: Under-exposed WDR image (left) and enhanced image using Glozman et al.’s
tone mapping algorithm (right) [8].

consumption of most of the published hardware video tone mapping systems have not been

addressed (except in Ching-Te et al. [23] and Ureña et al. [26, 27]). This thesis focuses on

a low-power, hardware-based video tone mapping system for real-time compression of video

frames.

1.2 Objectives of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is to present the design and implementation of low-power, hardware-

based tone mapping system which is able to automatically perform real-time image com-

pression on WDR images captured from a WDR image sensor or from multi-fused WDR

images.

There are some criteria that should be met when designing a hardware video tone map-

ping system that is integrated as part of a system-on-chip in a CMOS-based camera design.

The designed tone mapping system should require low computational effort, low power con-

sumption, low hardware cost and small silicon area so that it can be integrated within

a CMOS-based camera system. The hardware tone mapping system should also be self-

contained i.e. it should avoid constant re-configuration of its rendering parameters from the

outside of the camera system. The rendering parameters of a tone mapping operator are

important because they affect the image quality of the resulting tone mapped image and
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may vary for a variety of WDR images with different image statistics. Manual re-calibration

of its rendering parameters for each WDR video frame is not ideal for a real-time video com-

pression system. An ideal tone mapping system should be able to compress an assortment

of WDR images while retaining local details of the image and without re-calibration of the

system for each WDR image frame. The tone mapping architecture should also ensure that

the image quality is preserved in terms of perceived naturalness and structural similarity

when compared to the original WDR image.

As a proof of the design concept, the hardware video tone mapping system in this thesis

is designed using Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL) and synthesized for an

ALTERA R© Cyclone III FPGA device [29].

The main objectives of this thesis are:

1. To present an efficient design of an automatic rendering parameter algorithm that solves

the problem of manually setting the rendering parameter of the tone mapping algorithm

used in this work.

2. To verify that the designed automatic estimation algorithm works efficiently without

significantly increasing the power consumption and hardware utilization of the overall

system.

3. To show that the optimized tone mapping system produces good quality tone mapped

images that can be compared to other available tone mapping algorithms.

4. To present an efficient hardware design and implementation of the optimized tone mapping

system which can be integrated within a CMOS-based camera.

5. To verify that the designed tone mapping system works efficiently and achieves low power

consumption and low hardware utilization without degrading the image quality of the

tone mapped image.
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1.3 Why CMOS image sensor based camera?

In recent years, CMOS image sensors (CIS) have had a higher demand over charge-coupled

devices (CCD) because of their lower cost, lower power consumption, simpler fabrication

procedure and ability to have other signal processing circuits embedded [1,30]. These features

are important because they allow for the integration of various functions such as WDR image

capturing, analog-to-digital conversion (ADC), tone mapping algorithm and all other image

processing units needed in producing compressed images, all on a single piece of silicon.

As a result, images can be processed faster while reducing power consumption, as well as

saving area and cost [1]. Applications that require WDR imaging such as video surveillance

systems, consumer imaging electronics (TVs, PCs, mobile phones and digital cameras) and

biomedical applications, will benefit from these features. The difference between the digital

processing pathway with a CCD camera and the CMOS camera-on-chip is shown in Figure

1.4. In a CCD camera, other processing units such as ADC and tone mapping, are processed

in another chip or on a software unlike a CMOS image sensor. In a CMOS imager, the WDR

scene is captured by the sensor via lens and an image filter and the signals are digitized.

The digitized pixel values are used in the image processing chain to obtain the tone mapped

image. All these operations can be done in a single chip resulting in only the compressed

image signals being transferred to the external frame buffer for display or storage.

1.4 Thesis organization

The organization of the remainder of this thesis is divided into five main chapters

The background and past works on hardware-based tone mapping systems are summa-

rized in Chapter 2. This chapter also describes the tone mapping algorithm selected for

the implementation in our hardware tone mapping. Furthermore, an objective assessment is

performed in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed tone mapping algorithm in

comparison to other published tone mapping algorithms.
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Figure 1.4: Block diagram of a typical digital camera system that shows functions that are
important for this thesis [1].

Chapter 3 presents the three methods proposed for estimating one of the rendering pa-

rameters needed in the tone mapping algorithm used in this thesis. An objective assessment

is also performed in order to evaluate the performance of these three models for the tone

mapping algorithm in comparison to other published tone mapping algorithms. One of the

methods is selected for the hardware implementation of the tone mapping system

Using the information obtained from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the design and imple-

mentation of the optimized tone mapping system is presented in Chapter 4. The perfor-

mance and hardware resource utilization of the designed system is also compared with other

hardware tone mapping systems.

Chapter 5 presents the current limitations of the tone mapping system and additional

modifications proposed and implemented so as to improve the overall image and video quality

of the system.

Finally, the overall work is summarized and possible future work that can be performed

using the same concept and application is described in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Types of Tone Mapping Operators

Several advancements have occurred in the development of tone mapping algorithms [31].

Two main categories of tone mapping algorithms exist: tone reproduction curves (TRC)

[9–13] and tone reproduction operators (TRO) [7,14–20].

2.1.1 Tone reproduction curve (TRC)

TRC, also called global tone mapping operator applies the same compression function to all

pixels of the image, which means that one input value will always be mapped to only one

output value. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a global tonal curve applied to a WDR image.

For a given WDR pixel value, the same tone mapped output pixel is obtained irrespective

of the neighborhood of the respective pixel. The global tone mapping function, can be

for example; a logarithm, a power function or a sigmoid. A sophisticated TRC-based tone

mapping algorithms was developed by Drago et al. [11], which uses a logarithm with an

adaptive base. ’Photoreceptor-like’ tone reproduction operator was developed by Reinhard

et al. [17]. In addition, Qiu et al. [12] and Liu et al. [13] have used histogram equalization

based techniques for compressing WDR images.

2.1.2 Tone reproduction operator (TRO)

TRO, also called local tone mapping operator is spatial location dependent and varying

transformations are applied to each pixel depending on its neighborhood. In this case, one

input value may be mapped to different output values, depending on the surroundings of

the input pixel. This can be seen in Figure 2.2, where one WDR input pixel value e.g.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.1: Peck Lake image [32]: (a). Tonal curve applied (global tone mapping), (b).
Original WDR image, (c). Global tone mapped output.

1000, resulted in different output values. Different TRO-based algorithms were presented by

Pattanaik et al. [7], Ashikhmin [14] and Fairchild et al. [15] [16]. The ’photoreceptor-like’

global tone mapping operator by Reinhard et al. [17] was modified for local adaptation by

implementing a ’dodging and burning’ technique. Rahman et al. [18] introduced the multi-

scale retinex TRO, while Hershkovitz and Yadid-Pecht developed an improved multi-scale

retinex TRO for an efficient hardware implementation [19]. Fattal et al. [33] developed a

gradient domain tone mapping operator that adapted WDR images by manipulating the

gradients of the WDR image. Most tone mapping operators perform only one type of tone
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mapping operation (global or local); algorithms that use both global and local operators

have been introduced by Meylan et al. [20, 34],Glozman et al. [8] and Ureña et al. [26].

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.2: Peck Lake image [32]: (a). Tonal curve applied (local tone mapping) (b). Original
WDR image, (c). Local tone mapped output.

There are trade-offs that occur depending on which method of tone mapping is utilized.

Global tone mapping algorithms generally have lower time consumption and computational

effort, in comparison to local tone mapping operators. However, they can result in the loss

of local contrast due to the global compression of the dynamic range. Local tone mapping

operators produce higher quality images, because they preserve the image details and local

contrast. Although local tone mapping algorithms do not result in a loss of local contrast,
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they may introduce artifacts, such as halos to the resulting compressed image [8]. In addition,

most tone mapping algorithms require manual tuning of their parameters in order to produce

a good quality tone mapped image. This is because the rendering parameters greatly affect

the results of the tone mapped image. To avoid adjusting the system’s configuration for

each WDR image, some developed tone mapping algorithms select a constant value for their

parameters [20] [33]. This makes the tone mapping operator less suitable for hardware

video applications, where a variety of WDR images with different image statistics will be

compressed. An ideal tone mapping system should be able to compress an assortment of

WDR images while retaining local details of the image and without re-calibration of the

system for each WDR image frame.

The tone mapping algorithm developed by Glozman et al. [8] takes advantage of the

strengths of both global and local tone mapping methods so as to achieve the goal of com-

pressing wide range of pixel values into a smaller range that is suitable for display devices

with less heavy computational effort. The simplicity of this tone mapping operator makes it

a suitable algorithm that can be used as part of a system-on-chip.

2.2 Types of tone mapping implementation

Tone mapping algorithms can be executed on either hardware or software systems or as an

incorporation of both. A high number of successful tone mapping algorithms have been

implemented on software platforms [11,16–20,33,35–39]. For software implementations, the

tone mapping operator is applied on the stored image using a programmed application on a

PC workstation. Different tone mapping algorithms with varying complexities can be easily

developed in software. Although this is advantageous because modifications to the software

code can be made quickly, complications may arise when trying to implement a tone mapping

system with high processing speed for WDR video technology applications. Software systems

can achieve real-time implementation for global tone mapping systems. Although global tone
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mapping algorithms have a shorter computational time, they may result in a loss of local

contrast in WDR images. In contrast, complication may arise when implementing local tone

mapping algorithms due to computational complexity and time required for these algorithms

to process one image frame [36]. In addition, software implementation of a tone mapping

system will not satisfy our goal of having the architecture embedded as part of a system-on-

chip.

There are a lot of hardware-based platforms such as: Graphic Processing Units (GPUs),

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)

etc. that can be used to achieve real-time operation for both global and local tone mapping

systems. Hardware-based implementations have an added advantage over software-developed

systems in terms of the ability of embedding the tone mapping system as part of a portable

camera device for applications such as consumer imaging electronics (TVs, PCs, mobile

phones and digital cameras), medical imaging, video surveillance systems etc. Captured

images can be processed pixel-by-pixel within the WDR image sensor silicon without the

need of external memory buffers, thereby reducing the amount of power consumed and area

occupied by the tone mapping operators.

The tone mapping hardware system discussed in this thesis was developed for a low cost

FPGA device as a proof of concept, it can be further implemented in ASIC as part of a

system-on-a-chip with a WDR image sensor for high volume production. In addition, a

comparison with other FPGA-based tone mapping systems available in terms of hardware

resources, processing speed and power consumption is presented. It should be noted that no

hardware-based design of exponent-based tone mapping operator [8] has been implemented

and no automatic parameter decision algorithm has been proposed for it as well. This is the

main thrust of this work.
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2.3 Past works on hardware-based tone mapping systems

There have been a few hardware-based implementations of tone mapping operators. An

FPGA-based architecture by Hassan et al. [21] implements a modification of the local tone

mapping operator by Reinhard et al. [17]. Modifications were made to the original local

tone mapping operator in order to reduce the hardware complexity of the algorithm. It was

implemented on an Altera R© Stratix II FPGA [29] operating at 60 frames-per-second (fps)

for an 1024 x 768 pixel image. A patent was filed for the above hardware implementation

with an extension of the algorithm for colored WDR images [22].

Ching-Te et al. [23] presented an ASIC implementation of both the global tone mapping

operator by Reinhard et al. [17] and the gradient compression by Fattal et al. [33] using an

ARM-SOC platform. The tone mapping processor can compress an 1024 x 768 image at 60

fps with an operating frequency of 100MHz. It also occupies a core area of 8.1mm2 under

TSMC 0.13µm technology [40].

Vytla et al. [24] implemented another real-time hardware tone mapping algorithm based

on the gradient domain dynamic range compression by Fattal et al. [33]. A modified Pois-

son solver was utilized in order to reduce the hardware complexity of the original Poisson

equation. A processing speed of 100fps at a maximum operating frequency of 114.18MHz

was achieved for one megapixel frame using the Stratix II FPGA [29].

Ofili et al. [25] reported the implementation of an optimized design of the global and

local tone mapping system by Glozman et al. [8] on a Stratix II and Cyclone III FPGA [29].

The optimization included a novel automatic parameter decision algorithm that solved the

problem of manually setting the configuration of the tone mapping system in order to produce

good quality tone mapped images.

A new global and local tone mapping algorithm by Ureña et al. [26] was designed and

implemented on a GPU NVIDIA ION2 [41] and Xilinx R© Spartan III FPGA [42] for VGA

resolution WDR images (640 x 480). The tone mapping operator can adapt VGA images
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at 30fps and 60fps for a GPU and an FPGA device respectively. In addition, a power

consumption of 900mV was achieved for FPGA-based system with the same image resolution

[27].

Kiser et al. [28] recently implemented on a Xilinx R© Spartan VI FPGA [42], the global

tone mapping algorithm by Reinhard et al. [17] as well as its automatic parameter estimation

method for tuning one of the rendering parameters [43].

In general, the hardware-based designs presented so far can compress WDR images in

real-time using the different tone mapping algorithms implemented. In this thesis, however,

we focused on designing an efficient hardware tone mapping system by optimizing the tone

mapping algorithm of Glozman et al. [8], and implementing the improved tone mapping

design in an FPGA device that will be used along with WDR CMOS imager for real-time

image compression [25]. The motivation here is to later integrate the tone mapping system

within a single silicon as part of a system-on-chip with WDR image capture capabilities.

Our tone mapping system requires fewer hardware resources, lower power consumption and

has higher processing speed when compared to others’ work in the past. This is achieved

by using a combination of parallel processing along with pipelining, to attain significant

efficiency in processing time, hardware resources and power consumption.

2.4 Tone mapping algorithm utilized in the current work

The tone mapping algorithm used in our work was originally designed by Glozman et al. [8].

Although it is an effective tone mapping operator, it lacks a rendering parameter decision

block, thereby requiring manual tuning of its rendering parameters for each WDR image that

needs to be displayed on a low dynamic range device. Improvements (an automatic rendering

parameter method for this tone mapping operator, and a hardware implementation of both

the parameter estimation block and the tone mapping operator) were made to this algorithm

and used in our work [25]. The optimized tone mapping system demonstrated in this thesis
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Figure 2.3: Top) Workflow approach proposed by Meylan et al. [20] and implemented in
Glozman et al.’s tone mapping algorithm [8]. (Bottom) Detailed block description of a
traditional color image processing workflow for tone mapping wide dynamic range (WDR)
images.

achieves high processing speed, low power consumption and low hardware resources utiliza-

tion when compared to other published hardware-based tone mapping architectures, while

maintaining the image quality of the resulting tone mapped images.

The tone mapping algorithm performs a mixture of both global and local compression on

colored WDR images. The aim of Glozman et al. [8] was to produce a tone mapping algorithm

that does not require heavy computational effort and can be implemented as part of a system-

on-chip with a WDR image sensor. In order to achieve this, they obtained inspiration

from the approach proposed by Meylan et al. [20] that involves directly implementing the

tone mapping operator on the Bayer color filter array (CFA). This is different from other

traditional tone mapping systems that apply the tone mapping algorithm after demosaicing

the Bayer CFA image. A visual comparison of the two different color image processing

workflows is shown in Figure 2.3. In the traditional color image processing workflow, the

image is first converted to YUV or HSV color space (luminance and chrominance), and the

tone mapping algorithm is then applied on the luminance band of the WDR image [17] [33]

[26]. The chrominance layer or the three image color components (Red, Green and Blue)

are stored for later restoration of the color image [33]. This is not ideal for a tone mapping

operator that will be implemented solely on a system-on-chip because additional memory is
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needed to store the full chrominance layer or RGB format of the image. In contrast, no extra

memory is required to store the chrominance layer of the colored image being processed in the

Glozman et al.’s tone mapping approach since it uses the monochrome Bayer image formed at

the image sensor [8]. Furthermore, no additional computation is required for calculating the

luminance layer of the colored image, thereby reducing the overall computational complexity

of our algorithm.

Glozman et al.’s tone mapping model takes inspiration from inverse exponential function

which is one of the simplest nonlinear mappings used in adapting WDR image to the limited

dynamic range of display devices [8] [36]. The inverse exponential function is defined as

follows:

Y (p) = 1− exp−
X(p)
Xo(p) (2.1)

where p is a pixel in the CFA image, X(p) represents the WDR input light intensity of pixel

p, Y (p) is the pixel’s tone mapped signal, and Xo(p) is the adaptation factor. Xo(p) is a

constant for every pixel and is determined by the mean of the entire CFA image. In Glozman

et al.’s tone mapping algorithm [8], the adaptation factor Xo(p) varies for each WDR pixel

and is defined by:

Xo(p) = k ·XDC + (X ∗ Fw)(p) (2.2)

where p is a pixel in the image; Xo(p) is the adaptation factor at pixel p; XDC is the mean

value of all the CFA image pixel intensities; * represents convolution operation; and Fw is a

two-dimensional Gaussian filter. The output of the convolution is used in providing the local

adaptation value for each CFA pixel, since that output depends on the neighborhood of the

CFA pixel. The factor k is a coefficient, which is used in adjusting the weight of the global

component in the resulting tone mapped image. Its value ranges from 0 to 1 depending on

the image key.

The new adaptation factor for the proposed tone mapping algorithm Eq. 2.2 ensures

that different tonal curves are applied to each pixel depending on the spatial location of the
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image pixel. This is different from the original inverse exponential tone mapping function

that applies the same tonal curve to all the pixels in the WDR image.

A scaling coefficient is also added to Eq. 2.1 so as to ensure that all the tone mapping

curves will start at the origin and meet at the maximum luminance intensity of the display

device. The full tone mapping function is defined as follows:

Y (p) =
α

1− exp−
Xmax
Xo(p)

·
(

1− exp−
X(p)
Xo(p)

)
(2.3)

whereXmax is the maximum input light intensity of the WDR imageX and α is the maximum

pixel intensity of the display device. For standard display devices such as computer monitor,

α = 255 (8 bits).

The effects of the rendering parameters i.e. factor, k and the low pass filter, on the tone

mapping algorithm’s performance will be discussed in the next chapter.

2.4.1 Assessment of the exponent-based tone mapping algorithm

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the tone mapping algorithm, a variety of WDR images

were tested using the software implementation of the operator on MATLAB R©. Both multi-

fused images and unprocessed RAW image sensor files were used in performance evaluation.

Multi-fused images were obtained from the Debevec library and other available online sources

[2] [36] [20]. For this image type, the WDR images were converted to Bayer CFA pattern and

the tone mapping algorithm was then applied to the CFA image. Demosaicing was performed

on the tone mapped CFA image to obtain the final RGB image [44]. The proposed algorithm

was also tested on RAW images obtained from Canon and Nikon DSLR cameras [45] [46]. A

free RAW converter program DCRAW [47], was used to retrieve the RAW data. Since the

RAW images are naturally in Bayer CFA format, the proposed tone mapping algorithm was

applied directly on the RAW images. In all evaluation cases, no additional image processing,

such as white balancing, noise removal and histogram clipping were made to the images

before and after the proposed tone mapping algorithm was applied.
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Table 2.1: Quantitative measures for Figure 2.4

Tone mapping operators Structural fidelity Naturalness TMQI

Glozman et al. (CFA based) [8] 0.92432 0.98169 0.97843
Glozman et al. (Luminance based) [8] 0.93173 0.96068 0.97735

Meylan et al. [20] 0.91302 0.45206 0.89254
Reinhard et al. [17] 0.93296 0.79875 0.95397

Fattal et al. [33] 0.95558 0.87795 0.97147
Mantiuk et al. [48] 0.78821 0.93217 0.95218
Durand et al. [38] 0.85998 0.40740 0.87041
Drago et al. [11] 0.92087 0.47106 0.89793
Ashikhmin [14] 0.81444 0.01155 0.76106

Pattanaik et al. [7] 0.80502 0.01018 0.75767

For comparison purposes, Glozman et al.’s tone mapping algorithm was also implemented

using the traditional color workflow approach (luminance-based). For multi-fused WDR

images, the RGB image was converted to luminance format, then the tone mapping algorithm

was applied on the luminance layer. The R,G and B color components of the original WDR

image were stored for later color restoration. The color restoration equation by Fattal et

al. [33], was used in retrieving the final RGB output. The equation is displayed below:

Cout =

(
Cin

Lin

)s

· Lout (2.4)

where Cin and Cout are the three color components (Red, Green and Blue) before and after

WDR compression respectively. Lin, Lout represents the luminance before and after WDR

compression respectively; s is an exponent that is used to perform gamma correction for the

display of color images and s typically ranges from 0.4 to 0.6 [33]. In our implementation,

we set s=0.5 since this value produced good results for a large variety of images. For the

RAW images, demosaicing was initially performed in order to obtain the R, G and B color

components of the WDR image. Tone mapping was then applied on the colored image

using the same tone mapping approach implemented for the multi-fused WDR images.

Different experimental results from applying the Glozman et al.’s tone mapping operator [8]

using Meylan et al.’s color workflow [20], using the traditional color processing approach and
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j)

Figure 2.4: Tone mapped RAW image obtained using (a). Glozman et al ’s tone mapping
algorithm (CFA based) [8]. (b). Glozman et al ’s tone mapping algorithm ( Luminance
based) [8]. (c). Meylan et al.’s operator [20]. (d). Reinhard et al. [17]. (e). Gradient based
tone mapping operator by Fattal et al. [33]. (f). Mantiuk et al.’s operator [48]. (g). Durand
et al.’s operator [38] . (h). Drago et al.’s operator [11]. (i). Ashikhmin’s tone mapping
operator [14]. (j). Pattanaik et al.’s operator [7].
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j)

Figure 2.5: Tone mapped Synagogue image obtained using (a). Glozman et al.’s tone map-
ping algorithm (CFA based) [8]. (b). Glozman et al.’s tone mapping algorithm (Luminance
based) [8]. (c). Meylan et al.’s operator [20]. (d). Reinhard et al. [17]. (e). Gradient based
tone mapping operator by Fattal et al. [33]. (f). Mantiuk et al.’s operator [48]. (g). Durand
et al.’s operator [38] . (h). Drago et al.s operator [11]. (i). Ashikhmin’s tone mapping
operator [14]. (j). Pattanaik et al.’s operator [7].
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Table 2.2: Quantitative measures for Figure 2.5

Tone mapping operators Structural fidelity Naturalness TMQI

Glozman et al. (CFA based) [8] 0.90300 0.82778 0.95056
Glozman et al. (Luminance based) [8] 0.91897 0.74425 0.94209

Meylan et al. [20] 0.82922 0.12879 0.80328
Reinhard et al. [17] 0.92484 0.48726 0.90178

Fattal et al. [33] 0.95676 0.61912 0.93201
Mantiuk et al. [48] 0.90717 0.57381 0.91187
Durand et al. [38] 0.81308 0.15515 0.80533
Drago et al. [11] 0.80576 0.051294 0.77441
Ashikhmin [14] 0.77277 0.064023 0.76903

Pattanaik et al. [7] 0.78106 0.18151 0.80242

eight other tone mapping operators are shown in Figures 9-12. Tone mapping operators by

Reinhard et al. [17], Fattal et al. [33], Mantiuk et al. [48], Durand et al. [38], Drago et al. [11],

Ashikhmin [14] and Pattanaik et al. [7] were implemented using the Windows application

Luminance HDR that is available at [49]. The MATLAB R© implementation of Meylan et al.’s

tone mapping algorithm was also used in the comparison [20]. As can be seen in Figures 2.4-

2.5, Glozman et al.’s tone mapping algorithm [8] produces visually satisfactory tone mapped

images. Image details and local contrast are retained in the results after applying the tone

mapping operator. The output images from the luminance-based approach and the CFA-

based method of tone mapping for Glozman et al.’s tone mapping operator [8] also appear

to be visually similar. In addition, better tone mapped results were obtained in comparisons

to the output images from Ashikhmin’s tone mapping operator [14] and Pattanaik et al.’s

algorithm [7].

For objective comparison, a tone mapping quality index proposed by Yeganeh et al. [50]

is used in assessing the effectiveness of the different tone mapping operators. This objective

assessment algorithm produces three image quality scores that are used in evaluating the

image quality of a tone mapped image: the structural fidelity score (S), image naturalness

(N) score and the tone mapping quality index (TMQI). The structural fidelity score is based

on the structural similarity (SSIM) index, and it calculates the structural similarity between
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the tone mapped image and the original WDR image. The naturalness score is based on a

statistical model that perceives that the naturalness of an image correlates with the image’s

brightness and contrast. The overall image quality measure, which the authors call tone

mapping quality index (TMQI), is computed as a non-linear combination of both the struc-

tural similarity score (S) and the naturalness score (N). The three scores generally range

from 0 to 1, where 1 is the highest in terms of image quality.

The objective test scores (N, S, TMQI) for the tone mapped images shown in Figures

2.4-2.5 are displayed in Tables 2.1-2.2. High naturalness and overall image quality (TMQI)

values were attained for Glozman et al.’s tone mapping operator [8] (using the CFA-based

color workflow). This indicates that the algorithm produce natural looking tone mapped

images with preserved image details in both high and low light areas. Although lower values

were attained for structural similarity (S) in comparisons to the results obtained by Fattal

et al. [33], higher naturalness (N) scores were gotten by Glozman et al.’s tone mapping

operator [8] for the same test images. In addition, the obtained objective test scores are

still close to majority of the results of the other tone mapping algorithms. The CFA-based

workflow for the proposed algorithm attained slightly higher results in terms of naturalness

and overall image quality (TMQI) in comparison to the results from the luminance-based

workflow for the same tone mapping operator. This implies that minimal to no degradation

on the image quality is observed when the CFA-based workflow is performed for colored WDR

images. This makes the color image processing workflow (CFA-based) chosen by Glozman

et al. [8] more appealing for a system-on-chip design because it reduces the computational

complexity of the overall system in comparison to the traditional color workflow (luminance-

based) while maintaining the tone mapped image’s naturalness, image details and overall

image quality.
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2.5 Overview of the proposed hardware video tone mapping system

The overall flow chart of the hardware-based tone mapping system is illustrated in Figure

2.6. To obtain a tone mapped output image, a WDR image obtained from a CMOS-based

sensor or from the multi-fusion of images with different exposure is processed by the tone

mapping system. First, the WDR image is used in estimating the value of the rendering

parameter needed for the actual tone mapping operation. Then, the tone mapping process is

performed using the input WDR image and the estimated parameter value. Both the novel

rendering parameter estimation algorithm and the tone mapping algorithm is implemented

in hardware using an FPGA.
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Figure 2.6: Overview of the proposed hardware video tone mapping system.
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Chapter 3

Automatic Parameter Estimation for the

Exponent-based Tone Mapping Operator

3.1 Introduction

Tone mapping algorithms are used to adapt captured WDR scenes to the limited dynamic

range of commonly available display devices. Although there are several tone mapping

algorithms available, some require manual tuning of their parameters in order to produce

a good quality tone mapped image. [8, 17, 20, 33, 48, 51]. This is because the rendering

parameters influence the appearance of the tone mapped image. To avoid adjusting the

system’s configuration for each WDR image, some published tone mapping algorithms select

a constant value for their parameters [20, 33, 48]. Experiments performed with these tone

mapping algorithms show that the value of their rendering parameters do depend on the

type of WDR image. Hence, choosing a constant rendering parameter value for all WDR

images may not be an efficient approach because it makes these tone mapping operators less

suitable for hardware video applications, where a variety of WDR images with different image

statistics will be compressed in real-time. An ideal tone mapping system should be able to

automatically adapt an assortment of WDR images based on features of the images without

requiring reconfiguration of its tone mapping parameters for each WDR image frame.

Glozman et al.’s operator is a tone mapping algorithm that compresses a WDR image

based on its global and local characteristics [8,52]. It consists of global and local components

that are used in the adaptation of a WDR image as given in Eq. 2.2 and Eq. 2.3. The global

component in adaptation factor Xo(p) is comprised of factor k and the average of the image

XDC . The factor k is used in modulating the amount of global tonal correction XDC that
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is done to the WDR image. It can be adjusted between 0 and 1 depending on the image

key. The image key is a subjective quantification of the amount of light in a scene [17].

Low key images are images that have a mean intensity that is lower than average, while

high key images have a mean intensity that is higher than average [53]. Figures 3.1 and 3.2

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: A low key image and its corresponding histogram.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: A high key image and its corresponding histogram.

show an example of a low and high key image and their respective histogram. As seen in

the histograms (Figures 3.1(b) and 3.2(b)), a low key image has the majority of the pixel

intensities at the lower end of the histogram (dark images) while the opposite is the case for

high key images (bright images). Analysis show that low key WDR images require factor k

values closer to 0, while factor k values closer to 1 are required for high key WDR images.
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This is because the lower the k value, the higher the overall image mean. On the other hand,

the higher the k value, the greater the compression of higher pixel values, resulting in a less

exposed tone mapped image. To visually demonstrate the sole effect of the factor k on the

tonal curve applied to the input WDR signal X, the local adaptation, (X ∗ Fw)(p), is kept

constant or is assumed that there are no variations in the intensity of the surrounding pixels

for each pixel in X, while the parameter k used for performing tone mapping varies from 0.1

to 1 (Figure 3.3). As shown in Figure 3.3, as the factor k decreases, more of the input WDR

signal X is compressed to the higher ranges of the low dynamic range device (in this case

closer to 255). Another visual explanation of the effect of k is shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.

Here, it can be seen that as the value of k decreases from 1 to 0, the resulting tone mapped

image becomes more exposed with lower image contrast.

Figure 3.3: Inverse exponent curves for different k values (assuming (X ∗ Fw)(p) is constant
for the given WDR input X).

The second component in the adaptation factor (Eq. 2.2) is the local image computation

for each WDR pixel. This component is important for improving the local contrast and

preserving image details in the tone mapped image. It ensures that the tone mapping

function (Eq. 2.3) applied to each WDR pixel varies and is dependent on the spatial location

of the specific pixel. To obtain the local information of the neighboring pixels, a convolution
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.4: Memorial image (from the Devebec Library) with same low pass filter. (a) k=1
(b) k=0.5 (c) k=0.25 (d) k=0.01.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.5: Cathedral image [54] with same low pass filter. (a) k=1 (b) k=0.5 (c) k=0.25
(d) k=0.01.

between the WDR image and an image filter is performed. Image filters such as low-pass

filters, edge-preserving low-pass filters, and or multiscale pyramids can be used to obtain the

spatial localized content [55].

In Glozman et al.’s tone mapping algorithm, a Gaussian filter was used for performing

local adaptation on the WDR image [8]. It is a simple low-pass filter that takes a weighted

average of the surrounding pixel values. The average is taken in such a way that the pixels

nearest to the center pixel contribute more to the result than those further away [56]. The
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two-dimensional Gaussian filter is defined as:

Fw(x, y) =
1

2πσ2
exp−

x2+y2

2σ2 (3.1)

where σ is the standard deviation, x and y, correspond to the horizontal and vertical distances

from the origin or centre pixel which is suppose to be (0,0)) . These variables are adjustable

and depend on the amount of local contrast required for the resulting tone mapped image.

A typical value of σ = 3 is used when the size of the filtering mask is 9 × 9. Figure

3.6 shows the effect of the Gaussian filter on the resulting tone mapped image. The tone

mapped image (Figure 3.6(b)) that utilizes a Gaussian filter to obtain the local information

of the surrounding pixels contains more image local contrast and details in comparison to

the image (Figure 3.6(a)) that is derived from a tone mapping algorithm containing no local

image component.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Peck Lake image [32] with same k value. (a). No Gaussian filter (b). Gaussian
filter (σ=3, kernel size=9x9).

Although Glozman et al.’s algorithm is an effective tone mapping operator, it lacks a

parameter decision block, thereby requiring manual tuning of its rendering parameters for

each WDR image that needs to be displayed on a low dynamic range device. In this chapter,

an extension of the exponent-based tone mapping operator by Glozman et al. [8] is discussed.

It involves the design of a novel automatic parameter selector for estimating the value of

factor k used in the tone mapping operation. In this chapter, three automatic rendering
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models are proposed and one of them is selected for hardware implementation. Experiments

conducted for the derivation of these automatic rendering algorithms are explained in detail.

For objective assessment, the tone mapping image quality index (TMQI) of Yeganeh et

al. [50] is used, and the results from the tone mapping operator are compared with results

from eight other tone mapping algorithms as well as from manually tuning Glozman et al.’s

tone mapping operator [8]. Experiments show that high TMQI scores are attained with

our proposed optimization of the tone mapping algorithm, which highlights its relevance.

This makes the hardware implementation of the improved tone mapping algorithm more

attractive for a WDR video compression application. The proposed rendering parameter

estimation algorithm is simple enough that it can be implemented on a system-on-a-chip.

Hence, the chosen approach for tone mapping colored WDR images can maintain the image

quality of tone mapped images while reducing the computational complexity of the video

tone mapping system.

3.2 Objectives

The following are the objectives of this chapter:

1. To present three methods for estimating the value of k needed when Glozman et al.’s tone

mapping operator [8] is used for performing WDR image compression. In addition, to

discuss the reason why one of the methods is chosen for the hardware implementation.

2. To compare the results of all three methods to those produced by manually selecting the

k value for the tone mapping operation.

3. To verify the performance of all three automatic k generators by comparing the results of

the optimized tone mapping algorithm with outputs from other tone mapping operators.
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3.3 Developing the automatic parameter estimation algorithm

The aim was to design a simple hardware-friendly automatic parameter selector for estimat-

ing factor k so that natural looking tone mapped images can be produced using Glozman

et al.’s tone mapping algorithm [8]. The proposed algorithm has to be hardware-friendly so

that it can be implemented as part of the tone mapping system without dramatically in-

creasing the power consumption and hardware resources utilized. To derive this k-equation,

a mathematical model based on the properties of the image needs to be derived experimen-

tally. The initial hypothesis is that there exist a one-dimensional interpolation function for

computing the k value. Based on this hypothesis, the k-equation can be described as shown

in Eq. 3.2:

k = f(x, β) (3.2)

where k is the dependent variable that is applied with the adaptation equation (Eq. 2.2),

which varies from 0 to 1,,x is an independent property of the WDR image and β are the

parameters of the function. Since the function needs to be derived experimentally, the next

step was to obtain the data samples used in modelling the algorithm. An outline of the steps

taken in modeling the automatic estimation algorithm is shown in Figure 3.7. First, 200

WDR images were tone mapped in order to obtain good quality display outputs and their

respective k values were stored. Then the same WDR images were analyzed and various

independent variables were proposed and computed for each WDR image. Finally, the k

values as well as the different proposed independent variables were used in determining if

a one-dimensional relationship exists between the selected k values and their corresponding

independent variables. This is so that an equation can be derived for estimating the value k

for producing good quality tone mapped images.
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Figure 3.7: Outline of the steps taken in deriving the mathematical model for estimating
the k value needed for the tone mapping operation.

3.3.1 Manually estimating the values of k

In order to develop an automatic parameter estimation algorithm, a way of manually deter-

mining which values of k produced tone mapped images that can be deemed natural looking,

had to be found. Previous studies on perceived naturalness and image quality have shown

that the observed naturalness of an image correlates strongly to the characteristics of the

image primarily brightness, contrast and image details [50,57,58]. As previously highlighted,

the factor k is a major parameter in the tone mapping algorithm and its value may vary

for different WDR images. Analysis performed showed that the value of k predominately

affects the brightness level of the tone mapped image, but also influences the contrast of the

image due to the increase or decrease of the image exposure as shown in Figure 3.3. The

amount of contrast and preserved image details is primarily determined by the local adap-

tation component of the tone mapping algorithm [8]. Since the goal here was to derive a

simple one-dimensional interpolation function for computing factor k for the purpose of easy

hardware implementation, our focus was mainly on selecting what level of brightness was

good enough for a tone mapped image. This resulted in the issue of how to quantitatively
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determine how bright a tone mapped image should be in order for it to be categorized as

being of good quality.

The statistical method by Jobson et al. [57] was used in estimating what the illumination

range should be in order for an image to be perceived as being a visually pleasant image. In

Jobson et al.’s paper, they developed an approach of relating a visually pleasant image to

a visually optimal region in terms of its image statistics i.e. image luminance and contrast.

The overall image luminance is measured by calculating the mean of the image’s luminance

µ, while the contrast σ is measured by calculating the global mean of the regional standard

deviations. To obtain the regional standard deviations, non-overlapping area blocks of 50x50

pixel size were used to calculate the standard deviation of a pixel region in their experiment

[57]. The size of the pixel regions for computing the standard deviation can be modified.

Based on the results from their experiment, they concluded that a visually optimal image

was found to have high image contrast which lies within 40-80, while its image luminance is

within 100-200 for an 8 bits image or more specifically, around the midpoint of the images

dynamic range [57]. This is to ensure that the image has a well stretched histogram. Figure

3.8 shows the diagram of the visually optimal region for an image in terms of its image

luminance and contrast [57].

Figure 3.8: The four image quality regions partitioned by image luminance and image con-
trast [57].
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Using Jobson et al.’s theory, an experiment involving 200 WDR images was performed

in order to obtain k values for the 200 tone mapped images. In addition, the tone mapping

image quality assessment tool by Yeganeh et al. [50] was used to ensure that the selected

k values and the corresponding tone mapped images were within the highest image quality

scores attainable by the tone mapping algorithm. Since the tone mapping algorithm devel-

oped by Glozman et al. [8] is applied on a CFA image instead of the luminance layer, the

calculation of the overall image mean and contrast was based on the mean of the CFA image

as well as the mean of the regional standard deviations respectively. From the analysis per-

formed using the tone mapping algorithm, the value of k mainly influences the brightness of

the image. As the value of k decreases, the mean of the tone mapped image increases while

the opposite trend occurs when k increases. As shown in Figure 3.9, the selected k resulted

in majority of the tone mapped images being in a region of sufficient amount of brightness

that also attained high TMQI scores. Figure 3.10 shows the histogram of the TMQI scores

for the 200 WDR images. Results show that images with high TMQI scores lie within the

luminance range described by Jobson et al. [57]. However, some images processed had insuf-

ficient amount of contrast. This could not be improved by adjusting factor k and may be as

a result of the present form of the adaptation function (Eq. 2.2). This issue will be addressed

in more detail in Chapter 5. Here, the main focus was achieving a good range of brightness

for the tone mapped images and determining a method of mathematically quantifying the

relationship between the WDR image’s luminance and the corresponding k value used in the

tone mapping operation.

3.3.2 Determining the independent variable x

After performing the previous experiment where the “optimal” k values for 200 WDR images

were obtained, the next step was to find a variable that correlates with these k values so

that the value of k can be predetermined before the actual tone mapping process.

An approach based on deriving an independent variable from an initially compressed
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Figure 3.9: Shows various image quality regions in relation to its image luminance and
contrast for actual tone mapping operation.

WDR image was proposed. This is because WDR images can be seen as belonging to different

classes depending on the image’s dynamic range, and this may affect the interpretation of the

image’s statistics. For example, a 10 bits WDR image (for which the intensity ranges from

0 to 210-1) with a mean of 32 may be different from a 16 bits WDR image (0 to 216-1) with

the same mean, due to the large difference in dynamic range. Since the goal here is to design

a parameter estimation algorithm for Glozman et al.’s tone mapping operator, that can be

robust enough to estimate the k values for a large variety of WDR images (anything greater

than 8 bits), all the different WDR images need to be normalized to the same dynamic scale

so as to remove the effect of the different dynamic ranges.

Three methods of initially compressing the WDR images were proposed. They differ by

the type of tone mapping algorithm applied on the WDR image at the initial compression

stage. Using the compressed image, four potential independent variables were investigated:
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of the TMQI scores of the 200 tone mapped images.

minimum, maximum, mean and image contrast. These variables along with the WDR im-

age’s k values are compared in order to determine if there exists a correlation. The variables

that have a one-dimensional relationship with the k value applied in the actual tone mapping

operation are then used in statistically-deriving a k-equation. It should be noted that the

same WDR images used in obtaining the 200 k values in the previous experiment were used

for deriving the four potential variables for all three models. This is to ensure consistency

and fair comparison between all three methods. The three methods are described below:

Method 1: using the actual tone mapping algorithm

In this model, the exponent-based algorithm by Glozman et al. [8], as described in Eq.2.1-2.3

is used in the initial image compression. For the adaptation computation (Eq. 2.2), factor k

set at k=0.5 while the sigma and kernel size for the Gaussian filter, was set to σ = 3 and 9×9

respectively. The same tone mapping algorithm was used in the initial compression because

it will be a reasonable estimate of how much the k value needs to be further adjusted so

as to improve the image’s perceived naturalness. The four potential independent variables:

minimum, maximum, mean and contrast of the 200 WDR images were computed from the

compressed images and used in the k correlation analysis.
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Method 2: using the simplified tone mapping (local and global components)

The aim of Method 2 is to reduce the computational complexity by implementing a different

tone mapping algorithm in the initial compression operation. In Method 1, the same tone

mapping algorithm is applied twice to the WDR image and this may increase the hardware

complexity of the system especially if the parameter estimation system and actual tone map-

ping operator is implemented in parallel. In order to reduce the computational complexity,

a simplified version of Glozman et al.’s tone mapping operation (Eq. 2.3) was proposed for

the initial compression process. Here, the scaling factor is removed and the tone mapping

algorithm is simplified to this:

Y (p) = α ·
(

1− exp−
X(p)
Xo(p)

)
(3.3)

Xo(p) = k ·XDC + (X ∗ Fw)(p) (3.4)

where Y (p) is tone mapped image used for estimation, α is the maximum pixel intensity of

the display device, and Xo(p) is the adaptation factor which is the same as that in Glozman

et al.’s operator (Eq. 2.2). For standard display devices such as computer monitor, α = 255

(8 bits). For the adaptation function (Eq. 3.4), k was kept constant at 0.5 while the sigma

and kernel size for the Gaussian filter was set to σ = 3 and 9× 9 respectively.

Method 3: using the simplified tone mapping (global)

In this model, the compression performed in the initial estimation stage utilizes a simpler

tone mapping algorithm in comparison to the previous two models. Here, the tone mapping

algorithm (Eq. 3.5) is a global tone mapping operator. The local information of the sur-

rounding pixels are not included in the compression process, hence removing the need for

convolution computation. This algorithm is a simple inverse exponential function that scales

the CFA image from 0 (black pixels) and α (white pixels) [36].

Y (p) = α ·
(

1− exp
− X(p)
XDC

)
(3.5)
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where Y (p) is the tone mapped image used for estimation, α is the maximum pixel intensity

of the display device and XDC represents the mean of the WDR image.

3.3.3 Correlation between k and the proposed independent variables

Method 1

In order to derive an algorithm for estimating the values of k needed for tone mapping WDR

images, the computed minimum, maximum, contrast and mean values of the 200 compressed

images were analyzed. Results showed that there is a correlation between the mean (ym) of

the initial compressed image and the k value used in the actual tone mapping operation. As

shown in Figure 3.11, the trend of the values of k selected for the varying images correlate

with the description of the rendering parameter k. As expected, low k values are required for

images with a lower-than-average mean intensity while high k values are needed for WDR

images with higher-than-average mean intensity. Thus, dark WDR images that appear as low

key images, require low k value for the actual tone mapping process, which in fact improves

the brightness of the image, while the reverse occurs for extremely bright WDR images.

The plot of the contrast of the initial tone mapped image and the final k value is also

displayed in Figure 3.12. The results show that there is no strong one-dimensional relation-

ship between the tone mapped image’s contrast and the selected k value. Thus, in order to

simplify the automatic parameter estimation model, the initial tone mapped image contrast

was not included in the derivation of the k-equation. Similar observations were found in the

analysis of the minimum and maximum results (Figures 3.13 and 3.14). Hence, only the

mean of the initially-compressed images was used in derivation of the estimation algorithm,

and it will be used as the independent variable of the function (Eq. 3.2).

To obtain a relatively simple k-equation that can be implemented in hardware, the graph

of k was divided into three regions (A, B, C). Region A represents extremely low independent

variable ym values and the value of k in this region is kept constant (Eq. 3.6). In Region

C, the k value is also kept constant and the region represents extremely high independent
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variable ym values. Finally, Region B represents the region between low and high range for

the independent variable ym. Using a MATLAB R©’s curve fitting tool, a k-equation (3.6) was

obtained for Region B, which should be easy to implement in hardware.

k =



0.035, if ym ≤ 20.47

0.01976 · 20.04038·ym , if 20.47 < ym < 115.43

0.5, otherwise

(3.6)

Figure 3.11: The graph of the mean of the initially-compressed image (using Method 1)
against the selected k for the 200 WDR images used in the experiment.

Method 2

In the analysis of the proposed Method 2, results similar to those obtained in Method 1

were found. Results showed that there was still a correlation between the mean (ym) of

the initial compressed image, and the k value used in the actual tone mapping operation.

Figure 3.15 shows the results of the 200 WDR images used in this experiment. The trend of
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Figure 3.12: The graph of the contrast of the initially-compressed image (using Method 1)
against the selected k for the 200 WDR images used in the experiment.

Figure 3.13: The graph of the minimum of the initially-compressed image (using Method 1)
against the selected k for the 200 WDR images used in the experiment.

Figure 3.14: The graph of the maximum of the initially-compressed image (using Method 1)
against the selected k for the 200 WDR images used in the experiment.
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the actual k values selected for tone mapping also correlates with the experiment performed

using Method 1. The lower the mean of the initial tone mapped image ym, the lower the

value of k used in compressing the WDR image. Similar to Method 1, no one-dimensional

relationship was found between the k value and the minimum, maximum or contrast of the

tone mapped images. Thus, those components were not included in the derivation of the

k-equation.

k =



0.035, if ym ≤ 27.16

0.01439 · 20.04728·ym , if 27.16 < ym < 108.25

0.5, otherwise

(3.7)

Figure 3.15: The graph of the mean of the initially-compressed image (using Method 2)
against the selected k for the 200 WDR images used in the experiment.
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Method 3

k =



0.035, if ym ≤ 12.49

0.02675 · 20.0312·ym , if 12.49 < ym < 135.40

0.5, otherwise.

(3.8)

The correlation between the mean of the tone mapped images ym and the selected k values

for the 200 WDR images is shown in Figure 3.16. There is still a similar curve trend, as seen

in the previous methods (Figures 3.11-3.15). However unlike the previous two models, there

are a lot of variances between the selected factor k and the estimated mean. This may be

because, unlike previous methods, this method does not take into consideration the effects

of local adaptation on the estimated mean (image key). Similar to the previous two models,

there were no one-dimensional relationship between the minimum,maximum and contrast of

the tone mapped images. Hence, the independent variable in the derived k-equation is the

mean of the initial compressed image ym (3.8).

Figure 3.16: The graph of the mean of the initially-compressed image (using Method 3)
against the selected k for the 200 WDR images used in the experiment.
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The bounds in the value of k for the low and high independent variable regions (A and C),

in all three models were empirically set to 0.035 and 0.5 respectively. Images with extremely

low k values (< 0.035) are prone to unnatural color artifacts. No image in the data set of 200

WDR images required a k value greater than 0.5 when experiments were conducted using

the present form of the adaptation equation (Eq. 2.2). Bounds may change if the adaptation

function is adjusted and this will be explained in more detail in Chapter 5.

To evaluate the fit of the curves attained in Region B for all three methods, the goodness

of fit for all three curves are displayed in Table 3.1. There are three criteria used in the

analysis of these curves: the sum of squares due to error (SSE), R-square, and the root

mean squared error (RMSE). The SSE is used to measure the total variation of the model’s

predicted values from the observed values [59]. A score closer to 0 indicates a better fit.

R-square is used to measure how well the curve fit explains the variations in the experiment

data [59, 60]. It can range from 0 to 1 where a better fit is indicated by a score closer to

1. RSME is used to measure the difference between the model’s predicted values and the

experimentally-derived values [60]. A better fit is indicated by an RMSE value closer to 0.

As expected, Method 3 has the lowest R-square as well as highest SSE and RMSE scores.

This may be because the initial compression algorithm did not take into account the effect

of the neighboring pixels in the estimation of the image mean. Hence, higher variations are

seen in the graph between the independent variables (ym) and the k values used in the actual

tone mapping process (Eq. 3.16). This resulted in a higher deviation between the predicted

values from the fit and the experimental values in comparison to the results from Method 1

and Method 2. Method 1 and Method 2 have the highest goodness of fit scores with slightly

higher scores for Method 1. This is also expected because Method 1 is the actual algorithm

that the rendering parameter k is being estimated for and it includes the local adaptation

information. Method 2 includes a computation of the local information of the WDR image,

but it does not have the scaling factor that was proposed by Glozman et al. [8] in the initial
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the curve fitting results for k-equation’s region B (all three meth-
ods).

General model (k(region B) =a · 2b·ym) Method 1 Method 2 Method 3

Coefficients a 0.0198 0.01439 0.02675
b 0.0404 0.04728 0.03120

Goodness of fit: SSE 0.2069 0.23300 0.44630
R-square 0.9297 0.93160 0.85710
RMSE 0.0342 0.03549 0.04993

compression algorithm (Eq. 3.3).

Using the derived equations from the three models, a pathway for performing an auto-

matic tone mapping on a WDR image was designed. This automatic pathway is shown in

Figure 3.17. First, an estimation of the image statistics is performed by computing the mean

of the initial compressed WDR image ym using one of the three models mentioned above.

Next, a k value is calculated using estimation algorithm for the same method that was used

in the initial image compression. This k value is then used for the actual tone mapping

process using Glozman et al.’s operator [8].

Figure 3.17: Block diagram of the pathway used in performing automatic image compression
of WDR images
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3.4 Assessment of the proposed extension of Glozman et al.’s tone mapping

operator

To demonstrate that the three models (Eqs. 3.6-3.8) produce satisfactory results for a

variety of WDR images, the models were tested on images that were not used in deriving the

equations. The objective assessment tool index by Yeganeh et al. [50] was used in selecting

the k values for the manual implementation of Glozman et al.’s tone mapping operator.

The k values that were used to produce images with the highest TMQI score attainable

by the tone mapping algorithm were selected. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show examples of the

results from the automatic and manual-tuned tone mapping systems. Results show that the

three automatic rendering parameter models work well in estimating the parameter k. The

automatic rendering parameter algorithms produced image results that are similar to those

from the tone mapping operator (implemented with manual factor k settings) to conclude

that the improved approach is suitable for tone mapping a variety of WDR images.

Furthermore, a quantitative assessment was performed using the objective test developed

by Yeganeh et al. [50] so as to compare the output images (manually tuned and automatically

rendered) with other tone mapping operators. Images from tone mapping operators by

Reinhard et al. [17], Fattal et al. [33], and Drago et al. [11], were obtained using the Windows

application Luminance HDR that is available at [49]. The MATLAB R© implementation of

Meylan et al.’s tone mapping algorithm [20] was also used in the comparison. The objective

test scores TMQI for the tone mapped images shown in Figures 3.18 and 3.19 are displayed

in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Although Fattal et al.’s [33] gradient tone mapping operator had the

highest structural similarity (S) scores, higher naturalness scores were attained by Glozman

et al.’s operator (manual and automatic models) for the same test images. The results also

show that image quality scores obtained for the automatic rendering models and manual

calibration varied slightly. This indicates that the estimation methods can produce natural

looking tone mapped images that are similar to those produced from tuning the rendering
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Table 3.2: Quantitative measures for Figure 3.18

Tone mapping operators Structural fidelity Naturalness TMQI

Linear mapping. 0.61635 0.00013 0.69174
Manual-tuned Glozman et al.’s operator [8]. 0.85987 0.48439 0.88412

Proposed automatic tone mapping (Method 1) [8] 0.85724 0.49174 0.88468
Proposed automatic tone mapping (Method 2) [8] 0.86126 0.48002 0.88373
Proposed automatic tone mapping (Method 3) [8] 0.86193 0.47784 0.88353

Meylan et al. [20] 0.84081 0.15929 0.81405
Reinhard et al. [17] 0.89649 0.30586 0.86082

Fattal et al. [33] 0.96513 0.36109 0.88916
Drago et al. [11] 0.87215 0.17862 0.82714

Table 3.3: Quantitative measures for Figure 3.19

Tone mapping operators Structural fidelity Naturalness TMQI

Linear mapping. 0.54176 4.7725e-005 0.66492
Manual-tuned Glozman et al.’s operator [8]. 0.88690 0.97412 0.96758

Proposed automatic tone mapping (Method 1) [8] 0.88914 0.96911 0.96746
Proposed automatic tone mapping (Method 2) [8] 0.89095 0.96408 0.96722
Proposed automatic tone mapping (Method 3) [8] 0.89242 0.95926 0.96692

Meylan et al. [20] 0.90890 0.62874 0.92130
Reinhard et al. [17] 0.95811 0.83939 0.96642

Fattal et al. [33] 0.97541 0.36120 0.89174
Drago et al. [11] 0.95112 0.61756 0.93033

parameters manually. The k estimation models achieve our goal of deriving a simple

automatic equation that can be used to estimate the value of k needed to produce tone

mapped images that have a good level of naturalness and structural fidelity. An advantage of

the simplified automatic operator is that it depends solely on the estimated mean of the WDR

image and without the additional computational complexity of computing the regional means

of the standard deviation for each image, thereby making it easier to implement in hardware

as part of the tone mapping architecture. The derived equations for estimating factor k

is also an exponent-based function which is easy to design and implement in hardware.

Furthermore, because the image from the initial compressed stage is not needed for actual

tonal compression stage, this approach will not result in the addition of extra hardware

memory for storing the full image from the estimation stage.

The accuracy of the algorithm used in estimating the k depends on which method is
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i)

Figure 3.18: Tone mapped multi-fused image obtained using (a) Linear mapping. (b) Man-
ually tuned Glozman et al.’s operator (k=0.270) [8]. (c) Proposed automatic tone mapping
algorithm using Method 1 (k=0.255) [8]. (d) Proposed automatic tone mapping algorithm
using Method 2 (k=0.278) [8]. (e) Proposed automatic tone mapping algorithm using Method
3 (k=0.282) [8].(f) Meylan et al.’s operator [20]. (g) Reinhard et al. [17]. (h) Gradient based
tone mapping operator by Fattal et al. [33]. (i) Drago et al.s operator [11].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i)

Figure 3.19: Tone mapped multi-fused image obtained using (a) Linear mapping. (b) Man-
ually tuned Glozman et al.’s operator (k=0.165) [8]. (c) Proposed automatic tone mapping
algorithm using Method 1 (k=0.172) [8]. (d) Proposed automatic tone mapping algorithm
using Method 2 (k=0.177) [8]. (e) Proposed automatic tone mapping algorithm using Method
3 (k=0.182) [8].(f) Meylan et al.’s operator [20]. (g) Reinhard et al. [17]. (h) Gradient based
tone mapping operator by Fattal et al. [33]. (i) Drago et al.s operator [11].
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chosen. From the results shown in Table 3.1 for Region B, the best method with easy

hardware implementation is Method 2. Method 1 is also a good choice, but it will require

more hardware resources since the scaling factor is included in the algorithm. In the hardware

system, Method 2 will be used for deriving the k values automatically since it achieves similar

results to that obtained from Method 1.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed three models that can be used for estimating the rendering

parameter k, needed for Glozman et al.’s tone mapping operator. The automatic rendering

algorithms utilize an estimation of the image characteristics of the WDR image to approxi-

mate the value of the rendering parameter k needed for compressing a specific image. The

estimation of the WDR image properties i.e the image mean, is obtained from the initial

compression of the image. This is because we needed to remove the effect of the dynamic

range as well as create a standard platform where the relationship between the initial mean of

the tone mapped image and the rendering parameter k can be determined. This compressed

image is not used in the actual tone mapping process by Glozman et al.’s operator and it is

mainly for the purpose of estimating the needed k value. Hence, no additional memory is

needed for storing the initial compressed image frame.

Assessment of the results obtained using these automatic models along with images from

other tone mapping algorithms show that the models produce good quality tone mapped

images. Furthermore, image results from the automatic models are visually similar to those

produced from manual tuning of factor k for Glozman et al.’s operator. TMQI scores attained

by the models show that the automatic algorithms produce images with score within the

range produced from manual calibration. This shows that the models derived in this chapter

are good approximation tools for selecting the value of k needed for processing WDR images

using Glozman et al.’s operator [8].
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One of the models was selected for hardware-based tone mapping design because it pro-

duces good k values for the image compression operation and it is relatively simple to

implement in hardware in comparison to the other proposed models. The tone mapping

algorithm along with automatic parameter calibration will facilitate the processing of WDR

video frames in real-time on a system-on-chip.
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Chapter 4

Hardware Implementation of the Exponent-based Tone

Mapping Operator

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a real-time hardware implementation of a tone mapping algorithm for colored

WDR images is presented. The tone mapping algorithm is applied on the CFA of the WDR

image. The original tone mapping operator required the manual tuning of its parameters

for each WDR image. An automatic parameter selector has been implemented along with

this tone mapping algorithm in order to achieve good tone mapped images without manual

reconfiguration of the tone mapping algorithm for each WDR image. Both algorithms are

implemented in hardware. The hardware implementation is described in Verilog HDL and

synthesized for a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The proposed tone mapping

architecture employs a combination of parallelism and system pipelining so as to achieve a

high performance in power consumption, hardware resources usage and processing speed.

Experimental results show that the hardware architecture produces images of good visual

quality that can be compared to software-based tone mapping algorithms. High Peak Signal

to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) were obtained when the results

were compared with output images obtained from software simulations using MATLAB R©.

Furthermore, the proposed system is highly efficient in terms of processing speed,hardware

complexity and power for an FPGA-based design [25].

4.2 Objectives

The following are the objectives of this chapter:
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1. To present an efficient hardware-based implementation of an optimized tone mapping

system capable of compressing multi-fused or CMOS sensor-captured WDR images.

2. To verify the performance of the designed tone mapping architecture by comparing the

hardware synthesis report with other hardware-based systems in terms of power consump-

tion, processing speed and hardware resources. The assessment shows that the designed

tone mapping system achieves low power consumption, low hardware resources and high

processing speed.

3. An efficient system was achieved by using a combination of parallel processing along with

pipelining, to achieve significant efficiency in processing time, hardware resources and

power consumption. The hardware design provides a solution for implementing the tone

mapping algorithm as part of a system-on-chip (SOC) with WDR imaging capabilities

for biomedical, mobile, automotive and security surveillance applications.

The motivation here is to design an efficient tone mapping system by optimizing the tone

mapping system of Glozman et al. [8], and implementing the improved tone mapping design

on an FPGA device that will be integrated with a WDR imager for real-time tone mapping

operation.

4.3 Proposed hardware tone mapping design

In this section, the details of the tone mapping operation of the proposed hardware archi-

tecture are provided. According to the tone mapping algorithm described in Chapter 2, the

tone mapping algorithm is applied to the Bayer image form instead of the luminance layer

of the WDR image. This is favorable because it reduces the amount of memory required by

the image system for tone mapping colored WDR images. The chrominance of RGB color

components are not required in this approach hence making the whole design more feasible

for a system-on-chip application. Another advantage of this approach is that no additional
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hardware computation is needed for converting from one colorspace to another. A fixed-point

precision instead of a floating point precision was used in the design, so as to reduce the

hardware complexity while still maintaining a good degree of accuracy when compared to a

software implementation of the same system. The fixed-point representation chosen was 20

integer bits and 12 fractional bits. As a result, a total word length of 32 bits was used for

the tone mapping system. The quantization error of 2.4414e−4 is calculated for 12 fractional

bits.

The actual tone mapping process is done on a pixel-by-pixel basis. First a memory buffer

is used to temporarily store the image; then, each pixel is continuously processed by the

tone mapping system using modules that will be explained. The overview dataflow of the

proposed tone mapping algorithm is described in Figure 4.1. The proposed tone mapping

system contains five main modules: control unit, mean/max module, convolution module,

factor k generator and inverse exponential module.

4.3.1 Mean and max computation

As explained in Chapter 2, the mean and maximum value of the WDR image is needed

in computing the tonal curve that is applied to the WDR image pixels. To calculate the

mean of the CFA image, a 44 bits divider IP core, lpm divide from Altera R© was used for

performing the fixed-point division [61]. Since the overall hardware system is designed to

work for large image sizes with at least 1024 x 768 pixel resolution, improvements are made in

the mean module so as to avoid modifying the tone mapping architecture by implementing

a larger division module when the number of image pixels become too many. Since an

increase in the number of bits of the numerator and denominator for the divider module

results in longer initial latency time and increase in utilized hardware resources, performing

division computation with divisors larger than the current word length is not feasible. Shift

registers are used for performing an initial division of the sum of the image pixels values

so as to avoid increasing the hardware resources. For example, for a 1280 x 1024 frame
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Figure 4.1: Dataflow chart for the hardware implementation of Glozman et al. [8].

size, the total number of pixels is 1310720 (20 x 216) where 20 is the mantissa and 16 is

the exponent of the total image pixels. This is larger than 20 integer bits allocated for the

current divider IP core. Therefore to calculate the mean without increasing the size of the

divider, the summation of the total pixel values is computed, then a right shift operation of

the exponent number (16) is performed which is the same as dividing the sum of the pixels

by 216. This means that in the actual divider IP core, the output from the shift operation is

the dividend while the mantissa (20) is the divisor. The mantissa is within the word length

of the implemented divider module (20 integer bits). To improve the frequency of the divider

module, the pipelined option for the lpm divide is selected.

For computing the maximum value of the CFA image, a simple comparator is imple-
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mented. It should be noted that the mean and maximum values of the current frame are

stored for processing the next frame while the mean and maximum values of the previous

frame are used in the tone mapping operation of the present frame. This is because when

operating in real-time such as 60fps, there are very little variations in information from one

frame to the next [62]. This saves in terms of processing speed and removes the need to store

the full image memory in order to calculate the mean and maximum and then implement

the tone mapping algorithm.

4.3.2 Convolution

In this hardware design, a 3x3 convolution kernel is used for obtaining the information of

the neighboring pixels (Figure 4.2). This simple kernel is used so that the output pixels can

be calculated without the use of multipliers. The convolution module is divided into two

modules; the 3x3 data pixel input generation module, and the actual smoothing module.

To execute a pipelined convolution, 2 FIFO and 3 shift registers are used [63] [64]. The

structure of the convolution module is shown in Figure 4.3. The two FIFO and the three

3bit-shift registers acts as line buffers for the convolution module. The FIFO is used to store

a row of the image frame. At every clock cycle, a new input enters the pixel input generation

module via the 3bit-shift register and the line buffers get systematically updated resulting

in a new 3x3 input pixels (P1-P9). These updated 9 input pixels (P1-P9) are then used by

the smoothing module for convolution computation with the kernel (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Simple Gaussian smoothing kernel used for implementing convolution.

Inside the smoothing module, the output pixel is calculated by the use of simple adders

and shift registers, thus removing the need for multipliers and dividers which are expensive
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Figure 4.3: Convolution diagram for the FPGA.

in terms of hardware resources. The convolution module has an initial latency of (number

of pixel columns (nCols) + 12) clock cycles because the FIFO buffers need to be filled

before the convolution process can begin. This will result in the input pixel being stored

in an additional memory (FIFO) with the number of words being equal to the delay of the

convolution system. To avoid this, the WDR input stored in the line buffer in the convolution

module, is used along with the convolution output of the same pixel location, for the actual

tone mapping process in order to compensate for the delay as well as ensure that a pixel by

pixel processing is maintained. Figure 4.4 shows visual description of the readout system.

The implemented approach is favorable for system-on-chip design where the output from the

CMOS image sensor can only be readout once and sent into the tone mapping architecture.

Thus saving in memory, silicon area and power consumption.

4.3.3 Factor k generator

As discussed in Chapter 3, method 2 is implemented in actual hardware architecture for

estimating the values of k because it has the best goodness of fit results with less hardware

resources requirements when compared to the other two solutions. There are three regions
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Figure 4.4: Top: The implemented method of convolution and tone mapping operation so
as to reduce memory requirements. Bottom: The alternative method for the tone mapping
architecture.

(A,B,C) in all the methods proposed for estimating the value of k needed for tone mapping

a specific WDR image (Eq. 3.7). Region A and C are both constants that are represented

in fixed-point in the hardware design. Since region B of the k-equation is a power function

with a base of 2 and a decimal number as the exponent, a hardware approximation was

implemented in order to achieve good accuracy for the computation of factor k in that

region. The hardware modification is shown in Eq. 4.1,

y = a · 2bx = a · 2(I+F ) (4.1)

where I and F are the integer and fractional parts of the value bx. The multiplication by 2I

can be implemented using simple shift registers so as to reduce hardware complexity. Since

2F can be expressed in an exponential form as e(ln 2)F , the k-equation for region B becomes:

y = a · 2(I+F ) = a · 2I · e(ln 2)F (4.2)

An iterative digit-by-digit exponent operation for computing exponential function e(ln 2)F

in fixed point precision was used. A detailed explanation of this operation can be found in [65]

[23]. It utilizes only shift registers and adders in order to reduce the amount of hardware
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resources needed for implementing exponential functions. A summary of the process is

described below:

For any value of x ∈ [0, In2), y = e(x), can be approximated by setting up a data set of

(xi, yi) where the initial values are x0 = x and y0 = 1. Both xi and yi are calculated using

the equations displayed below:

yi = e−xi · ex (4.3)

xi+1 = xi − ln(bi) (4.4)

where bi is a constant that is equal to 1 + si · 2−i, i ranges from 0 to 11. si is equal to 0 or 1

depending on the conditions shown in Eq. 4.5.

si =


1, if xi ≥ ln(1 + 2−i).

0, otherwise.

(4.5)

Since we are implementing 12 fractional bits for the system’s fixed-point precision, a 12x12

bits read-only memory (ROM) is used as the lookup table for obtaining ln(bi). xi and yi are

computed repetitively using the conditions displayed in Eq. 4.6 4.7.

yi+1 =


(1 + 2−i) · yi, if s = 1.

yi, otherwise.

(4.6)

xi+1 =


xi − ln(1 + 2−i), if s = 1.

xi, otherwise.

(4.7)

A shift and add operation can be used in computing yi+1 in Eq. 4.6 when s = 1. Notice

that in Eq. 4.3, when xi = 0, then yi = ex which is the final exponential value. Since in

our case is e(ln 2)F , where 0 ≥ f ln 2 < ln 2. Taking x0 = f · ln 2, we can use the iteration

method explained above to calculate the exponential part of the k-equation (Eq. 4.2). The

k value obtained is stored and used for the next frame tone mapping operation so that the

processing time is not increased due to the addition of a k-generator.
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4.3.4 Inverse exponential function

The inverse exponential function is important for both the tone mapping algorithm by Gloz-

man et al. [8] and it is described in Chapter 2. A modification of the digit-by-digit algorithm

for implementing exponential functions on hardware was made [23]. It is similar to the expo-

nential operation described above however in this case, because the tone mapping algorithm

is an inverse exponential function, we will require hardware dividers if the original digit-by-

digit algorithm was implemented. This will increase the hardware complexity and latency

of the system. Therefore, the digit-by-digit algorithm was modified to suit this application.

The main part of the original algorithm that is needed for this module and the modification

of the algorithm are described below. For any value of x, it can be represented as shown in

Eq. 4.8

x = (I + f) · ln 2 (4.8)

where I and f are the integer and fractional parts of the value x. To obtain I and f , the

equation is rearranged as described in Eq. 4.9.

I + f = x · log2 e (4.9)

Therefore, for any arbitrary value of y = expx, it can be represented using Eq. 4.10 :

y = ex = e(I+f)·ln 2 = eI·ln 2+f ·ln 2 = 2Ief ·ln2 (4.10)

Shift operation is also used to implement 2I in order to reduce the hardware complexity

of the module. Since f is a fractional number that lies between 0 and 1, f · ln 2 therefore

ranges from 0 to ln 2. Then the Taylor series approximation Eq. 4.11 of exponential equation

(until 3rd order) can be used to calculate ef ·ln 2.

ef ·ln 2 = 1 +
f · ln 2

1!
+

(f · ln 2)2

2!
+

(f · ln 2)3

3!
(4.11)

Since the actual equation used in the tone mapping algorithm is actually in an inverse
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exponential-based form . The following assumptions were made as shown in Eq. 4.12.

y = 1− e−x =


A, if x ≤ 8.

1, if x > 8.

(4.12)

where A = 1−2−I ·e−f ·ln 2. The assumption in Eq. 4.12 was made because e−9 = 0.00012341,

which is less than the quantization error of using 12 fractional bits for the tone mapping

architecture (0.00024414). Using the Taylor series approximation of the equation e−f ·ln 2 and

the conditions in Eq. 4.12 , the overall equation is displayed below:

y = 1− e−x =


1−

(
2−I ·

(
1− f ·ln 2

1!
+ (f ·ln 2)2

2!
− (f ·ln 2)3

3!

))
, if x ≤ 8.

1, if x > 8.

(4.13)

The hardware implementation of the inverse exponential function was performed in a

pipelined manner so as to facilitate the per pixel processing of the WDR image. The latency

of the module is 7 clock cycles.

4.3.5 Control unit

The control unit of the tone mapping system is implemented as finite state machines (FSM).

It is used to generate the control signals to synchronize the overall tone mapping process

(Figure 4.5). The operations and data flow of the whole tone mapping system is driven by

the control unit.

The hardware implementation has three main states:

• S0: In this state, all modules remain inactive until the enable signal Start is

set as high and the FSM moves to state S1.

• S1: In this state, the actual tone mapping operation is performed. An enable

signal is sent to the external memory buffer that results in one input WDR

pixel being read into the system at each clock cycle. This input pixel is shared
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Figure 4.5: State Diagram of the controller for the Tone mapping system.

by the mean, maximum, factor k estimation block and image convolution. The

input pixels from the frame buffer are used in computing the mean, maximum,

factor k estimation block and image convolution. The filtered output values

from the convolution module are used along with the buffered input pixels for

the actual computation of the tone mapping algorithm and the estimation of

factor k. The mean, maximum and factor k of the previous frame are used in

current frame tone mapping computation. Once all four computations have

been completed and stored, an enable signal endtone is set high and the FSM

moves to state S2.

• S2: In this state, the mean, maximum and factor k of the current WDR frame

is stored for the next frame image processing. An end signal finished is set

high and the FSM returns to state S0. The whole operation is repeated if

there is another WDR frame to be processed.
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Figure 4.6: Diagram of the pathway of the input in the hardware implementation of the tone
mapping system.

Figure 4.7: Detailed diagram of the pathway for the tone mapping operation in hardware.

In order to implement the system efficiently, all of the modules were executed in a

pipelined and parallel manner. In total, four dividers were used in the design in which 3

dividers were 44 bits long and 1 divider was 26 bits word length for the fixed point division.

A more descriptive image of the processing stages involved in hardware design implemented

is shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.

As previously explained, the image statistics such as mean and maximum values of the

present frame was used in processing the next frame since there are usually very little vari-

ations in information from one frame to the next. Since the k computation also requires the

mean of the compressed image frame, the k value of a previous frame can be used. This

saves in terms of computation speed and removes the need to store the full image memory in

order to calculate the mean and maximum and then implement the tone mapping algorithm.
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As a result, power consumption will also be reduced in comparison to a system that would

have required the use of an external memory buffer for storing the image frame.

It should be noted that two versions of the hardware-based tone mapping system was

implemented and they differ by the type of WDR image input being processed; multi-fused

or CMOS sensor-captured. Multi-fused WDR images can have a floating point precision

therefore their inputs need to be in fixed-point representation for the hardware architecture,

in this case, 20 integer bits and 12 fractional bits. While images obtained from sensors are

simply integers and do not require fixed-point representation for the inputs therefore, the

word length is 20 integer bits. These discrepancies affect the word length of the hardware

structures such as maximum, mean and the line buffers for convolution (FIFO and shift

registers). It should be noted that core modules i.e. exponential, k-generator, division and

Gaussian smoothing are implemented in fixed-point for both hardware systems. Figure 4.8

shows the differences between the hardware input and output of both architectures. Sensor

input system require less memory and hardware resources for the pixel inputs in comparison

to the multi-fused input system that requires more memory and hardware resources because

of fixed-point precision of its pixel inputs.

Figure 4.8: Diagram of the two hardware architectures. Top:designed for multi-fused WDR
inputs. Bottom: for inputs directly from WDR CMOS sensors.
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4.4 Experimental results

WDR images from the Debevec library and other sources were used to test the visual quality

of both hardware architectures. These WDR images were first converted to Bayer CFA

pattern on MATLAB R©. Then, the Bayer result was converted into fixed-point representation

and used as an input into the hardware implementation of the tone mapping operator. The

tone mapped output image was converted back to RGB image format using a simple bilinear

interpolation on MATLAB R©. Output images from functional simulation using ModelSim R©

for WDR images are shown in Figure 4.9-4.12.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Nave image (Image size (1024 x768)) [54] (a). Simulation results. (b). Hardware
results.

4.4.1 Image Quality: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)

The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) of the results from the hardware simulation on

ModelSim R© was calculated in order to quantify the amount of error produced due to the use

of fixed-point precision. The results from the floating point implementation on MATLAB R©

were used in this quantitative evaluation. Using Eqs. 4.14-4.15 the PSNR was calculated,

PSNR = 10 log10{
255

MSE
} (4.14)
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: Bird of paradise image (Image size (1024 x 768)) [36] (a). Simulation results.
(b). Hardware results.

Table 4.1: PSNR of images tested

Image (NxM) Implementation PSNR (dB)

Nave (720x480) 56.11
Desk (874x644) 46.21

Bird of Paradise (1024x768) 49.63
Memorial (512x768) 54.27

RAW sensor Image (1152x768) 54.85

MSE =
1

MN

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

[f(m,n)− k(m,n)]2 (4.15)

where MSE is the mean-squared error between the output images obtained from the floating

point implementation and the fixed-point implementation on hardware. The PSNR values of

implementations are shown in Table 4.1. It should be noted that the hardware-friendly ap-

proximations made while implementing the k generator module may have affected the PSNR

of the tone mapped images. Even with that, the results show that the hardware implemen-

tation of the tone mapping algorithm produce acceptable results that can be compared to

the MATLAB R© simulations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.11: desk image (Image size (1024 x 768)) [36] (a). Simulation results. (b). Hardware
results.

4.4.2 Image Quality: Structural SIMilarity (SSIM)

SSIM is an objective image quality assessment tool that is used for measuring the similarity

between two images [66]. The SSIM index obtained is used to evaluate how one image is

structurally similar to another image that is regarded as perfect quality. Using Eq. 4.16 the

SSIM was calculated [66],

SSIM =
(2µxµy + C1)(2σxy + C2)

(µx
2 + µy

2 + C1)(σx2 + σy2 + C2)
(4.16)

where x and y represent two image patches obtained from the same spatial location in the

two images being compared. The mean of x and the mean of y are represented by µx and

µy respectively. The covariance of x and y is represented by σxy. The variance of x and the

variance of y are denoted by σ2
x and σ2

y respectively. The variances are used to interpret the

contrast of the image while the mean is used to represent the luminance of the image [66].

The constants, C1 and C2 are used to prevent instability in the division. They are calculated

based on Eqs. 4.17-4.18,

C1 = (K1 · L)2 (4.17)
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: RAW image (Image size (1152 x 768)) (a). Simulation results. (b). Hardware
results.

C2 = (K2 · L)2 (4.18)

where L is the dynamic range of the pixel values (255 for 8 bit tone mapped images). K1

and K2 are 0.01 and 0.03 respectively. The SSIM values of images are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: SSIM of images tested

Image (NxM) Implementation SSIM

Nave (720x480) 0.9999
Desk (874x644) 0.9998

Bird of Paradise (1024x768) 0.9998
Memorial (512x768) 0.9998

RAW sensor image (1152x768) 0.9997
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4.4.3 Performance Analysis

The FPGA implementation of overall system was evaluated in terms of the hardware cost,

power consumption and processing speed.

Hardware cost and power consumption

In Tables 4.3-4.4, a summary of the synthesis report from Quartus v11.1 for the Stratix II

and Cyclone III devices for both the CMOS sensor and multi-fused hardware architectures

are shown. Results show that the full tone mapping system only occupied a small percentage

of the FPGA device area. Overall, the CMOS sensor input design utilized less memory and

hardware resources in comparison to the multi-fused hardware design due to the differences

in the pixel input representation. Both systems were designed in such a way that the total

number of logic cells and registers used would not dramatically increase if the size of the

image became greater than 1024x768. However, the number of memory bits would increase

because of the two-line buffers used in the convolution module.

A detailed report on the hardware resources used by the different units in both systems

for a 1024x768 image is shown in Table 4.5-4.6. The results show that the addition of the

automatic rendering parameter estimation block resulted in a 30.8% increase in combinatorial

functions, 32.5% in total registers and 1.6% increase in utilized memory bits when compared

to only implementing the tone mapping system. The additional hardware requirements can

be accommodated in hardware system because of the added gain from implementing the

estimation block for real-time WDR video compression.

Since power consumption is of importance for possible applications such as mobile devices,

still/video cameras, ensuring that the system consumes low power is of great importance.

Using the built in PowerPlay power analyzer tool of Altera R© Quartus v11.1, the power

consumption of the full tone mapping system was estimated for the Cyclone III device. The

power consumed by the optimized tone mapping system when operating at a clock frequency

of 50MHz, was estimated to be 170mW and 250mW for the CMOS sensor-captured and
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Table 4.3: FPGA synthesis report for 1024x768 sensor-captured WDR image

Stratix II EP2S130F780C4 Used Available Percentage (%)

Combinatorial ALUTs 8,279 106,032 7.80
Total registers 9,858 106,032 9.30

DSP block 9-bit elements 60 504 11.90
Memory Bits 42,858 6,747,840 0.64

Maximum frequency (MHz) 118.92 N/A N/A
Operating frequency (MHz) 50 N/A N/A

Cyclone III EP3C120F48417 Used Available Percentage (%)

Combinatorial Functions 11,543 119,088 9.75
Total registers 9,935 119,088 8.31

Embedded Multipliers 9-bit elements 36 576 6.25
Memory Bits 42,858 3,981,312 1.07

Maximum frequency (MHz) 119.15 N/A N/A
Operating frequency (MHz) 50 N/A N/A

multi-fused hardware architectures respectively. As seen in Tables 4.5-4.6, the automatic

rendering unit only consumed 42mW and 64mW for the sensor and multi-fused hardware

architectures respectively.

Processing speed

For the hardware architecture designed for WDR images obtained from sensors, the maxi-

mum frequency attained for the Stratix II and Cyclone III were 118.92MHz and 119.15MHz

respectively. While for the system designed for multi-fused images, the maximum frequency

obtained for the Stratix II and Cyclone III were 114.90MHz and 116.50MHz respectively. In

order to calculate the processing time for one NxM pixel resolution, Eq. 4.19 is used.

T = [Total clock cycles per frame] · 1

operating clock frequency
(4.19)

Total clock cycles per frame = M ·N +N + 100 (4.20)

This implies that for a 1024x768 image using this hardware implementation, the processing

time for tone mapping of each frame is 7.9ms (126 fps) and 3.45ms (63fps) at a clock frequency
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Table 4.4: FPGA synthesis report for 1024x768 multi-fused WDR image

Stratix II EP2S130F780C4 Used Available Percentage (%)

Combinatorial ALUTs 8,546 106,032 8.06
Total registers 10,442 106,032 9.85

DSP block 9-bit elements 60 504 11.90
Memory Bits 68,046 6,747,840 1.00

Maximum frequency (MHz) 114.90 N/A N/A
Operating frequency (MHz) 50 N/A N/A

Cyclone III EP3C120F48417 Used Available Percentage (%)

Combinatorial Functions 12,154 119,088 10.21
Total registers 10,518 119,088 8.83

Embedded Multipliers 9-bit elements 36 576 6.25
Memory Bits 68,046 3,981,312 1.71

Maximum frequency (MHz) 116.50 N/A N/A
Operating frequency (MHz) 50 N/A N/A

of 100MHz and 50MHz respectively. This means that both systems can work in real-time if

the input video rate is 60 fps at a lower clock frequency of 50MHz.

4.4.4 Comparison with existing research

In Table 4.7, a comparison of the two proposed tone mapping architectures and other tone

mapping hardware systems in terms of processing speed, logic elements, memory, power con-

sumption and PSNR is shown. All the FPGA-based (Altera R©) systems compared utilized a

Stratix II device [29]. Due to properitory reasons, there is no way of converting the hardware

resources requirements for the Xilinx R©-based tone mapping system by Ureña et al. [26, 27]

to an Altera R© system. In this case, only properties such as memory requirements, power

consumption and processing speed are compared with the other hardware-based systems.

For both proposed hardware architectures, less hardware resources is utilized (logic ele-

ments and memory) in comparison to the other hardware tone mapping systems published.

This is because of the low complexity of implementing the automatic rendering algorithm

and tone mapping algorithm since they are both exponent-based functions. In addition,

proposed hardware architecture achieves higher and similar processing times in comparison
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to the other hardware-based systems implemented. Furthermore, the power consumption

estimated for the proposed tone mapping algorithm using the Quartus power analyzer was

lower in contrast to the only found power results for a tone mapping system implemented on

an FPGA. Ureña et al.’s hardware architecture consumed 4x more power in contrast to our

systems that implemented a larger image size (1024x768). Taking into account that if we

implement our full tone mapping algorithm in ASIC rather than FPGA [67], our power con-

sumption is anticipated to decrease substantially. Thus, we can conclude that our systems

achieve our goals of being low power efficient.

It should be noted that among the hardware systems compared, only this current hard-

ware architecture implements a rendering parameter selection unit that automatically adjusts

the rendering parameter’s value based on the properties of the image being processed. Has-

san et al. [21], Carletta et al. [22] and Vylta et al. [24] selected a constant value for their

rendering parameters while Chiu et al. [23] and Ureña et al. [26] required the manual adjust-

ment of their rendering parameters. This is not favorable for a real-time video processing

applications where the parameters need to be constantly adjusted or a constant value may

not work for varying image key.

4.5 Summary

In this work, a hardware-based implementation of the automatic rendering algorithm along

with Glozman’s tone mapping algorithm is discussed. The hardware architecture produced

output images with good visual quality, high PSNR and SSIM values in comparison to the

compressed images obtained from the software simulation of the tone mapping system. The

hardware implementation also produced output images in Bayer CFA format that can be

converted to RGB color image by using simple demosaicing techniques on hardware. The

hardware design satisfies our aim of designing a low power, high processing speed and hard-

ware friendly tone mapping system that automatically adapts images based on their image
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characteristics. Low hardware resources and power consumption achieved are comparable to

other hardware-based tone mapping systems published. WDR images were processed in real-

time because of a mixture of pipelining and parallelisms made as well as hardware-friendly

approximations performed when designing the hardware architecture. Potential applications

such as medical imaging, mobile phones, video surveillance systems and other WDR video

applications will benefit from a real-time embedded device with low hardware resources and

automatic configuration.

The overall architecture is well compacted and it does not require the constant tuning

of the rendering parameters for each WDR image frame. Additionally, it requires low hard-

ware resources and no external memory for storing the full image frame, thereby making it

adequate as a part of a system-on-chip. Future research should concentrate on embedding

the tone mapping system as a part of a system-on-chip with WDR imaging capabilities. In

order to achieve this, the WDR image sensor should also have an analog-to-digital converter

(ADC) as part of the system.
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Chapter 5

Towards improving the overall image and video quality

of the exponent-based tone mapping algorithm

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, the focus was on deriving an automated system for the present

form of the tone mapping algorithm and implementing the optimized system without high

cost in power and hardware resources for real-time WDR video compression. In Chapter

3, three models for automatically tuning the rendering parameter k for the tone mapping

operator were proposed and one of the models was selected for the hardware implementation.

In Chapter 4, the improved tone mapping system was implemented on a low cost FPGA

technology as a proof of concept before it will be further implemented in ASIC as part of

a system-on-chip with a WDR image sensor. The work in the previous chapters achieved

the goals of designing a low power hardware-efficient tone mapping system that is able to

preserve image details and attain a good level of brightness.

In this chapter, further improvements are made by investigating the current issues with

the tone mapping algorithm in terms of image and video quality. The aim was to investi-

gate simple modifications that can be applied to the tone mapping operator so as to have

a more robust system that can produce higher quality tone-mapped images in comparison

to the current tone mapping operator. The known issues with the tone mapping system:

low global contrast, image and temporal artifacts, are presented and addressed. Hardware-

friendly improvements to the tone mapping algorithm are also proposed and implemented on

MATLAB R©. Simulation results from the improved tone mapping algorithm are compared

with the original tone mapping algorithm by Glozman et al. and other tone mapping op-
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erators. Objective analysis show that the improved tone mapping algorithm attains higher

image quality scores than the original tone mapping operator. This demonstrates the rele-

vance of these modifications.

5.2 Objectives

The following are the objectives of this chapter:

1. To discuss the issue of flickering that may occur during WDR video compression. A leaky

integrator has been added to the digital video tone mapping architecture so that the

occurrence of these temporal artifacts in the tone-mapped video sequence is reduced.

2. To verify the performance of the modified tone mapping architecture by comparing the

hardware synthesis report with other hardware-based systems in terms of power con-

sumption and hardware resources. The assessment shows that the designed tone mapping

system maintains low power consumption, low hardware resources and high processing

speed.

3. To present simple image filters that can be used to reduce the occurrence of halos in the

tone-mapped image. The trade offs between each image filter is presented.

4. To discuss a modification of the adaptation factor equation by Glozman et al. [8] that

improves the global contrast of the tone-mapped images.

5.3 Video quality: temporal artifacts

Temporal artifacts may occur during the WDR video compression operation. This is as a

result of sudden variations in the captured WDR image frames that affect the mean and

maximum pixel values. Recall that the tone mapping algorithm (Eq. 2.3) depends on the

WDR image’s statistics (mean and maximum) of the previous frame in order to perform
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WDR image compression. Thus, these sudden changes in the video frames may result in a

rapid adjustment of the tone mapping rendering parameter, k, which will subsequently affect

the tone-mapped frame’s overall brightness. These visible fast changes in the illumination

level of the tone-mapped video frames is known as flickering [68]. Figure 5.1 shows an

example of when flickering occurs in a WDR video sequence. The full video processing

pipeline is simulated on MATLAB R© and the tone mapping algorithm is automatically tuned

and applied to the entire 300 WDR video frames [69]. Tone-mapped video frames 255-265

are shown in Figure 5.1. The visible flickering in the video sequence is as a result of an

increase in the average luminance levels of frames 256, 258, 261 and 264.

255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Tone-mapped image frames 255 - 256 from a 12 bit WDR video footage. Rapid
changes in the illumination levels of frames 256, 258 261 and 264 (a) No leaky integrator,
video flickering visible. (b) Leaky integrator applied on parameters helps reduce the flickering
issue.

In order to remove the flickering artifacts in video tone mapping system, a leaky inte-

grator is applied to the parameters k, XDC and Xmax needed for tone mapping each image

frame. A leaky integrator is used to gradually adjust a given parameter to sudden varia-

tions [28]. Recall in the hardware tone mapping system for processing WDR video discussed

in Chapter 4, the values k, XDC and Xmax calculated from the previous frame is used in

actual compression of the current frame, while the k, XDC and Xmax computed using the

pixel values from the current frame, will be used in processing the next frame. Hence, the

tone mapping parameters for the nth frame in the video image processing pipeline are:

kappliedn = kcalculatedn−1 (5.1)
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XDC
applied
n = XDC

calculated
n−1 (5.2)

Xmax
applied
n = Xmax

calculated
n−1 (5.3)

where kappliedn , XDC
applied
n and Xmax

applied
n are the parameters used in processing the nth

WDR frame. The kcalculatedn−1 is the key value computed from the previous frame while the

XDC
calculated
n−1 and Xmax

calculated
n−1 are the mean and maximum values of the previous frame.

Therefore, when the leaky integrator is added to the hardware video tone mapping archi-

tecture, the kappliedn , XDC
applied
n , XDC

applied
n values used in compressing the nth image frame

becomes:

kappliedn = (1− α)kappliedn−1 + (α)kcalculatedn−1 (5.4)

XDC
applied
n = (1− α)XDC

applied
n−1 + (α)XDC

calculated
n−1 (5.5)

Xmax
applied
n = (1− α)Xmax

applied
n−1 + (α)Xmax

calculated
n−1 (5.6)

where α is used to ensure that the parameters (kappliedn , XDC
applied
n and Xmax

applied
n ) adjust

gradually to the variations in the image frames [28]. In order to reduce hardware logic,

the value of α should be in the power of 2 so that simple add and shift operations can

be used in performing multiplication logic for the three parameters. In our experiments,

α = 0.0625 is used for the modified video processing pipeline. As seen in Figure 5.1, the

leaky integrator removes the flickering issue in the WDR video sequence. Figures 5.2-5.3

show how applying the leaky integrator to kappliedn , XDC
applied
n and Xmax

applied
n helps slow

down the sudden changes to their values in the 300 WDR video frames. The blue line

represents the calculated values for each WDR frame while the red line signifies the actual

parameter values used in tone mapping operation on each WDR image frame. The leaky
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.2: The applied and calculated parameters when no leaky integrator is used (a) k
(b) Maximum (c) Mean.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.3: The applied and calculated parameters when leaky integrator(α = 0.0625) is
used (a) k (b) Maximum (c) Mean.

integrator slowly modifies the applied values thereby reducing variations in each video frame

and subsequently reducing the occurrence of temporal artifacts. It should be noted that the

discrepancies in the fluctuations of k (blue line) that is shown in Figures 5.2(a) and 5.3(a)

is because α = 0.0625 is also applied to mean XDC which is needed in the tone mapping

parameter k estimation algorithm (Eqs. 3.3- 3.7).

5.3.1 Hardware results of the modified video tone mapping system

The FPGA implementation of overall system was modified to include the leaky integrator

and was evaluated in terms of the hardware cost, power consumption and processing speed.

The hardware resources used by the multi-fused and sensor-based system are given in Tables

5.1 and 5.2 respectively. The results show that there is an increase in hardware resources in
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comparison to the FPGA system described in Tables 4.4 and 4.3. In the previous hardware

design, no leaky integrator was implemented in comparison to this modification. Hence,

there is a small increase in the hardware resources in the updated hardware. For the Stratix

II device, an increase of 1.7% and 2.0% in the combinatorial ALUTs used for the sensor and

multi-fused WDR compression architectures respectively. In addition, there is an increase

of 1.9% in the total registers utilized by both the sensor and multi-fused tone mapping

architectures. For a Cyclone III device, the combinatorial ALUTs used by the sensor and

multi-fused hardware systems increase by 1.87% and 1.14% respectively. While the increase

in the total registers used by the sensor and multi-fused hardware systems are 1.08% and

1.93% respectively. These increases are minimal in comparison to the added improvements

made in reducing the occurrence of temporal artifacts in the system.

Table 5.1: FPGA synthesis report for 1024x768 sensor-captured WDR image

Stratix II EP2S130F780C4 Used Available Percentage (%)

Combinatorial ALUTs 8,417 106,032 7.94
Total registers 10,042 106,032 9.47

DSP block 9-bit elements 60 504 11.90
Memory Bits 42,858 6,747,840 0.64

Maximum frequency (MHz) 118.92 N/A N/A
Operating frequency (MHz) 50 N/A N/A

Cyclone III EP3C120F48417 Used Available Percentage (%)

Combinatorial Functions 11,759 119,088 9.87
Total registers 10,042 119,088 8.43

Embedded Multipliers 9-bit elements 36 576 6.25
Memory Bits 42,858 3,981,312 1.07

Maximum frequency (MHz) 119.15 N/A N/A
Operating frequency (MHz) 50 N/A N/A

The processing speed remains the same because the additional computation is performed

before the completion of the tone mapping operation for one WDR video frame. In regards to

the consumed power, there is an increase of 0.90mW and 1.40mW for the sensor and multi-

fused hardware systems, when a frequency of 50MHz is used. This results to a less than 1%

increase in the power consumed by the improved hardware architecture in comparison to the
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Table 5.2: FPGA synthesis report for 1024x768 multi-fused WDR image

Stratix II EP2S130F780C4 Used Available Percentage (%)

Combinatorial ALUTs 8,719 106,032 8.22
Total registers 10,638 106,032 10.03

DSP block 9-bit elements 60 504 11.90
Memory Bits 68,046 6,747,840 1.00

Maximum frequency (MHz) 116.28 N/A N/A
Operating frequency (MHz) 50 N/A N/A

Cyclone III EP3C120F48417 Used Available Percentage (%)

Combinatorial Functions 12,388 119,088 10.40
Total registers 10,638 119,088 8.93

Embedded Multipliers 9-bit elements 36 576 6.25
Memory Bits 68,046 3,981,312 1.07

Maximum frequency (MHz) 116.50 N/A N/A
Operating frequency (MHz) 50 N/A N/A

hardware architecture described in Chapter 5.

Furthermore, a comparison between the updated tone mapping architectures and other

tone mapping systems was performed and displayed in Table 5.3. With the additional

leaky integrator, the exponent-based tone mapping system still maintained lower hardware

resources and power consumption in comparison to the other FPGA-based systems. It should

be noted that none of the systems compared includes any time domain filter for correcting

possible temporal artifacts.

5.4 Image quality: contrast

5.4.1 Local contrast

Gaussian filter

In the current tone mapping equation, the local information of the image is obtained using

a Gaussian filter. Thus, tone-mapped images retain more image details in comparison to

images processed by simple global tone mapping operators. However, artifacts such as halos

may occur when a Gaussian filter is used for local image processing. This is because the
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Gaussian filter takes a weighted average of the pixels in close proximity to a specified pixel

and some of these pixels could have a very different light intensity that could represent edges

in an image. This results in a contrast reversal where visible dark structures may occur

around bright regions in a tone-mapped image. Figures 5.4-5.6 show test images with this

artifact. Analysis shows that the strength of this artifact depends on the size of the Gaussian

kernel. The appearance of halos in the tone-mapped image reduces as the size of the filter

becomes smaller. Figure 5.4 shows a tone-mapped image with less halos, in comparison to

Figure 5.5, because the kernel size in Figure 5.4 is smaller than the one used in Figure 5.5.

However, this resulted in the loss of image details and contrast. Another visual example

is shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7(a). The smaller kernel size resulted in a reduction of the

halo artifacts around the light bulb area in Figure 5.6 image, but also resulted in the loss of

image details in Figure 5.7. Although a Gaussian filter (size=3x3 and σ = 0.85) was used

in the hardware implementation in order to achieve low hardware resources and reduce the

occurrence of halos, this may not be enough for preserving details in some images.

For an improved tone mapping system, the Gaussian filter needs to be replaced with

an edge-preserving filter that reduces or removes halo artifacts as well as preserves image

details. Different simple image filters are described below and the benefits and drawbacks

are examined. The aim here is to find a hardware-friendly filter that reduces or eliminates

the appearance of halo artifacts while preserving image contrast.

Median filter

In a median filter, the output intensity of a given pixel is the median intensity value of the

pixels within a given odd sized window [71]. Based on the filter window size, it sorts the

pixel values in ascending order and the median pixel value in the sorted array is stored. This

makes a kind of edge preserving filter because extremely high and low values are avoided,

thereby reducing the occurrence of halos artifacts. Figure 5.8 shows an example of when the

median filter is used as an edge preserving filter. Although, it works in preserving edges well,
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: Atrium night WDR image [70] using k =0.25976 and a Gaussian filter (kernel
size=3, σ =0.85).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Atrium night WDR image [70] using k =0.25976 and a Gaussian filter (kernel
size=9, σ =2).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: The bathroom image using: (a) k=0.0365 and a Gaussian filter (kernel size=3
σ=0.85). (b) k=0.0365 and a Gaussian filter (kernel size=5, σ =1.075).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: The Adobe lobby image using: (a) k=0.22526 and a Gaussian filter (kernel size=3
σ =0.85). (b) k=0.22526 and a Gaussian filter (kernel size=12, σ=3).
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a key disadvantage of median filters is the loss of fine details. Figure 5.9 shows an example

of images with these artifacts. This setback can be reduced by reducing the size of the kernel

being used. However, it cannot be controlled, making it not adequate for a system-on-chip

application.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: Atrium night WDR image [70] using k=0.25976 and median filter (kernel size=3).

Sigma filter

A sigma filter is a modified mean filter that also preserves edges. Each output pixel is an

average of the surrounding input pixels that lie within an intensity range similar to that of

the centre pixel [72]. The intensity range is described as 2σ, where σ is the threshold that

defines the intensity range of the eligible pixel values. Using Eq. 5.7,

y(p) =

∑
w∈Ωp

δp(w) ·X(w)∑
w∃Ωp δp(w)

(5.7)

where y(p) is the filtered output pixel, X(w) is light intensity of a pixel w located in the

neighborhood of pixel p. δ is used to determine which neighboring pixels are included in the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: The Close tree image using k=0.049 and median filter (kernel size=8).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: The Close tree image using k=0.049 and median filter (kernel size=3).
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calculation of the mean. The matrix δp(w) is obtained using Eq. 5.8:

δp(w) =


1, if |X(w)−X(p)| ≤ σ.

0, if |X(w)−X(p)| ≥ σ.

(5.8)

To prevent having too few pixels involved in the calculation, the mean of the pixels within

the window is used instead when the number of pixels that are within the specified intensity

range is less than a specified number N [72]. For a 5x5 filter and 3x3 filter, N is equal to 4

and 3 respectively. Figures 5.11 and 5.11 show an example of when a sigma filter is used to

obtain local information for WDR image compression. MATLAB R© simulations showed that

decreasing the size of the filter will reduce presence of halos. It reduces the halo artifacts

better than the Gaussian filter and does not result in image artifacts like the median filter. It

will also be relatively easy to implement on hardware. From experiments performed, none

(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: Atrium night WDR image [70] using k=0.25976 and sigma filter (kernel size=5).

of the filters (Gaussian, median and sigma) produced tone-mapped images with complete

removal of halo artifacts for an improved tone mapping system. There are trade-offs involved
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Figure 5.12: The bathroom image using: k=0.0365 and a sigma filter (kernel size=3).

but all of them may still produce either loss of image details or halos. Sigma filter is found

to be the best among the cases evaluated. The median filter resulted in loss of fine details

in some tone-mapped images which could be reduced by changing the kernel size but not

completely controlled. Using a Sigma filter or a Gaussian filter (with a kernel size=3 and

σ = 0.85) will help reduce the halos at the expense of a reduced image contrast. They will

also be relatively easier to implement in hardware in contrast to the median filter. Figure

5.13 shows a comparison of the effects of the different filters on a WDR image. A simple way

of improving the global contrast of the tone-mapped image is discussed in the next section.

5.4.2 Global contrast

Global contrast is the overall contrast of the image. Figure 5.14 shows an image with low

and high global contrast in the same image frame. In the current tone mapping operator, low

global contrast is a prominent issue with the tone-mapped images and it mainly occurs when

the amount of global component and local component is not properly balanced. Experiments
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.13: The bathroom image using: (a) k=0.0365 and a Gaussian filter (kernel size=3,
σ=0.85). (b) k=0.0365 and a median filter (kernel size=3). (c) k=0.0365 and a sigma filter
(kernel size=3).

show that the amount of local component needs to be modulated as well in order to produce

images with better global contrast. Since the amount of global component in the image is

modulated by k in the adaptation factor equations (Eq. 2.2), the amount of local information

needs to be modulated as well in order to have a better balance between a solely global or

local tone-mapped image. Recall that Glozman et al.’s operator exploits the strengths of

a global and local exponent-based tone mapping algorithm (See Eq.2.2). When the local

information is not included, the image produced is purely a global tone-mapped image while

k = 0; the resulting image is solely a local tone-mapped image. Figure 5.15 shows a visual

description of these extreme cases. When the algorithm is purely a global tone mapping

operator, there is evident lack of image details in comparison to when the operator utilizes

only local information. The aim of a global and local tone mapping operator is to obtain

the better qualities of both images in order to produce an image that is better than a solely

global or local tone-mapped image. Based on these observations, a new adaptation factor
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.14: Tone-mapped images with: (Left) low global contrast and (Right) high global
contrast.

equation to replace Eq. 2.2 was deduced:

Xo(p) = k1 ·XDC + k2 · (X ∗ Fw)(p) (5.9)

where XDC is the mean value of all the CFA image pixel intensities; k1 is the image coefficient

that varies from [0 1]. It depends on the image key of the WDR image (same as proposed

by Glozman et al. [8] in the previous adaptation function Eq.2). * denotes the convolution

operation; and Fw is still the two-dimensional low pass filter that models dependency of

the Xo(p) on the light intensity of the surrounding pixels. k2 is the new modulation factor

that varies from [0 1]. It is used to control the amount of local adaptation in the resulting

tone-mapped image. The lower the value of k2, the lower the amount of image details and

the higher the global contrast of the tone-mapped image. Experiments show that k2 = 0.5

is enough to improve the global contrast and preserve image details in the resulting tone-

mapped image. Notice that when the value of k2 tends closer to 0, the resulting image

becomes more of a ’global exponent-based operator.

Figure 5.17 shows the tone-mapped image using for the Glozman et al.’s adaptation factor

(Eq. 2.2) and the proposed adaptation factor. As shown in Figures 5.16(b)5.17(b), reducing

the value of k2 improves the contrast of the the tone-mapped image by increasing the span

of its intensity values. In fact, the histogram is more spread when k2 is reduced. Thus,
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Figure 5.15: Top (left): Glozman et al.’s operator with no local component. Top (right):
Glozman et al.’s operator with no global component. Notice that the low global contrast is
very evident. Bottom: Glozman et al.’s operator with both components present.

modulating k2 performs a sort of contrast enhancement on the overall tone-mapped image.

Assessment of the proposed adaptation equation for the exponent-based tone mapping algo-

rithm

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed adaptation algorithm, a variety of WDR

images were tested using the software implementation of the modified tone mapping system

on MATLAB R© and some image results are shown in Figures 5.17 - 5.23. Image results show

that the modified tone mapping system produced results that have visibly better global

contrast. In addition, the contrast of some tone-mapped images that were compressed using

the original adaptation equation and the modified adaptation equation are displayed Table
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Table 5.4: A comparison of the luminance and contrast of the tone-mapped images processed
using the original adaptation function and the modified adaptation equation

WDR Image
Tone-mapped image

luminance

Tone-mapped image
contrast

Atrium night (Figure 5.17) Original adaptation (Eq. 2.2) 109.21 31.28
Modified adaptation (Eq. 5.9) 108.89 42.846

Bridges (Figure 5.18) Original adaptation (Eq. 2.2) 105.01 29.76
Modified adaptation (Eq. 5.9) 105.08 39.29

Aura shop (Figure 5.19) Original adaptation (Eq. 2.2) 107.00 34.26
Modified adaptation (Eq. 5.9) 108.63 45.73

Snow man (Figure 5.20) Original adaptation (Eq. 2.2) 96.50 27.55
Modified adaptation (Eq. 5.9) 105.05 39.73

Memorial (Figure 5.21) Original adaptation (Eq. 2.2) 109.21 29.28

Modified adaptation (Eq. 5.9) 108.99 38.59

Table 5.5: Quantitative measures for Figure 5.22

Tone mapping operators Structural fidelity Naturalness TMQI

Linear mapping. 0.54176 4.7725e-005 0.66492
Glozman et al. (original adaptation equation) [8] 0.89095 0.96408 0.96722
Glozman et al. (modified adaptation equation) [8] 0.93004 0.97921 0.97956

Meylan et al. [20] 0.90890 0.62874 0.92130
Reinhard et al. [17] 0.95811 0.83939 0.96642

Fattal et al. [33] 0.97541 0.36120 0.89174
Drago et al. [11] 0.95112 0.61756 0.93033

5.4. As explained in Chapter 3, Jobson et al. [57] proposed that a visually optimal image

should have an image luminance that ranges between 100-200 and a high image contrast that

lies within 40-80. It can be seen in Table 5.4, that by modulating the local component of the

tone mapping operator, there is an increase in the calculated contrast of the tone-mapped

images even when the image luminance is within the same range.

Furthermore, the tone mapping quality index proposed by Yeganeh et al. [50] is used

in assessing the effectiveness of both adaptation equations. The three image quality: the

structural fidelity score (S), image naturalness (N) score and the tone mapping quality index

(TMQI), are shown in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 for Figures 5.22 and 5.23. The results show that the

tone-mapped images processed using the modified adaptation factor produce better image

quality in comparison to the original tone mapping algorithm.

It should be noted that the rendering parameter estimation models statistically-derived
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Table 5.6: Quantitative measures for Figure 5.23

Tone mapping operators Structural fidelity Naturalness TMQI

Linear mapping. 0.61635 0.00013 0.69174
Glozman et al. (original adaptation equation) [8] 0.86126 0.48002 0.88373
Glozman et al. (modified adaptation equation) [8] 0.88875 0.45814 0.88725

Meylan et al. [20] 0.84081 0.15929 0.81405
Reinhard et al. [17] 0.89649 0.30586 0.86082

Fattal et al. [33] 0.96513 0.36109 0.88916
Drago et al. [11] 0.87215 0.17862 0.82714

in Chapter 3, for selecting the value of k (now k1) may not always select the best value for

produce good image results when the new adaptation equation is utilized. This is because

the simplifications made in the initial compression of the WDR image, for computing the

estimated image key was calibrated with a local modulation k2 = 1, whereas the value of

k2 now range from 0 to 1 in the new adaptation equation (Eq. 5.9). This may result in

performing an experiment similar to that discussed in Chapter 3 in order to derive a simple

parameter estimation module for k1.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, the current issues with the tone mapping algorithm have been presented.

The issues with the local contrastwere discussed and simple image filters for reducing the oc-

currence of halo artifacts were proposed. The global contrast is improved by modulating the

amount of local information in the tone-mapped image. Experiments show that the proposed

modification of the adaptation factor equation helps in improving the global contrast.

In addition, the temporal artifacts i.e flickering that may occur when compressing WDR

video frames have also been addressed. A leaky integrator has been implemented in the

hardware system so that the flickering issues are now reduced. Hardware results show that

the hardware resources and power consumption are not greatly increased while the overall

video tone mapping system is improved.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.16: Atrium night WDR image [70] using k1 =0.25976, k2 =1.0 and a Gaussian filter
(kernel size=3, σ =0.85).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.17: Atrium night WDR image [70] using k1 =0.5, k2 =0.5 and a Gaussian filter
(kernel size=3 σ =0.85).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.18: Bridges image [36] using (a) Using Glozman et al.’s adaptation function (k2=1).
(b) Using modified adaptation equation (k2=0.5). The loss of global contrast (presence of
false color) due to a higher local component (k2=1) is clearly visible.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.19: Aura Shop image [36] using (Top). Using Glozman et al.’s adaptation function
(k2=1). (b). Using modified adaptation equation (k2=0.5). The loss of global contrast
(presence of false color) due to a higher local component (k2=1) is also clearly visible.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.20: Snow image [36] using (a) Using Glozman et al.’s adaptation function (k2=1).
(b) Using modified adaptation equation (k2=0.5). The loss of global contrast (presence of
false color) due to a higher local component (k2=1) is clearly visible.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.21: Memorial image from the Devebec library using: (a) Glozman et al.’s adaptation
function (k2=1). (b) Using modified adaptation equation (k2=0.5). The loss of global
contrast (presence of false color) due to a higher local component (k2=1) is also clearly
visible.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 5.22: Tone mapped multi-fused image [36] obtained using: (a) Linear mapping. (b)
Tone mapping algorithm using the original adaptation equation (k1=0.1770, k2=1.0) [8]. (c)
Tone mapping algorithm using modified adaptation equation (k1=0.3235, k2=0.5)) [8]. (d)
Meylan et al.’s operator [20]. (e) Reinhard et al. [17]. (f) Gradient based tone mapping
operator by Fattal et al. [33]. (g) Drago et al.’s operator [11].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 5.23: Tone mapped multi-fused image [36] obtained using: (a) Linear mapping. (b)
Tone mapping algorithm using the original adaptation equation (k1=0.2778, k2=1.0) [8].
(c) Tone mapping algorithm using modified adaptation equation (k1=0.5, k2=0.5)) [8]. (d)
Meylan et al.’s operator [20]. (e) Reinhard et al. [17]. (f) Gradient based tone mapping
operator by Fattal et al. [33]. (g) Drago et al.’s operator [11].
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary and achievements

In this thesis, a low power and low hardware cost tone mapping system that is capable of

automatically compressing a variety of WDR images, has been presented. The tone mapping

architecture is designed to be implemented on an FPGA device and used as part of a WDR

CMOS camera acquisition system where WDR video frames will be adapted in real-time

for display on commonly available display devices. Three rendering parameter estimation

models were proposed to be implemented along with the tone mapping operator so that

the an automated compression of WDR images is attained. The automated tone mapping

architecture does not require the storage of the full WDR image and it performs a pixel

by pixel operation making it compact and suitable for low power applications such as video

surveillance systems, consumer imaging electronics (TVs, PCs, mobile phones and digital

cameras) and medical imaging. The following are the achievements of this thesis:

1. Three parameter estimation models were proposed for automatically tuning the rendering

parameter needed by the exponent-based tone mapping operator. The estimation models

are used in combination with the tone mapping operator to demonstrate the performance

of the three algorithms. Objective image assessments were also performed to demon-

strate that the tone mapping system can produce images that can be compared to other

published tone mapping operators.

2. One of the automatic parameter selection algorithm as well as the tone mapping operator

proposed tone mapping system was designed and synthesized for an FPGA device. Hard-

ware approximations and a combination of pipelining and parallelism are implemented so
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as to ensure a pixel by pixel operation is performed without the use of external memory

for storing the WDR image bits. The performance of the full hardware architecture was

analyzed to prove that the tone mapping system can be used for real-time compression

of WDR images while maintaining low power consumption and hardware cost.

3. The known limitations of the tone mapping in regards to the image and video quality,

were investigated and addressed. Improvements were made to the tone mapping algorithm

and hardware design and the performance of the updated algorithm was analyzed to show

that it performed better than the original tone mapping equation.

6.2 Future works

This work has shown that the exponent-based tone mapping system can be automatically

tuned and implemented in hardware achieving low power consumption, low hardware re-

sources and high processing speed. However, there are several areas where improvements

that can be made on the hardware design to enhance the image quality of the resulting

tone-mapped images.

The first way the tone mapping system can be improved is by designing an edge-preserving

filter that can better preserve image details and does not result in halo artifacts in the tone-

mapped images. As shown in Chapter 4 and 5, a simple 3x3 Gaussian filter is currently used

for obtaining this information of the neighborhood of the WDR pixel and it helps in main-

taining local contrast better than using a solely global tone mapping operator. If hardware

efficient edge-preserving filter is developed, a tremendous improvement in the hardware-based

tone mapping system will be attained.

In addition, although a new adaptation factor equation for the tone mapping algorithm

has been shown and the output results show an increase in image quality of the tone-mapped

images, no automatic model for k1 or k2 have been derived. A detailed experiment on how

much of the local adaptation needs to be modulated by k2, as well as how the value of k2
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affects k1 is beyond the scope of this thesis, but will be a good research direction. If an

automatic model for both parameters were developed, designing a hardware efficient tone

mapping system that encapsulates this model would also be a good improvement in the

image quality.

Furthermore, the current hardware-based video tone mapping system was developed and

synthesized for an FPGA device. For future research, an ASIC implementation of the tone

mapping system as part of a WDR CMOS image acquisition system may also be considered.
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB SIMULATION CODES 

 

A.1. Main function 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                                                                          
% Date:           1/25/2013                                              
% File:           TM_Analysis_Ofili.m                                              
% Description:     
% This GUI program simulates the tonemapping for coloured HDR  
% video samples.  
% Written By:     C. A. Ofili                                                                                                      
% Updated:        on Jan 25, 2013 
% Meaning of handles 
% handles.image - Stores original HDR image (unmodified)  
% handles.currentIM- Stores current image (may be modified 
% handles.K= contains current K 
%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
function varargout = TM_Analysis_Ofili(varargin) 
% TM_ANALYSIS_OFILI M-file for TM_Analysis_Ofili.fig 
%      TM_ANALYSIS_OFILI, by itself, creates a new TM_ANALYSIS_OFILI or 

raises the existing 
%      singleton*. 
% 
%      H = TM_ANALYSIS_OFILI returns the handle to a new TM_ANALYSIS_OFILI or 

the handle to 
%      the existing singleton*. 
% 
%      TM_ANALYSIS_OFILI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the 

local 
%      function named CALLBACK in TM_ANALYSIS_OFILI.M with the given input 

arguments. 
% 
%      TM_ANALYSIS_OFILI('Property','Value',...) creates a new 

TM_ANALYSIS_OFILI or raises the 
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are 
%      applied to the GUI before TM_Analysis_Ofili_OpeningFcn gets called.  

An 
%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application 
%      stop.  All inputs are passed to TM_Analysis_Ofili_OpeningFcn via 

varargin. 
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one 
%      instance to run (singleton)". 
% 
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES 

  
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help TM_Analysis_Ofili 

  
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 29-Mar-2013 22:42:50 

  
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 



                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @TM_Analysis_Ofili_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @TM_Analysis_Ofili_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 

  
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 

  
% --- Executes just before TM_Analysis_Ofili is made visible. 
function TM_Analysis_Ofili_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
% varargin   command line arguments to TM_Analysis_Ofili (see VARARGIN) 

  
% Choose default command line output for TM_Analysis_Ofili 
handles.output = hObject; 

  
% Update handles structure 
handles.hfig = -1; 
handles.hcfa = -1; 
handles.user_entryX = str2double(get(findobj('Tag','Gx_editText'),'string')); 
handles.user_entrySig = 

str2double(get(findobj('Tag','Sigma_editText'),'string')); 
handles.user_entryK = str2double(get(findobj('Tag','K'),'string')); 
guidata(hObject, handles); 

  
% UIWAIT makes TM_Analysis_Ofili wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 
% uiwait(handles.figure1); 

  

  
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = TM_Analysis_Ofili_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT); 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Get default command line output from handles structure 
varargout{1} = handles.output; 

  

  
% --- Executes on selection change in lstImageList. 
function lstImageList_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to lstImageList (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 



% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns lstImageList 

contents as cell array 
%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from 

lstImageList 
% Change mouse pointer (cursor) to an hourglass.   
% % %   set(gcf,'Pointer','watch'); 
% % %   drawnow;    % Cursor won't change right away unless you do this. 
% Get image name 
    Selected = get(handles.lstImageList, 'value'); 
    ListOfImageNames = get(handles.lstImageList, 'string'); 
    baseImageFileName = strcat(cell2mat(ListOfImageNames(Selected))); 
    fullImageFileName = [handles.ImageFolder '/' baseImageFileName];    % 

Prepend folder. 
    handles.filename=baseImageFileName(1:length(baseImageFileName)-4); 
    [folder, baseFileName, extension, version] = 

fileparts(fullImageFileName); 

     
    if (strcmp(lower(extension),'.hdr') || strcmp(lower(extension),'.png') || 

strcmp(lower(extension),'.hdr'))   
        % Display the image. 
        DisplayImage(hObject, handles, fullImageFileName); 
        set(gcf,'Pointer','arrow'); 
        drawnow;    % Cursor won't change right away unless you do this. 
        return;  
    end 

    
guidata(hObject,handles) 
DisplayImage(hObject, handles, fullImageFileName); 
set(gcf,'Pointer','arrow'); 
return 

  

  
function imageTest= DisplayImage(hObject, handles, FullImageFileName) 
    % Find out extension. 
    [folder, basefilename, extension, version] = 

fileparts(FullImageFileName); 
    extension = lower(extension); 

  
    % Read in image. 
    try 
        if (strcmp(extension,'.hdr')) 
            myIm = hdrread(FullImageFileName); 
        elseif (strcmp(extension,'.png') || strcmp(extension,'.tif')) 
            myIm = imread(FullImageFileName); 
            %myIm = radread(FullImageFileName); 

             
        end 

         
        if (ishghandle(handles.hfig)~=0) 
            close(handles.hfig); 
        end 

         
        if (ishghandle(handles.hcfa)~=0) 



            close(handles.hcfa); 
        end 

          

         
    catch ME 
        errorMessage = sprintf('Error opening image file with 

hdrread():\n%s', FullImageFileName); 
        msgbox(errorMessage); 
        imageTest = 0; 
        return; % Skip the rest of this function 
    end 

         
    % Display image array in a window on the user interface. 
    axes(handles.axesImage); 

     
    %Save image  
    handles.image=myIm; 
    handles.currentIM=myIm; 

     
   % myIm2=myIm./max(max(max(myIm)))*255; 
    imshow(myIm); 
    title('Orginal WDR image'); 
    size(myIm); 

  
    %Update M and N variables 
    [handles.Msize handles.Nsize handles.D3]= size(myIm);    
    guidata(hObject,handles); 
    return 

     
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function lstImageList_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to lstImageList (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: listbox controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  
% --- Executes on button press in selectFolder_button. 
function selectFolder_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to selectFolder_button (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
 handles.ImageFolder = cd; 

  
returnValue = uigetdir(handles.ImageFolder,'Select folder'); 
    % returnValue will be 0 (a double) if they click cancel. 
    % returnValue will be the path (a string) if they clicked OK. 

   



    if returnValue ~= 0 
        % Assign the value if they didn't click cancel. 
        handles.ImageFolder = returnValue; 
        handles = LoadImageList(handles); 
        set(handles.txtFolder, 'string' ,handles.ImageFolder); 
        handles.XLSen=1; 
        handles.cnt=0; 
        guidata(hObject, handles); 

         
    else 
        handles.XLSen=0; 
        guidata(hObject, handles); 
    end 
    set(handles.txtFolder, 'string' ,handles.ImageFolder); 

     
    return 

     
function handles=LoadImageList(handles)         
    ListOfImageNames = {}; 
    folder = handles.ImageFolder; 
    if ~isempty(handles.ImageFolder)  
        if exist(folder,'dir') == false 
            msgbox(['Folder ' folder ' does not exist.']); 
            return; 
        end 
    else 
        msgbox('No folder specified as input for function LoadImageList.'); 
        return; 
    end 
    % If it gets to here, the folder is good. 
    ImageFiles = dir([handles.ImageFolder '/*.*']); 

    
    for Index = 1:length(ImageFiles) 
        baseFileName = ImageFiles(Index).name; 
        [folder, name, extension, version] = fileparts(baseFileName); 
        extension = upper(extension); 
        switch lower(extension) 
            case {'.hdr'} 
                % Allow only HDR images 
                ListOfImageNames = [ListOfImageNames baseFileName]; 
            case {'.tif'} 
                % Allow only HDR images 
                ListOfImageNames = [ListOfImageNames baseFileName]; 
            case {'.png'} 
                % Allow only HDR images 
                ListOfImageNames = [ListOfImageNames baseFileName]; 
            otherwise 
        end 
    end 
    set(handles.lstImageList,'string',ListOfImageNames); 
     handles.noFiles=length(ListOfImageNames); 
    return 

     

         

    



function Gx_editText_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Gx_editText (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of Gx_editText as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of Gx_editText as 

a double 

  
 handles.user_entryX = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 

   
%checks to see if input is empty. if so, default handles.user_entryX to zero 
  if isnan(handles.user_entryX) 
  errordlg('You must enter a numeric value','Bad Input','modal') 
  set(hObject,'String','0') 
  end 
  guidata(hObject,handles) 
  return 

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function Gx_editText_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Gx_editText (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  
function Sigma_editText_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Sigma_editText (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of Sigma_editText as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of Sigma_editText 

as a double 
handles.user_entrySig = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 

   
  %checks to see if input is empty. if so, default handles.user_entryY to 

zero 
  if isnan(handles.user_entrySig) 
  errordlg('You must enter a numeric value','Bad Input','modal') 
  set(hObject,'String','0') 
  end 
  guidata(hObject,handles) 
  return 

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function Sigma_editText_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Sigma_editText (see GCBO) 



% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  
% --- Executes on button press in btn_applyGlozman. 
function btn_applyGlozman_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to btn_applyGlozman (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Check if color processing workflow is CFA-based or lum-based approach 
if get(handles.radiobtnCFA, 'value')  
    inHDR=convert2Bayer(handles); 
    [y_p,usedK1,usedK2,filter]= apply_glozman(hObject,inHDR,handles); 
    handles.tmstring='_tm(CFA)_'; 
    % Perfrom Demoasicing 
    [outLDR,Ymean_final, 

Ystd_final,Y_TMQI,Y_N,Y_S]=DeMosaic(hObject,y_p,handles);        
    figure() 
    imshow(outLDR,[]); 
    title('Tone-mapped image using Glozmans Algorithm (CFA-based)'); 
elseif get(handles.radiobtnLum, 'value') 
    inHDR=findLuminance(handles.image); 
    [y_p,usedK1,usedK2,filter]= apply_glozman(hObject,inHDR,handles); 
    handles.tmstring='_tm(LUM)_'; 
    % Perfrom Demoasicing 
    [outLDR,Ymean_final, 

Ystd_final,Y_TMQI,Y_N,Y_S]=DeMosaicLUM(hObject,y_p,handles); 
    figure() 
    imshow(outLDR,[]); 
    title('Tone-mapped image using Glozmans Algorithm (Luminance-based)'); 
end 

  

     
% Update handles 
handles.currentIM=outLDR; 

  
handles.meanLDR=Ymean_final; 
handles.stdLDR=Ystd_final; 

  
handles.meanHDR=mean(mean(inHDR)); 
handles.stdHDR=mean_local_contrast(inHDR,50,50); 

  
handles.usedK1=usedK1; 
handles.usedK2=usedK2;  

  
handles.filter=filter; 

  



handles.LDRTMQI=Y_TMQI; 
handles.LDRN=Y_N; 
handles.LDRS=Y_S; 

  

  
%disp(['Final mean of x :',num2str(mean2(y_p))]); 
% Update Display Information 
set(handles.txtLDRname, 'string',handles.filename); 
set(handles.txtHDRname, 'string',handles.filename); 
set(handles.txtLDRmean, 'string',Ymean_final); 
hood=ones(49,49); 
mean2(stdfilt(y_p,hood)) 
set(handles.txtLDRdr, 'string',max(y_p(:))); 
set(handles.txtLDRstd, 'string',Ystd_final); 
set(handles.orgMean, 'string',handles.meanHDR); 
set(handles.orgStd, 'string',handles.stdHDR); 
set(handles.txtTMQI, 'string',Y_TMQI); 
set(handles.txtS, 'string',Y_S); 
set(handles.txtN, 'string',Y_N); 

  
set(handles.txtHDRmean, 'string',handles.usedK1); 
set(handles.txtHDRstd, 'string',handles.usedK2); 
set(gcf,'Pointer','arrow'); 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
drawnow;    % Cursor won't change right away unless you do this. 
return 

  

  
function [cfa]= convert2Bayer (handles) 
% generate Bayer data from the input image with full color components. 
% G R 
% B G 
tempHDR=handles.image; 
bayer= zeros(handles.Msize,handles.Nsize); 

  
%Construct CFA 
bayer(1:2:end,2:2:end) = tempHDR(1:2:end,2:2:end,1); % Red 
bayer(1:2:end,1:2:end) = tempHDR(1:2:end,1:2:end,2); % Green 
bayer(2:2:end,2:2:end) = tempHDR(2:2:end,2:2:end,2); % Green 
bayer(2:2:end,1:2:end) = tempHDR(2:2:end,1:2:end,3); % Blue 

  
cfa=bayer; 
return; 

  
function [y_p,tusedK1,tusedK2, filter]= apply_glozman(hObject,x_p,handles) 
% generate pixel's adapted signal 
% Input: Input light intensity of the specfic CFA pixel 
    X_displaymax=255; 
    X_pmax=max(x_p(:)); 
    usedK1=0; 
    [M N]=size(x_p); 
    local=zeros(M,N); 
    filt=0; 
 if get(handles.radiobtnManualK, 'value')  
     usedK1=handles.user_entryK; 



  
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK_orgM1, 'value') % 0.5Mean +local 
     %usedK2=autoMethod1(handles); 
     y_test=apply_glozmanM1(hObject,x_p,handles); 
     x=mean(y_test(:));  

         
    if le(x,20.47)  
        usedK1=0.035; 
    elseif gt(x,20.47) && lt(x,115.43)  
        usedK1= (0.01976).*( 2.^((0.04038).*x)) ; 
    else 
        usedK1=0.5; 
    end 

     
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK_M1, 'value') % 0.5Mean +local 
     %usedK2=autoMethod1(handles); 
     y_test=apply_simpleEXPM2(hObject,x_p,handles); 
     x=mean(y_test(:));  

         
    if le(x,27.1600)  
        usedK1=0.035; 
    elseif gt(x,27.1600) && lt(x,108.2500)  
        usedK1= (0.01439).*( 2.^((0.04728).*x)) ; 
    else 
        usedK1=0.5; 
    end 

     
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK_M2,'value') % No local 
     y_test=apply_simpleEXP(hObject,x_p,handles); 
     x=mean(y_test(:));        
    if le(x,-1.2)  
        usedK1=0.035; 
    elseif gt(x,-1.2) && lt(x,141)  
        usedK1= (0.03581).*( 2.^((0.02681).*x)) ; 
    else 
        usedK1=0.5; 
    end 
 end 

  
 % For what filter to use 
 if get(handles.radiobtnGaussian, 'value')  
     % GH is a low pass gaussian filter 
     sigma=handles.user_entrySig; 
     GH= fspecial('gaussian',[handles.user_entryX 

handles.user_entryX],sigma); 
     local=conv2(x_p,GH,'same'); 
     filt=1; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnMedian, 'value') 
     % Using mediam filter 
     local=medfilt2(x_p,[handles.user_entryX,handles.user_entryX]);  
     filt=2; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnSigma,'value') 
     % Using sigma filter 
     sigma=handles.user_entrySig; 
     local=Sfilter2(x_p,handles.user_entryX,sigma); 
     filt=3; 



  elseif get(handles.radiobtnFilterex,'value') 
     local=0; 
       filt=4; 
 end 

  
 % For what K2 method to use 
 if get(handles.radiobtnManualK2, 'value') 
     usedK2=handles.user_entryK2; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK2_M1, 'value')  
     usedK2=0.5; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK2_M2,'value') 
     %usedK2=autoMethod2(handles); 
     usedK2=(1-handles.user_entryK); 
 end 

  

  
 %------ Adaptation factor Xo_p at the pixel P 
    Xo_p= mean(x_p(:))*usedK1 + usedK2*local;  
 %------ Scale factor 
    scale_factor= X_displaymax./(1- (exp(-(X_pmax./Xo_p)))); 
 %------ Tone mapping function 
    y_p= scale_factor.*(1- exp(-(x_p./Xo_p))); 

  
 tusedK1=usedK1; 
 tusedK2=usedK2;    
 filter=filt; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
return 

  
function [y_p]= apply_glozmanM1(hObject,x_p,handles) 
% generate pixel's adapted signal 
% Input: Input light intensity of the specfic CFA pixel 
    X_displaymax=255; 
    X_pmax=max(x_p(:)); 

     
    usedK1=0.5; 
    [M N]=size(x_p); 
    local=zeros(M,N); 
    filt=0; 

  
 % For what filter to use 
 if get(handles.radiobtnGaussian, 'value')  
     % GH is a low pass gaussian filter 
     sigma=handles.user_entrySig; 
     GH= fspecial('gaussian',[handles.user_entryX 

handles.user_entryX],sigma); 
     local=conv2(x_p,GH,'same'); 
     filt=1; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnMedian, 'value') 
     % Using mediam filter 
     local=medfilt2(x_p,[handles.user_entryX,handles.user_entryX]);  
     filt=2; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnSigma,'value') 
     % Using sigma filter 
     sigma=handles.user_entrySig; 



     local=Sfilter2(x_p,handles.user_entryX,sigma); 
     filt=3; 
  elseif get(handles.radiobtnFilterex,'value') 
     sigma=handles.user_entrySig; 
     local=Sfilter3(x_p,handles.user_entryX,sigma); 
       filt=4; 
 end 

  
 % For what K2 method to use 
 if get(handles.radiobtnManualK2, 'value') 
     usedK2=handles.user_entryK2; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK2_M1, 'value')  
     %usedK=autoMethod1(handles); 
     usedK2=0.5; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK2_M2,'value') 
     %usedK2=autoMethod2(handles); 
     usedK2=(1-handles.user_entryK); 
 end 

  

  
%------ Adaptation factor Xo_p at the pixel P 
    Xo_p= mean(x_p(:))*usedK1 + usedK2*local;  
%------ Scale factor 
    scale_factor= X_displaymax./(1- (exp(-(X_pmax./Xo_p)))); 
%------ Tone mapping function 
    y_p= scale_factor.*(1- exp(-(x_p./Xo_p))); 

  
% tusedK1=usedK1; 
% tusedK2=usedK2;    
% filter=filt; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
return 

  
function [outLDR,Ymean Ystd Y_TMQI Y_N Y_S]= DeMosaic(hObject,y_p,handles) 

   
 % Determine the type of demosaicing 
 if get(handles.radiobtnSimple, 'value') 
     demosaic_IM=demosaic(uint8(y_p),'grbg'); 
      demosaic_IM2=demosaic_IM; 
      str='Bilinear Interpolation'; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAHD, 'value') 
      delta=2; 
      CFA_3D = mosaic(y_p); 
      demosaic_IM = MNdemosaic(CFA_3D,delta); 
      demosaic_IM2=demosaic_IM; 
      demosaic_IM= demosaic_IM/255; 
     % demosaic_IM = demosaic_IM/max(demosaic_IM(:)); 
     str='Adaptive Homogeneity-Directed Demosaicing'; 
 end 
      handles.currentIM=demosaic_IM; 

       
    %  Plot the value 
      axes(handles.axesPlot); 
      imshow(demosaic_IM,[]); 



      title(['Tone-mapped image using Glozmans Algorithm (CFA-based)using: 

',str]); 

  
[Q, S, N, s_maps, s_local] = TMQI(handles.image, demosaic_IM2); 
disp('Glozman algorithm : TQMI results before clipping'); 
disp(['Q = ',num2str(Q)]); 
disp(['S = ',num2str(S)]); 
disp(['N = ',num2str(N)]); 

  
Y_TMQI=Q;  
Y_N=N;  
Y_S=S; 

  
 % Compute the mean and constrast 
Ymean=mean(y_p(:)); 
Ystd=mean_local_contrast(demosaic_IM2,50,50); 
% Output image 
outLDR=demosaic_IM; % Problem with AHD 
guidata(hObject,handles); 
return 

  
function [outLDR Ymean Ystd Y_TMQI Y_N Y_S]= DeMosaicLUM(hObject,y_p,handles) 

   
    CFA=findLuminance(handles.image); 
    hdr=handles.image; 

     
    demosaic_IM(:, :,1 )=(((hdr(:,:,1))./CFA).^(0.6)).*y_p; 
    demosaic_IM(:, :,2 )=(((hdr(:,:,2))./CFA).^(0.6)).*y_p; 
    demosaic_IM(:, :,3 )=(((hdr(:,:,3))./CFA).^(0.6)).*y_p; 

     

  
    handles.currentIM=demosaic_IM; 

       
    % Plot the value 
    axes(handles.axesPlot); 
    %imshow(demosaic_IM/max(demosaic_IM(:)),[]); 
    imshow(demosaic_IM/255,[]); 
    title('Tone-mapped image using Glozmans Algorithm (Luminance approach)'); 
    currentIm= handles.currentIM; 

       
%     figure() 
%     imshow(demosaic_IM/255,[]); 
%     %title('Tone-mapped image using Glozmans Algorithm (Luminance 

approach)'); 
%     imwrite(demosaic_IM/255,['D:\Documents\Research Projects\Project 1 

Tonemapping\Results\Presentation\',handles.filename,'_tmLum','.jpg']); 

  

  
[Q, S, N, s_maps, s_local] = TMQI(handles.image, demosaic_IM); 
imwrite(uint8(demosaic_IM),['D:\Documents\Research Projects\Project 1 

Tonemapping\Results\Presentation\',handles.filename,'_tmLum_NOclip','.jpg']) 
disp('Glozman algorithm : TQMI results before clipping'); 
disp(['Q = ',num2str(Q)]); 
disp(['S = ',num2str(S)]); 



disp(['N = ',num2str(N)]); 
Y_TMQI=Q;  
Y_N=N;  
Y_S=S; 

  
 % Compute the mean and constrast 
 Ymean=mean(y_p(:)); 
 Ystd=mean_local_contrast(demosaic_IM,50,50); 
 outLDR=demosaic_IM/255; 
guidata(hObject,handles); 
return 

  
function [lum]= findLuminance(imageRGB) 
%Find luminance from RGB matrix 
%Calculate Luminance using Y = 0.2126 R + 0.7152 G + 0.0722 B 
        RGB2Y = [0.2126  0.7152  0.0722]; 
        RGB=imageRGB; 
        lum = RGB(:,:,1)*RGB2Y(1) + RGB(:,:,2)*RGB2Y(2) + 

RGB(:,:,3)*RGB2Y(3); 
return 

  

  
function txtInfo_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtInfo (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtInfo as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtInfo as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtInfo_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtInfo (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  
% --- Executes on button press in chk_histogramBefore. 
function chk_histogramBefore_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to chk_histogramBefore (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of chk_histogramBefore 
checkboxState = get(hObject,'Value'); 
    if checkboxState 



        set(handles.txtInfo, 'string', 'Histogram of HDR Image will be 

displayed when the Analyze button is clicked.'); 
    else 
        set(handles.txtInfo, 'string', 'Histogram of HDR Image will NOT be 

displayed when the Analyze button is clicked.'); 
    end 

     
% --- Executes on button press in chk_histogramAfter. 
function chk_histogramAfter_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to chk_histogramAfter (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of chk_histogramAfter 
checkboxState = get(hObject,'Value'); 
    if checkboxState 
        set(handles.txtInfo, 'string', 'Histogram of Image will be displayed 

when the Analyze button is clicked.'); 
    else 
        set(handles.txtInfo, 'string', 'Histogram of Image will NOT be 

displayed when the Analyze button is clicked.'); 
    end 

  
% --- Executes on button press in btn_analyze. 
function btn_analyze_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to btn_analyze (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
% % %  set(gcf,'Pointer','watch'); 
% % % drawnow;  % Cursor won't change right away unless you do this. 

     
    currentIm= handles.currentIM; 
    imRGB=handles.image; 
    lum1= findLuminance(imRGB); 
  % If plot HDR_histogram was clicked, implement this 
    if get(handles.chk_histogramBefore, 'value')  
       set(handles.axesPlot, 'visible', 'on'); 

        
     % Display Histogram of Luminance        
        axes(handles.axesPlot);   
       % hist(uint32(lum1(:)),0:20:double(max(lum1(:))));  
        imhist(lum1); 

      
        xlabel('Luminance levels') 
        ylabel('No. pixels') 
    end 

     
    % If plot AFTER histogram was clicked, implement this 
    if get(handles.chk_histogramAfter, 'value')  
       set(handles.axesPlot, 'visible', 'on'); 

        
     %Calculate Luminance using Y = 0.2126 R + 0.7152 G + 0.0722 B 
        RGB2Y = [0.2126  0.7152  0.0722]; 
        lum = currentIm(:,:,1)*RGB2Y(1) + currentIm(:,:,2)*RGB2Y(2) + 

currentIm(:,:,3)*RGB2Y(3); 



               
     % Display Histogram of LuminancE        
        axes(handles.axesPlot);  
        [pixelCount grayLevels]= imhist(lum);  

             
        bar(pixelCount); 
        xlabel('Luminance levels') 
        ylabel('No. pixels') 
        title('Histogram of original image'); 
        xlim([0 grayLevels(end)]); % Scale x axis manually. 
        yRange = ylim; 

             
    end 

  
% % %   set(gcf,'Pointer','arrow'); 
% % %   drawnow;    % Cursor won't change right away unless you do this.       
    return 

     

     
function K_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to K (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of K as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of K as a double 
handles.user_entryK = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 

   
  %checks to see if input is empty. if so, default handles.user_entryY to 

zero 
  if isnan(handles.user_entryK) 
  errordlg('You must enter a numeric value','Bad Input','modal') 
  set(hObject,'String','0')  
  end 
  guidata(hObject,handles) 
  return 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function K_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to K (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  
function [y_p]= apply_simpleEXP(hObject,x_p,handles) 
% generate pixel's adapted signal 



% Input: Input light intensity of the specfic CFA pixel 
    X_displaymax=255; 
    Xo_p= mean(x_p(:)); 
    y_p=  X_displaymax.*(1- exp(-(x_p./Xo_p))); 
    %handles.meanEXP=mean2(y_p); 
    guidata(hObject, handles); 
return; 

  
function [y_p]= apply_simpleEXPM2(hObject,x_p,handles) 
% generate pixel's adapted signal 
% Input: Input light intensity of the specfic CFA pixel 

  
 % For what K2 method to use 
 if get(handles.radiobtnManualK2, 'value') 
     usedK2=handles.user_entryK2; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK2_M1, 'value')  
     usedK2=0.5; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK2_M2,'value') 
     %usedK2=autoMethod2(handles); 
     usedK2=(1-handles.user_entryK); 
 end 

  
 % The actual tone mapping 
    X_displaymax=255; 
    GH= fspecial('gaussian',[5 5],1.075); 
    local=conv2(x_p,GH,'same'); 
    Xo_p=0.5* mean(x_p(:)) + usedK2*local; 
    y_p=  X_displaymax.*(1- exp(-(x_p./Xo_p))); 
    %handles.meanEXP=mean2(y_p); 
    guidata(hObject, handles); 
return; 

  
function edit8_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit8 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit8 as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit8 as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit8_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit8 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  



  

  
function K2_editText_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to K2_editText (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of K2_editText as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of K2_editText as 

a double 
handles.user_entryK2 = str2double(get(hObject,'string')); 

   
  %checks to see if input is empty. if so, default handles.user_entryY to 

zero 
  if isnan(handles.user_entryK2) 
  errordlg('You must enter a numeric value','Bad Input','modal') 
  set(hObject,'String','0')  
  end 
  guidata(hObject,handles) 
  return 

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function K2_editText_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to K2_editText (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  
% --- Executes on button press in btn_SaveData. 
function btn_SaveData_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to btn_SaveData (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
%keyboard 
%---- Update picture---- 
if get(handles.radiobtnManualK, 'value')  
     usedK1=handles.user_entryK; 
     str_K1=['_K1method_',num2str(1),'_K1_',num2str(usedK1)]; 
elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK_orgM1, 'value') % 0.5Mean +local 
     usedK1=handles.usedK1; 
     str_K1=['_K1method_',num2str(2),'_K1_',num2str(usedK1)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK_M1, 'value')  
     %usedK2=autoMethod1(handles); 
     usedK1=handles.usedK1; 
     str_K1=['_K1method_',num2str(3),'_K1_',num2str(usedK1)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK_M2,'value') 
     %usedK2=autoMethod2(handles); 
     usedK1=handles.usedK1; 



     str_K1=['_K1method_',num2str(4),'_K1_',num2str(usedK1)]; 
 end 

  
 % For what filter to use 
 if get(handles.radiobtnGaussian, 'value')  
     % GH is a low pass gaussian filter 
     filter_type=['_FilterType_',num2str(1)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnMedian, 'value') 
     % Using mediam filter 
     filter_type=['_FilterType_',num2str(2)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnSigma,'value') 
     % Using sigma filter 
     filter_type=['_FilterType_',num2str(3)]; 
  elseif get(handles.radiobtnFilterex,'value') 
     % Using Aniotstopic diffusion 
     filter_type=['_FilterType_',num2str(4)]; 
 end 

  
 % For what K2 method to use 
 if get(handles.radiobtnManualK2, 'value') 
     usedK2=handles.user_entryK2; 
     str_K2=['_K2method_',num2str(1),'_K2_',num2str(usedK2)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK2_M1, 'value')  
     %usedK=autoMethod1(handles); 
     usedK2=handles.usedK2; 
     str_K2=['_K2method_',num2str(2),'_K2_',num2str(usedK2)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK2_M2,'value') 
     %usedK2=autoMethod2(handles); 
     usedK2=handles.usedK2; 
     str_K2=['_K2method_',num2str(3),'_K2_',num2str(usedK2)]; 
 end 

  
 name_end=[handles.tmstring,str_K1,filter_type,str_K2]; 
 resultsFolder=mkdir(handles.ImageFolder,'Results'); 
 FullFileName = fullfile(handles.ImageFolder,'\Results\'); 

  
if get(handles.radiobtnSimple, 'value')  
    figure() 
    imshow(handles.currentIM,[]); 
    title('Tone-mapped image using Glozmans Algorithm (CFA-based)'); 
    

imwrite(handles.currentIM,[FullFileName,handles.filename,name_end,'.jpg']); 
    % Show histogram 
    [rHist,gHist,bHist]=rgbhist(handles.currentIM); 
    hFig = figure; 
    hold on  
    h(1) = stem(1:256, rHist,'r');  
    h(2) = stem(1:256 + 1/3, gHist,'g');  
    h(3) = stem(1:256 + 2/3, bHist,'b'); 
    title('Histogram of tone mapped image'); 
    set(h, 'marker', 'none')  
    set(h(1), 'color', [1 0 0])  
    set(h(2), 'color', [0 1 0])  
    set(h(3), 'color', [0 0 1]) 
    saveas(hFig,[FullFileName,handles.filename,name_end,'_HIST','.jpg']); 
    hold off 



     
elseif get(handles.radiobtnAHD, 'value') 
    figure() 
    imshow(handles.currentIM,[]); 
    title('Tone-mapped image using Glozmans Algorithm (CFA-based)'); 
    

imwrite(handles.currentIM,[FullFileName,handles.filename,name_end,'.jpg']); 
end 

  

    

  
count=handles.cnt+1; 

  

  
%------ Excel data------ % 

  
fname(1,:)=handles.filename; 
meanHDR=handles.meanHDR; 
stdHDR=handles.stdHDR; 
meanLDR=handles.meanLDR; 
stdLDR =handles.stdLDR; 
Key1=handles.usedK1; 
Key2=handles.usedK2;  
filter=handles.filter; 
LDR_TMQI=handles.LDRTMQI; 
LDR_N=handles.LDRN; 
LDR_S=handles.LDRS; 

  
resultsArray={fname(1,:),meanHDR,stdHDR,meanLDR,stdLDR,... 
    Key1,Key2,filter,LDR_TMQI,... 
    LDR_N,LDR_S}; 

  
columnNames = {'File name', 'Mean(HDR)', 'Std Dev (HDR)','Mean (TM)',... 
                'Std Dev (TM)',... 
                'K1', 'K2', ... 
                'Filter type','TMQI (Tm)','N(Tm)','S(Tm)' ... 
                }; 

      
str = date; 
excelBaseFileName = sprintf('Results for %s.xls', ['data_results',str]); 

  
excelFullFileName = fullfile(handles.ImageFolder,'\Results\', 

excelBaseFileName); 
workSheetName = 'Results_Kequation1'; 

  
% Write the filename into row 1, and the column headings into row 1. 
xlswrite(excelFullFileName, columnNames, workSheetName, 'A1'); 

  
% Write numerical results starting on row 2. 
rowXLS=['A',num2str(count+1)]; 
xlswrite(excelFullFileName, resultsArray, workSheetName, rowXLS); 
msgbox({'Done with analysis.  Results are in Excel file:'; 

excelFullFileName}); 

  



handles.cnt=handles.cnt+1; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
return 

  

  

  
function txtTMQI_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtTMQI (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtTMQI as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtTMQI as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtTMQI_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtTMQI (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function txtN_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtN (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtN as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtN as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtN_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtN (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  



  

  
function txtS_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtS (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtS as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtS as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtS_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtS (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function orgStd_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to orgStd (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of orgStd as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of orgStd as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function orgStd_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to orgStd (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function txtLDRname_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtLDRname (see GCBO) 



% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtLDRname as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtLDRname as 

a double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtLDRname_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtLDRname (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function txtLDRdr_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtLDRdr (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtLDRdr as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtLDRdr as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtLDRdr_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtLDRdr (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function txtLDRmean_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtLDRmean (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtLDRmean as text 



%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtLDRmean as 

a double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtLDRmean_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtLDRmean (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function txtLDRstd_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtLDRstd (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtLDRstd as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtLDRstd as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtLDRstd_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtLDRstd (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function txtHDRname_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtHDRname (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtHDRname as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtHDRname as 

a double 

  

  



% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtHDRname_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtHDRname (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function txtHDRdr_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtHDRdr (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtHDRdr as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtHDRdr as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtHDRdr_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtHDRdr (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function txtHDRmean_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtHDRmean (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtHDRmean as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtHDRmean as 

a double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtHDRmean_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtHDRmean (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 



% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  

  
function txtHDRstd_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtHDRstd (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of txtHDRstd as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of txtHDRstd as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function txtHDRstd_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to txtHDRstd (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

  

  
% --- Executes on button press in btn_reset. 
function btn_reset_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to btn_reset (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
% Reset from begining 
%handles.cnt=33; 
% Reset Overide last 
handles.cnt=handles.cnt-1; 
msgbox('Excel file counter reset sucessful!, new updates will override 

previous content'); 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
return 

  

  

  
% --- Executes on button press in btn_saveImage. 
function btn_saveImage_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to btn_saveImage (see GCBO) 



% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
%---- Update picture---- 
if get(handles.radiobtnManualK, 'value')  
     usedK1=handles.user_entryK; 
     str_K1=['_K1method_',num2str(1),'_K1_',num2str(usedK1)]; 
elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK_orgM1, 'value') % 0.5Mean +local 
     usedK1=handles.usedK1; 
     str_K1=['_K1method_',num2str(2),'_K1_',num2str(usedK1)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK_M1, 'value')  
     %usedK2=autoMethod1(handles); 
     usedK1=handles.usedK1; 
     str_K1=['_K1method_',num2str(3),'_K1_',num2str(usedK1)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK_M2,'value') 
     %usedK2=autoMethod2(handles); 
     usedK1=handles.usedK1; 
     str_K1=['_K1method_',num2str(4),'_K1_',num2str(usedK1)]; 
 end 

  
 % For what filter to use 
 if get(handles.radiobtnGaussian, 'value')  
     % GH is a low pass gaussian filter 
     filter_type=['_FilterType_',num2str(1)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnMedian, 'value') 
     % Using mediam filter 
     filter_type=['_FilterType_',num2str(2)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnSigma,'value') 
     % Using sigma filter 
     filter_type=['_FilterType_',num2str(3)]; 
  elseif get(handles.radiobtnFilterex,'value') 
     % Using Aniotstopic diffusion 
     filter_type=['_FilterType_',num2str(4)]; 
 end 

  
 % For what K2 method to use 
 if get(handles.radiobtnManualK2, 'value') 
     usedK2=handles.user_entryK2; 
     str_K2=['_K2method_',num2str(1),'_K2_',num2str(usedK2)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK2_M1, 'value')  
     %usedK=autoMethod1(handles); 
     usedK2=handles.usedK2; 
     str_K2=['_K2method_',num2str(2),'_K2_',num2str(usedK2)]; 
 elseif get(handles.radiobtnAutoK2_M2,'value') 
     %usedK2=autoMethod2(handles); 
     usedK2=handles.usedK2; 
     str_K2=['_K2method_',num2str(3),'_K2_',num2str(usedK2)]; 
 end 

  
 name_end=[handles.tmstring,str_K1,filter_type,str_K2]; 
 resultsFolder=mkdir(handles.ImageFolder,'Results'); 
 FullFileName = fullfile(handles.ImageFolder,'\Results\'); 

  
if get(handles.radiobtnSimple, 'value')  
    figure() 
    imshow(handles.currentIM,[]); 
    title('Tone-mapped image using Glozmans Algorithm (CFA-based)'); 



    

imwrite(handles.currentIM,[FullFileName,handles.filename,name_end,'.jpg']); 
    % Show histogram 
    [rHist,gHist,bHist]=rgbhist(handles.currentIM); 
    hFig = figure; 
    hold on  
    h(1) = stem(1:256, rHist,'r');  
    h(2) = stem(1:256 + 1/3, gHist,'g');  
    h(3) = stem(1:256 + 2/3, bHist,'b'); 
    title('Histogram of tone mapped image'); 
    set(h, 'marker', 'none')  
    set(h(1), 'color', [1 0 0])  
    set(h(2), 'color', [0 1 0])  
    set(h(3), 'color', [0 0 1]) 
    saveas(hFig,[FullFileName,handles.filename,name_end,'_HIST','.jpg']); 
    hold off 

     
elseif get(handles.radiobtnAHD, 'value') 
    figure() 
    imshow(handles.currentIM,[]); 
    title('Tone-mapped image using Glozmans Algorithm (CFA-based)'); 
    

imwrite(handles.currentIM,[FullFileName,handles.filename,name_end,'.jpg']); 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
 return 

  

  

  
function orgMean_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to orgMean (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of orgMean as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of orgMean as a 

double 

  

  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function orgMean_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to orgMean (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

 

 

 



 



A.2. Sigma filter  

 
function Out= Sfilter(in,Kernel,sig) 
% FUNCTION Sfilter 
% Inputs: In: CFA bayer matrix; Kernel: Kernel size; sig: Sigma 
% Ouput: CFA bayer matrix 
% Description: Perform Sigma filtering on image 

 
% Initailize points 
Ksize=Kernel; 
sigma=sig; 
d=2*sigma; 

  
% Initailize output and input 
[M,N]=size(in); 
outIn=zeros(M,N); 

  
midpoint=floor(Ksize./2); 

  
% Start Point 
start=midpoint+1; 

  
% Temp Zero padding 
strech=2*midpoint; 
tempIn= zeros(M+strech,N+strech); 
[Mt,Nt]=size(tempIn); 
tempIn(start:Mt-midpoint,start:Nt-midpoint)=in; 

  
% Intialise one kernel sizes 
onekernel=ones(Ksize,Ksize); 

  
if (Ksize)==3 
    floor_cel=3; 
elseif (Ksize==5) 
    floor_cel=4; 
else 
    floor_cel=6; 
end 

  
onekernel= fspecial('gaussian',[Ksize Ksize],Ksize/4); 
for i=start:Mt-midpoint 
    for j=start:Nt-midpoint 

         
        pointer=midpoint; 
        kernel=tempIn(i-pointer:i+pointer,j-pointer:j+pointer); 
        out_kernel = abs(kernel - tempIn(i,j)) <= (d);   
   %     keyboard 
       % Check if the number of eligble pixels is within selected 
       if sum(sum(out_kernel)) <floor(floor_cel) 
         outIn(i-midpoint,j-

midpoint)=sum(sum(onekernel.*kernel))./sum(sum(onekernel)); 
       else 
         outIn(i-midpoint,j-

midpoint)=sum(sum(out_kernel.*kernel))./sum(sum(out_kernel));  



       end          
    end 
end 

  
Out=outIn; 

  
end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A.3. WDR video compression  

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                                                                          
% Date:           2/25/2013                                              
% File:           Ofili_tonemap_color_video.m                                              
% Description:     
% This program simulates the tonemapping for coloured HDR  
% video samples.  
% Written By:     C. A. Ofili                                                                                                      
% Updated:        on Feb 25, 2013 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% 

  
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
%% Read Video File %% 

  
% Step 1: Add exr complier part 
addpath('C:\Program Files\Cornell PCG\HDRITools\matlab') 

  
% Step 2: Select the folder name  
folderName = 'D:\Documents\Research Projects\Project 1 Tonemapping\HDR 

inputs\Video Test'; 

  
% Step 3: Scanning the folder 
imageFiles = dir([folderName, '/*.*']); 
%no_of_frames = 10; 
no_of_frames = length(imageFiles)-2; 
listFileNames = cell(no_of_frames,1);  

  
% Step 4: Determine the size of the array 
baseFileName = imageFiles(3).name; 
Temp=zeros(287,512); 
[M, N, P]=size(Temp); 

  
% Step 5: Initialize arrays 
Tonemap_frames=zeros(M,N,no_of_frames); 
HDR_frames=zeros(M,N,no_of_frames); 

  
rgb_frames=zeros(M,N,3,no_of_frames); 
HDR_rgb_frames=zeros(M,N,3,no_of_frames); 

  
tonemap_k=1:no_of_frames; 
tonemap_mean=1:no_of_frames; 
tonemap_max=1:no_of_frames; 

  
calculated_K=1:no_of_frames; 
calculated_mean=1:no_of_frames; 
calculated_max=1:no_of_frames; 

  
Pre_K=1:no_of_frames; 
Pre_mean=1:no_of_frames; 



Pre_max=1:no_of_frames; 

  
%-------- Inaitialize paramters --------- 
Pre_K(1)=0.5; 
Pre_K(2)=0.5; 
Pre_mean(1)=mean(Temp(:)); 
Pre_max(1)=max(Temp(:)); 

  
tonemap_k(1)=Pre_K(1); 
s=0; 

  
% Leaky Integrator 
a=1; %0.0625 
b=1; %0.0625 
c=1; %0.0625 

  
% AHD demosiaicing 
delta=2; 
P=N; 

  
for cpt = 1+2:no_of_frames+2 
    i=cpt-2; 
    j=i+1; 
    s=s+1; 
    baseFileName = imageFiles(cpt).name; 
   %baseFileName = imageFiles(i).name 
    [folder, name, extension] = fileparts(baseFileName); 
    extension = upper(extension); 
    switch lower(extension) 
        case {'.hdr'} 
            f = hdrread([folderName,'/',baseFileName]); 
        case {'.tif'} 
            f = imread([folderName,'/',baseFileName]); 
        case {'.png'} 
            f = imread([folderName,'/',baseFileName]); 
        case {'.exr'} 
            f = exrread([folderName,'/',baseFileName]); 
        case {'.dng'} 
            warning off MATLAB:tifflib:TIFFReadDirectory:libraryWarning 
            t = Tiff([folderName,'/',baseFileName],'r'); 
            offsets = getTag(t,'SubIFD'); 
            setSubDirectory(t,offsets(1)); 
            f = read(t); 
            close(t); 
        otherwise 
        continue; 
    end 

    
%----- Perform 'Leaky' integrator (See Yates IEEE paper) ----% 
if (i>=4) % Because the 1st 2 frames are not corrected 
   tonemap_k(i)=(1-a)*tonemap_k(i-1) + a*(Pre_K(i)); 
   tonemap_max(i)=(1-b)*tonemap_max(i-1)+ b*Pre_max(i); 
   tonemap_mean(i)=(1-c)*tonemap_mean(i-1)+c*Pre_mean(i); 
   %tonemap_k(i)=Pre_K(i); 
   %tonemap_max(i)=Pre_max(i); 
   %tonemap_mean(i)=Pre_mean(i); 



else 
    tonemap_k(i)=Pre_K(i); 
    tonemap_max(i)=Pre_max(i); 
    tonemap_mean(i)=Pre_mean(i); 
end 

  
f=imresize(f,[287 512]); 

  
    %---- Tone mapping ---- % 
[HD_temp,TM_temp, 

calculated_K(i),calculated_mean(i),calculated_max(i)]=auto_tonemap2(f,tonemap

_k(i),tonemap_mean(i),tonemap_max(i)); 

  

  
HDR_frames(:,:,i)=HD_temp; 
Tonemap_frames(:,:,i)=TM_temp; 

  

  
% ---- Demosaic HDR and Tonemap ----- % 
%CFA_3D = mosaic(TM_temp); 
%RGB = MNdemosaic(CFA_3D,delta); 
RGB=demosaic(uint8(TM_temp),'grbg'); % Simple Matlab 

  
%CFA_3D = mosaic(HD_temp); 
%HDR_RGB = MNdemosaic(CFA_3D,delta); 

  
% Gamma 2.2 compression  
HD_temp=(HD_temp/mean(HD_temp(:))).^1/2.2; 
HDR_RGB=(demosaic(uint8(255*HD_temp),'grbg')); 
HDR_RGB2=HDR_RGB; 

  
%----- Store Mov Frames ----- % 
rgb_frames(:,:,:,s)=uint8(RGB); 
HDR_rgb_frames(:,:,:,s)=uint8(HDR_RGB2); 

  
%--- Special merge frame-----% 
conc_frames(:,:,:,s)=[HDR_rgb_frames(:,1:round(P/2),:,s) 

rgb_frames(:,round(P/2)+1:P,:,s)];  

  

  
%----- Updated parameters for the next frame---% 
Pre_K(j)=calculated_K(i) ; 
Pre_mean(j)=calculated_mean(i); 
Pre_max(j)=calculated_max(i); 

  
% Write Images  
imwrite(RGB,['D:\Documents\Research Projects\Project 1 

Tonemapping\Results\Video (Shots)\',name,'_frame_',num2str(i),'.jpg']); 
end 

  

  

  
%--- Calculate differences 
difference_K=tonemap_k-calculated_K; 



differomence_mean=tonemap_mean-calculated_mean; 
difference_max=tonemap_max-calculated_max; 

  
% Write tone mapped video as compressed AVI 
myObj = VideoWriter('shortsmovienobnoaLDRcompare.avi'); 
myObj.FrameRate=24; 
open(myObj); 
writeVideo(myObj,uint8(conc_frames(1:end,1:end,1:end,5:end)));  
close(myObj) 

  
 myObj = VideoWriter('shortsmovienobnoaLDR.avi'); 
myObj.FrameRate=24; 
open(myObj); 
writeVideo(myObj,uint8(rgb_frames(1:end,1:end,1:end,5:end)));  
close(myObj) 

  
% Write tone mapped video as compressed AVI 
myObj = VideoWriter('shortsmovienobnoaHDR.avi'); 
myObj.FrameRate=24; 
open(myObj); 
writeVideo(myObj,uint8(HDR_rgb_frames(1:end,1:end,1:end,5:end)));  
close(myObj) 

  
figure (1) 
plot(5:no_of_frames,difference_K(5:end),'b') 
xlabel('Frame number') 
ylabel('Difference in parameter value (k)'); 

  
figure (2) 
hold on 
plot(5:no_of_frames,calculated_K(5:end),'b') 
plot(5:no_of_frames,tonemap_k(5:end),'r') 
hleg1 = legend('Calculated k_{n}','Applied k_{n}'); 
xlabel('Frame number') 
ylabel('Parameter value (k)'); 
hold off 

  
figure (3) 
hold on 
plot(5:no_of_frames,calculated_mean(5:end),'b') 
plot(5:no_of_frames,tonemap_mean(5:end),'r') 
hleg1 = legend('Calculated mean_{n}','Applied mean_{n}'); 
xlabel('Frame number') 
ylabel('Mean value'); 
hold off 

  
figure (4) 
hold on 
plot(5:no_of_frames,calculated_max(5:end),'b') 
plot(5:no_of_frames,tonemap_max(5:end),'r') 
hleg1 = legend('Calculated max_{n}','Applied max_{n}'); 
xlabel('Frame number') 
ylabel('Max value'); 
hold off 

 



A.3.1. Automatic tone mapping algorithm using method 2 
function [HDR_CFA,LDR_CFA,calc_K,calc_mean,calc_max]= 

auto_tonemap2(HDR_file,tonemap_K,tonemap_mean,tonemap_max) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                                                                          
% Date:           1/25/2013                                              
% File:           Ofili_tonemap_color_video.m                                              
% Description:     
% This program simulates the automatic tonemapping for  
% coloured HDR video samples.  
% Written By:     C. A. Ofili                                                                                                      
% Updated:        on Jan 25, 2013 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%% 

  
if (nargin < 4 || nargin > 5) 

   
   LDR_CFA   = -Inf; 
   calc_K    = -Inf; 
   calc_mean = -Inf; 
   calc_max  = -Inf; 
   return; 
end 

  

  

  
RGB_HDR=HDR_file; 
%---------- Function: Convert to Bayer ---------- 
function [cfa]= convert2Bayer (img1) 
% generate Bayer data from the input image with full color components. 
% G R 
% B G 
tempHDR=img1; 
[M,N,X]= size(tempHDR); 
a=M; 
b=N; 
tempHDR=imresize(tempHDR, [a b]); 
bayer= zeros(a,b); 

  
%---------- Construct CFA ------------ 
bayer(1:2:end,2:2:end) = tempHDR(1:2:end,2:2:end,1); % Red 
bayer(1:2:end,1:2:end) = tempHDR(1:2:end,1:2:end,2); % Green 
bayer(2:2:end,2:2:end) = tempHDR(2:2:end,2:2:end,2); % Green 
bayer(2:2:end,1:2:end) = tempHDR(2:2:end,1:2:end,3); % Blue 
cfa=bayer; 
end 
%------------------------------------------------ 

  

  
%---------- Convert to Bayer ---------- 

  
if (size(RGB_HDR,3)==3)  
CFA = convert2Bayer(RGB_HDR); 
else  
    CFA=double(RGB_HDR); 



end 

  
x_p=CFA; 
HDR_CFA=x_p; 

  
%---------- default parameters ----- 
Xmax_display =255; 

  
max_pixel =tonemap_max; 
mean_pixel=tonemap_mean;  
K         =tonemap_K; 
usedK2    =0.5; 
KXdc      =0.5*mean_pixel; 

  
calc_mean =mean(x_p(:));  
calc_max  =max(max(x_p)); 

  
%---------- Convolution ---------- 
GH=[1 2 1; 2 4 2; 1 2 1]./16; 
K_fp=fi(GH,0,32,12); 
Kdata=K_fp.data; 
z_same=conv2(x_p,Kdata,'same'); 

  

  
%---------- Initial compression (For Estimation) ---------- 
Adapt= (usedK2*z_same)+KXdc; 
Ym= 1-exp(-x_p./Adapt); 
Ymean05= Xmax_display.*mean(Ym(:)); 

  
%---------- Key Generation ---------- 
x=Ymean05; 

  
%---- The K-equation ----% 
if le(x,27.1600)  
   calc_K=0.035; 
elseif gt(x,27.1600) && lt(x,108.2500)  
   calc_K= (0.01439).*( 2.^((0.04728).*x)) ; 
else 
   calc_K=0.5; 
end 

  
%---------- Tonemap ---------- 
memKxDC=mean_pixel*K; 
Adapt=memKxDC+(usedK2*z_same); 
num_t= 1-exp(-x_p./Adapt); 
dem_t=1-exp(-max_pixel./Adapt); 
y_p=Xmax_display.*(num_t./dem_t); 

  
LDR_CFA=y_p; 

  
end 

  
 

 



A.4. Obtain binary image text file for FPGA 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                                                                          
% Date:           6/11/2012                                              
% File:           binBayer.m                                              
% Description:     
% This program coverts WDR image to text file for FPGA                                                                                                  
% Updated:        on April 2, 2013 
%%%%%%%   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
%hdr_filename='memorial'; 
hdr_filename='IMG_7017'; 
hdr_file=hdrread([hdr_filename,'.hdr']); 

  
%---- Convert to Bayer 
CFA05=convert2Bayer(hdr_file); 
%keyboard 
%---- For floating point 
if (min(min(CFA05))==0)  
    scaling_factor=1; 
else 
scaling_factor= 1/(min(min(CFA05))); 
end 

  
%--- Adjust for scaline point 
CFA05=scaling_factor.*CFA05; 
cfa1=round(CFA05); 

  
%---- Write into file 
fid = fopen([hdr_filename,'.txt'], 'w'); 
[r c] = size(cfa1);   

  

  
   for j=1:r 
    for i=1:c 
        count=fprintf(fid,'%s',hex(fi(cfa1(j,i),0,20,0))); 
        count = fprintf(fid,' '); 
    end 
    count = fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
   end 

  
   fclose(fid); 

    
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A.5. Compare software and hardware implementation 
 

function [outPSNR,outSSIM,Q_FPGA,S_FPGA,N_FPGA,Q_sw,S_sw,N_sw]= 

decCompare(HDR,outTm,outFPGAfile,type) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                                                                          
% Date:           6/11/2012                                              
% File:           decCompare.m                                              
% Description:     
% This program compares results from both the text file (FPGA) 
% and orginal file, the image quality (PSNR, SSIM) 
% Updated:        on April 4, 2013 
% Inputs 
%       HDR- Original HDR file 
%       outTm: Software Tonemapped output 
%       outFPGAfile: Output from FPGA 
%       type: type of FPGA result (0- Sensor else fixed-point 
%%%%%%%   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

  
if (nargin < 3 || nargin > 4) 

   
   outPSNR   = -Inf; 
   outSSIM   = -Inf; 
   Q_FPGA    = -Inf; 
   S_FPGA    = -Inf; 
   N_FPGA    = -Inf; 
   Q_sw      = -Inf; 
   S_sw      = -Inf; 
   N_sw      = -Inf; 
   return; 
end 

   
%---- Defaults ---- % 
[r,c]=size(HDR); 
z=zeros(r,c);    
%---- Read file ---- % 
fid=fopen(outFPGAfile, 'r'); %Opening the given file; 
tline=fgetl(fid); 

  

  
A=sscanf(tline,'%s'); 
if (type==0) % Sensor type of file 
    if (size(A,2)==1) 
        files=['0','0',A]; 
    elseif (size(A,2)==2) 
        files=['0',A]; 
    else 
        files=[A]; 
    end 

  

  
    while isstr(tline) 
        tline=fgetl(fid); 



     
        if tline~=-1 
            A=sscanf(tline,['%s']); 

         
            if (size(A,2)==1) 
                files=[files;['0','0',A]]; 
            elseif (size(A,2)==2) 
                files=[files;['0',A]]; 
            else 
                files=[files;[A]]; 
            end 
      %      keyboard 
        end 
    end 
    disp('Hardware results : Scan file complete'); 
    fclose(fid); %Close the file 

  
    [m,n]=size(files); 
    Y=zeros(m,n); 
    Y=str2num(files); 

  
else  
    if (size(A,2)==1) 
        files=[sprintf('%s','000000000'),A]; 
    elseif (size(A,2)==2) 
        files=[sprintf('%s','00000000'),A]; 
    elseif (size(A,2)==3) 
        files=[sprintf('%s','0000000'),A]; 
    elseif (size(A,2)==4) 
        files=[sprintf('%s','000000'),A]; 
    elseif (size(A,2)==5) 
        files=[sprintf('%s','00000'),A]; 
    elseif (size(A,2)==6) 
        files=[sprintf('%s','0000'),A]; 
    elseif (size(A,2)==7) 
        files=[sprintf('%s','000'),A]; 
    elseif (size(A,2)==8) 
        files=[sprintf('%s','00'),A]; 
    elseif (size(A,2)==8) 
        files=[sprintf('%s','0'),A]; 
    else 
        files=[A]; 
    end 

  

  
    while isstr(tline) 
        tline=fgetl(fid); 

     
        if tline~=-1 
            A=sscanf(tline,['%s']); 

         
            if (size(A,2)==1) 
                files=[files;[sprintf('%s','000000000'),A]]; 
            elseif (size(A,2)==2) 
                files=[files;[sprintf('%s','00000000'),A]]; 



            elseif (size(A,2)==3) 
                files=[files;[sprintf('%s','0000000'),A]]; 
            elseif (size(A,2)==4) 
                files=[files;[sprintf('%s','000000'),A]]; 
            elseif (size(A,2)==5) 
                files=[files;[sprintf('%s','00000'),A]]; 
            elseif (size(A,2)==6) 
                files=[files;[sprintf('%s','0000'),A]]; 
            elseif (size(A,2)==7) 
                files=[files;[sprintf('%s','000'),A]]; 
            elseif (size(A,2)==8) 
                files=[files;[sprintf('%s','00'),A]]; 
            elseif (size(A,2)==8) 
                files=[files;[sprintf('%s','0'),A]]; 
            else 
                files=[files;[A]]; 
            end 
        %    keyboard 
        end 
    end 
    disp('Hardware results : Scan file complete'); 
    fclose(fid); %Close the file 

  
    [m,n]=size(files); 
    Y=zeros(m,n); 
    Y=str2num(files); 

  
    Y=Y./(2^16); 
end 

  
disp('Hardware results : Convert binary to decimal complete'); 

  
keyboard 
for i=1:r 
    for j=1:c 

         
         z(i,j) = Y(((i-1)*c)+j); 
    end 
end 

  

  
% Demoasic 
rgb=demosaic(uint8(z),'grbg'); 
keyboard 
% Error map 
error=uint8(outTm)-rgb; 

  
%Preview results  
figure (1) 
subplot(1,2,1), subimage(rgb) 
subplot(1,2,2), subimage(error) 

  
% TMQI for Hardware 
disp('Hardware results : Resize file complete'); 
HDR=demosaic(uint8(HDR),'grbg'); 



[Q, S, N, s_maps, s_local] = TMQI(HDR, rgb); 
disp('Hardware results : TQMI results'); 
disp(['Q = ',num2str(Q)]); 
disp(['S = ',num2str(S)]); 
disp(['N = ',num2str(N)]); 

  
% TMQI for software 
[tmQ, tmS, tmN, s_maps, s_local] = TMQI(HDR, outTm); 
disp('Software results : TQMI results'); 
disp(['Q = ',num2str(tmQ)]); 
disp(['S = ',num2str(tmS)]); 
disp(['N = ',num2str(tmN)]); 

  
% PSNR and SSIM 
psnrOUT=PSNR(double(outTm),double(rgb));  
ssimOUT=ssim(double(outTm),double(rgb)); 
disp('Hardware results : compare results'); 
disp(['PSNR = ',num2str(psnrOUT)]); 
disp(['PSNR(CFA) = ',num2str(PSNR(double(convert2Bayer(outTm)),.... 
    convert2Bayer(double(rgb))))]); 
disp(['SSIM = ',num2str(ssimOUT)]); 

  
imwrite(rgb,['D:\Documents\Research Projects\Project 1 

Tonemapping\Results\','HD_Picture','.jpg']); 
imwrite(outTM,['D:\Documents\Research Projects\Project 1 

Tonemapping\Results\','HD_Picture_sw','.jpg']); 

  
% Update output 
outPSNR   = psnrOUT; 
outSSIM   = psnrOUT; 
Q_FPGA    = Q; 
S_FPGA    = S; 
N_FPGA    = N; 
Q_sw      = tmQ; 
S_sw      = tmS; 
N_sw      = tmN; 
return 

 

  

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



APPENDIX B: VERILOG/VHDL CODES 

B.1. Automatic Tone mapping System with leaky integrator 

 

B.1.1. Testbench 
 
//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Optimized_Autonemapping_V1 

// File Name   : testbench.v 

// Function    : Testbench file but had a segment 0 for doing nothing 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : <Int.frac> is <20.12bits> 

//               Testing just 8x8bit array 

// Similar to Autoproject 3. See README.txt in this dir 

//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

`timescale 1ps/1ps 

module testbench_mod_new (); 

 

`include "D:\\chip_def.v" 

 

reg clk; 

reg reset; 

reg read_finish; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] mem [0:nRows-1][0:nCols-1] ; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] xin;  

reg enTop; 

 

// wires for ram 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] out_ram1; 

// Counters 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] Addr; 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] Addc; 

reg [ADD_WIDTH2-1:0] ram_we_addr; 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] cnt2,cnta;  

 

// Enablers 

reg en_ram1,en_ram2,en_ram3; 

 

// output wires from top module 

wire [5:0] nolatch; 

wire [ADD_WIDTH2-1:0] outAddRam1,outAddRam2; 

wire rd_ram1,wt_ram2,rd_ram2; 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] updt_ram2,out_ram2,out_mean,out_conv;  

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] out_max; 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] 

quotient1,quotient2,out_exp,quotient3,K,memKxdc,out_expN,out_expD,q_Ym,q_num,

q_dem; 

wire [19:0] Yout; 

reg  [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] outrd_ram2; 

initial begin 

 clk = 0; // Create clock  start with 0 low-high 

end  

    

//always #1 clk = ~clk; 

// 

//initial begin 



//  reset=1; 

//  #1 reset=~reset; // when it is zero it does it  

//  #2 reset=~reset; 

//   

//end 

 

// For altera simulation 

always #10000 clk = ~clk; 

 

initial begin 

       reset=1; 

 #4000 reset=~reset; // when it is zero it does it  

#8000 reset=~reset; 

   

end 

 

initial begin 

$dumpfile("Power_Video_TM.vcd"); 

$dumpvars; 

$readmemh("kernel8_FP.txt", mem); // memory_list is memory file 

end 

 

always @(posedge clk or negedge reset) begin 

   if(!reset)  

    begin 

      xin         <= 0; 

    Addr        <= 0; 

    Addc        <= 0; 

    cnt2        <= 0; 

    cnta        <= 0; 

    read_finish <= 0; 

    ram_we_addr <= 0; 

    en_ram1     <= 0; 

    enTop       <= 0; 

  end  

   

  else if (read_finish==0) 

   begin 

     cnta<=cnta+1; 

   enTop<=1; 

    if (cnta>1) begin 

      en_ram1    <=1; 

      ram_we_addr<=(cnta>2)? ram_we_addr+1:0; 

      if ((Addc==(nCols-1)) && (Addr<nRows-1)) 

         begin 

         xin  <= mem[Addr][Addc];  

         Addr <= Addr +1; 

         Addc <= 0; 

         end 

     

      else if ((Addc>=nCols-1) && (Addr>=nRows-1)) 

        begin 

          xin <= mem[Addr][Addc];  

          read_finish<=1; 

         // enTop<=1; 

          Addc<=0; 

          Addr<=0; 



        end  

              

      else 

        begin      

          xin <= mem[Addr][Addc];  

        Addc <= Addc +1;    

        end 

    end // end of cnta if 

     

    else en_ram1<=0;  

 end//end of else if 

  

 else if (rd_ram1) begin 

       ram_we_addr <=outAddRam1; 

 end 

 else begin 

   en_ram1<=0; 

  end 

end 

 

single_port_ram_v1 #(32,23) ram1(xin,ram_we_addr,en_ram1,clk,out_ram1);  

//topM_leaky top(clk,reset,enTop,out_ram1,rd_ram1,outAddRam1,Yout); 

 

//// For altera simulation 

topM_leaky top(rd_ram1,outAddRam1,Yout,clk,reset,enTop,xin); 

 

single_port_ram_v1 #(32,23) ram2(updt_ram2,outAddRam2,wt_ram2,clk,out_ram2); 

 

endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B.1.2. Top Module with leaky integrator (See segment 2) 
 

///------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Ofili_Sensor_Auto_Gaussian_3x3 

// File Name   : topM_leaky.v 

// Function    : Contains the controller for the automatic tone mapping 

//               Similar to Autoproject 3. But more pipelined See  

//               README.txt in this dir 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : <Int.frac> is <20.12bits> 

//               Testing just 8x8bit array 

// April 3 2012: Fixed the convolution bug 

// April 4 2012: Removed Segments 

// April 9 2012: Fixed first frame bug. Used the 128 assumption 

// March 25 2013: Made changes to the K equation (Method 2) and move 

//                Parameters to Chip_dev.v 

// March 27 2013: Made it in sutiable of sensor by removing the frac 

//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

module topM_leaky(CLK,RST,en,Xin,en_ram1,ram1_we_addr,Yout); 

 

`include "D:\\chip_def.v" 

 

// Declare inputs and outputs 

input CLK; 

input RST; 

input en; 

input [INT_WIDTH-1:0] Xin; 

 

output reg [ADD_WIDTH2-1:0] ram1_we_addr;// Declare memory Addresses; 

output reg en_ram1; 

//CHANGE janaury 24th Special overflow problem 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH+FRAC_WIDTH-1:0]   memKxdc; 

 

output reg [SEN_WIDTH-1:0] Yout; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] Yout_temp; 

// Declare Segments 

reg [5:0] SEGMENT; //Maybe change [5:0] to something smaller 

parameter SEGMENT0=0;   

parameter SEGMENT1=1; // Find Mean/Max, perform convolution 

parameter SEGMENT2=2; // Divide Mean 

parameter SEGMENT3=3; // Xo/Mean --> exp ---> sum 

parameter SEGMENT4=4;  

parameter SEGMENT5=5;  

parameter SEGMENT6=6;  

 

// Declare counters used 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] cnt1,cnt2,cnt3,cnt4,cnt5,Add5,cnt_frame; 

 

// Enablers 

reg 

en_mm,en_mx,en_c,en_d1,en_d2,en_d3,en_d4,en_exp1,en_exp2,en_exp3,en_findK,en_

mK,en_tone,end_tone,en_end; 

 

// First frame 

reg first_frame,frame_ready; 



 

// Wires from modules 

wire [INT_WIDTH-1:0] max_cfa; //May need to change if the input comes in 

fixed point 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] conv_cfa; 

wire [INT_WIDTH-1:0] buffer_out; 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] mean_cfa; 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] out_exp,K,out_expD,out_expN; 

wire f_m1,f_mx; 

 

// Inputs to modules 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] in_mm; //fix in sensor 

 

// Temp remove once finished 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] Add1; 

 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] 

memXin,memAdapt,preMean,preMean05,preXDC,memMean,inExp1,inExp2,inExp3,memYm; 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] preMax,memMax; //fix in sensor 

reg [12:0] memK; 

 

// added April 7th 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] preXDC_n_1, preMean_n_1, preMean05_n_1; 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] preMax_n_1; 

 

reg [TEMP_WIDTH-1:0] memYmL; 

 

  /// Dividend and Divisiors for divider modules  

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] div1,div2,div3,div4;   

reg [QN-1:0] dend1,dend2,dend3; 

reg [exp_QN-1:0] dend4; 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] remain1,remain2,remain3; 

wire [exp_WIDTH-1:0] remain4; 

wire [QN-1:0] quo1,quo2,quo3; 

wire [exp_QN-1:0] quo4; 

 

// Should only be enabled when simulating in modelsim for debugging 

//reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] memConv [0:MxN-1];  

//reg [19:0] memY [0:MxN-1];  

 

 

always @(posedge CLK or negedge RST) begin 

  if(!RST) begin 

    SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

  end 

  else begin 

    case(SEGMENT)    

      SEGMENT0: 

        if (en) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT1; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

          end 

      SEGMENT1: 



        if (frame_ready)  

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT2; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT1; 

          end  

      SEGMENT2: 

        if (en_end)  

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT2; 

          end              

    default: 

        SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

    endcase 

  end // end of else   

end // end always block 1 

 

always @(posedge CLK or negedge RST) begin 

  if(!RST) begin 

    cnt1        <=0; 

    cnt2        <=0; 

    cnt3        <=0;  

    cnt4        <=0; 

    cnt5        <=0; 

     

    Add1        <=0; 

    Add5        <=0; 

     

    en_c        <=0;    

    en_ram1     <=0; 

    en_mm       <=0;   

    en_mx       <=0; 

    en_d1       <=0; 

    en_d2       <=0; 

    en_d3       <=0; 

    en_d4       <=0; 

    en_exp1     <=0; 

    en_exp2     <=0; 

    en_exp3     <=0; 

    en_findK    <=0; 

    en_mK       <=0; 

    en_tone     <=0; 

    end_tone     <=0; 

    en_end      <=0;  

         

    memK        <=32'd0; 

    memAdapt    <=32'd0; 

    memXin      <=32'd0;    

    in_mm       <=20'd0; 

    dend1       <=32'd0; 

    div1        <=32'd0; 



    dend2       <=32'd0; 

    div2        <=32'd0; 

    inExp1      <=32'd0; 

    inExp2      <=32'd0; 

    inExp3      <=32'd0; 

    memYm       <=0; 

    memYmL      <=0; 

    dend3       <=0; 

    div3        <=0; 

    dend4       <=0; 

    div4        <=0; 

    Yout        <=0;  

    Yout_temp   <=0; 

        

    frame_ready <=0; 

     

    ram1_we_addr<=0; 

     

    memMax      <=0; // change it 

    memMean     <=0; 

    //Jan24th memK        <=0; 

    memKxdc     <=0; 

    first_frame <=0; 

    preMax      <=20'h502e5; //change it  

    //* Jan 24th 

    preXDC      <=32'h0007f96c; 

    preMean     <=32'h000ff2d8; 

    preMean05   <=32'h0007f96c; 

    memK        <=13'h0800;  

   

  // April 7th 

  preXDC_n_1   <= 32'd0; 

  preMean_n_1  <= 32'd0; 

    preMean05_n_1   <= 32'd0; 

    preMax_n_1      <= 32'd0; 

  cnt_frame   <= 0; 

  end 

   

  else begin 

    case(SEGMENT) 

      SEGMENT0: begin 

        cnt1        <=0; 

        cnt2        <=0; 

        cnt3        <=0; 

        cnt4        <=0; 

        cnt5        <=0; 

         

        Add1        <=0; 

        Add5        <=0; 

         

        en_c        <=0; 

        en_ram1     <=0; 

        en_mm       <=0;   

        en_mx       <=0; 

        en_d1       <=0; 

        en_d2       <=0; 

        en_d3       <=0; 



        en_d4       <=0; 

        en_exp1     <=0; 

        en_exp2     <=0; 

        en_exp3     <=0; 

        en_findK    <=0; 

        en_mK       <=0; 

        en_tone     <=0; 

        end_tone    <=0; 

        en_end      <=0; 

         

         

        memAdapt    <=32'd0; 

        memXin      <=32'd0; 

        in_mm       <=32'd0; 

        dend1       <=32'd0; 

        div1        <=32'd0; 

        dend2       <=32'd0; 

        div2        <=32'd0; 

        inExp1      <=32'd0; 

        inExp2      <=32'd0; 

        inExp3      <=32'd0; 

        memYm       <=0; 

        memYmL      <=0; 

        dend3       <=0; 

        div3        <=0; 

        dend4       <=0; 

        div4        <=0; 

        Yout        <=0; 

        Yout_temp   <=0; 

         

        frame_ready <=0; 

         

        ram1_we_addr<=0; 

      end //SEG0 

       

      SEGMENT1: begin 

        cnt1        <=cnt1+1; 

        en_ram1     <=(cnt1<MxN)? 1:0; 

        ram1_we_addr<=(cnt1>0 && cnt1<MxN)? ram1_we_addr+1:0; 

         

        frame_ready<=(end_tone && cnt4>=QN+1)? 1:0; 

         

         

        // Find mean/max part Latency MxN+4 

        en_mm <= (cnt1>2 && cnt1<MxN+4)? 1:0;  // Extra time to send out 

*shifted the time because of Xin bug (previous begin added) 

        en_mx <= (cnt1>2 && cnt1<MxN+4)? 1:0;  

        in_mm <= (cnt1>2 && cnt1<MxN+3)? Xin:0; 

        memMax<= f_mx? max_cfa: memMax; 

         

        //*** Convolution part ***/// 

        en_c    <=(cnt1>2 && cnt1<=nCols+2*kCols+MxN+4+2)? 1:0; 

         

        //** After a convolution latency, using the output from the line 

buffer and conv to perform division**\\ 

        if (cnt1 >(nCols+2*kCols+6 +2)) begin //<- Depends on latency for 

convolution 



          cnt5          <= cnt5+1; 

          // fix for sensor 

          dend1         <= (cnt5<MxN)?  {buffer_out,24'd0}:0;  //Start taking 

value from line buffer for division (for algorithm NUMERATOR) 

          div1          <= (cnt5<MxN)?  conv_cfa + preXDC:0;   //Start taking 

value from conv for division (it should come out at the same time as above 

          div3          <= (cnt5<MxN)?  conv_cfa + preXDC:0; 

          //fix for sensor 

          dend3         <= (cnt5<MxN)?  {preMax,24'd0}:0; // Se max from 

previous frame for division (for algorithm DEMOMINATOR) 

          en_d1         <= (cnt5<MxN+QN)?  1:0;  // Enable and disable 

division 1 

          en_d3         <= (cnt5<MxN+QN)?  1:0;  // Enable and disable 

division 3 

           

          //** Division output from above is passed into the two exponential 

functions **\\ 

          if (cnt5>QN && cnt5 <=QN+MxN+7) begin //<- Depends on latency for 

division (QN) 

            en_exp2 <=1; 

            en_exp3 <=1; 

            inExp3  <=quo1[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0];  // Numerator 

            inExp2  <=quo3[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0]; //Denominatior 

          end 

          else begin 

            en_exp2 <=0; 

            en_exp3 <=0; 

            inExp3  <=0; 

            inExp2  <=0; 

          end 

           

          // ** Output from the exponential function is used as input to the 

last division of numerator and demoninator **\\ 

          if (cnt5>QN+8 && cnt5 <=QN+MxN+exp_QN+17) begin //<- Depends on 

latency for division (QN) and expoentiental (8) 

            en_d4   <=1; 

            dend4   <=out_expN[exp_WIDTH-1:0]<<FRAC_WIDTH; 

            div4    <=out_expD[exp_WIDTH-1:0]; 

          end 

          else begin 

            en_d4 <=0; 

            dend4 <=0; 

            div4  <=0; 

          end 

           

          //** Final tone mapped output is mutiplied by 255 to get Yout **\\ 

          if (cnt5>QN+exp_QN+9 && cnt5 <=QN+MxN+17+exp_QN) begin //<- Depends 

on latency for exponential division (exp_QN) 

            Yout_temp<=(quo4<<8) -quo4; 

            //memY[Add5]<=(quo4<<8) -quo4; 

            Add5<=Add5+1; 

            // Rounding of values 

            if (Yout_temp[FRAC_WIDTH-1:0] >= 12'h800) begin 

              Yout= Yout_temp[FIXED_WIDTH-1:FRAC_WIDTH] + 1'b1; 

            end 

            else begin 

              Yout= Yout_temp[FIXED_WIDTH-1:FRAC_WIDTH]; 



            end 

          end 

          else begin 

            Yout_temp<=0; 

            Yout  <=0; 

            Add5<=Add5; 

          end  

          end_tone<=(Add5>MxN+1)? 1:0;  

           

           

          //----- K-equation derivation ----- \\ 

          // Performing Method 2 K operation 

          // This controls the sharing of the same divider2 by Mean,estimat 

Mean 

          // and finding K 

           

          // First Use: For X(p)/ (0.5*mean (pre Frame) + current conv_cfa 

          if (cnt5<QN+MxN) begin 

            // fix it sensor 

            dend2         <= {buffer_out,24'd0}; // change for sensor type 

            div2          <= (conv_cfa + preMean05); 

            en_d2         <= 1;  // Enable and disable division 1 

          end 

           

          // After 1st use-- Second use 

          // It is a division of just one input hence cnt3<QN 

          // Once input is ready estimate K module comes on 

          else if (en_findK && !en_tone) begin //  

            en_d2   <=(cnt3<QN)? 1:0;//changed from x 

            dend2   <=(cnt3<QN)? memYm<<FRAC_WIDTH:0; 

            div2    <=(cnt3<QN)? manMxN:0; 

             

            cnt3    <=cnt3+1; 

            en_mK   <=(cnt3>=QN && cnt3<QN+1)? 1:0;  

            // delay for en_MK= 15   

 

            if (cnt3>=QN+27) begin // problem 

              en_tone   <=1; 

              en_findK  <=0; 

              memK  <=(!first_frame)? memK:K[12:0]; 

            end 

            else begin 

              en_tone   <=0; 

              en_findK  <=1; 

            end 

          end 

           

          else if (en_tone) begin // Used the divider for mean 

            en_d2   <=1; 

            div2    <=manMxN; 

            dend2   <=mean_cfa<<FRAC_WIDTH; 

             

            cnt4    <=cnt4+1; 

            if (cnt4>=QN+1) begin 

              memMean <=quo2[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0]; 

              memKxdc <=memK*quo2[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0]; 

              en_tone<=0; 



            end 

            else begin 

              memMean <=memMean; 

            end 

          end 

           

          else begin 

            dend2       <=44'b0; 

            div2        <=32'b0; 

            en_d2       <=1'b0; 

          end 

             

           

           //** Division2 output from above (when in 1st use) is passed into  

           // the exponential for K 

           // Exponential latency is 7 

          if (cnt5>QN && cnt5 <=QN+MxN+7) begin //<- Depends on latency for 

division (QN) 

            inExp1  <=quo2[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0]; 

            en_exp1 <=1; 

          end 

          else begin 

            en_exp1 <=0; 

            inExp1  <=0; 

          end 

           

          // The output from the above exponential module is passed is summed 

          if (cnt5>QN+7 && cnt5 <=QN+MxN+7) begin 

            memYmL    <= memYmL + out_exp; 

            en_findK  <=0; 

          end 

          else if (cnt5==QN+MxN+7+1) begin // add temp overflow 

            memYmL    <= (memYmL <<8)- memYmL; 

          end 

           

          // This is the adjustment for simplified division of estimated mean 

          // Notice that this enables 2nd use for division2 

          else if (cnt5==QN+MxN+7+1+1) begin  

           // memYm<= memYmL>>16; 

            memYm     <= memYmL>>6;  //Used for smaller images less than 256 

(MxN) 

            en_findK  <=1; 

          end 

          else begin 

            memYmL    <=memYmL; 

            memYm     <=memYm; 

          end   

                  

        end// big convolution if  

         

        else begin 

          cnt5          <= 0; 

          Add5          <= 0; 

          en_d4         <= 0; 

          dend4         <= 0; 

          div4          <= 0;  

          en_exp2       <= 0; 



          en_exp3       <= 0; 

          end_tone      <= 0; 

          Yout          <= 0; 

        end 

    

      end //SEG1 

       

      SEGMENT2: begin 

      if (!en_end & cnt_frame>2)begin 

        preXDC_n_1  <= preXDC-(preXDC>>alpha); 

   preMean_n_1  <= preMean-(preMean>>alpha); 

        preMean05_n_1   <= preMean05-(preMean05>>alpha); 

        preMax_n_1      <= preMax_n_1-(preMax_n_1>>alpha);    

        preXDC      <=(memKxdc)>>FRAC_WIDTH; 

        preMean     <= memMean; 

        preMean05   <= memMean>>1; 

        preMax      <= memMax; 

 end 

     

 else if (en_end & cnt_frame>2)begin 

        preXDC_n_1  <= preXDC_n_1; 

   preMean_n_1  <= preMean_n_1; 

        preMean05_n_1   <= preMean05_n_1; 

        preMax_n_1      <= preMax_n_1;    

        preXDC      <= preXDC_n_1    + preXDC>>alpha; 

        preMean     <= preMean_n_1   + preMean>>alpha; 

        preMean05   <= preMean05_n_1 + preMean05>>alpha; 

        preMax      <= preMax_n_1    + preMax>>alpha; 

 end 

     

 else begin 

   preXDC      <=(memKxdc)>>FRAC_WIDTH; 

        preMean     <= memMean; 

        preMean05   <= memMean>>1; 

        preMax      <= memMax; 

   preXDC_n_1  <= preXDC_n_1; 

   preMean_n_1  <= preMean_n_1; 

        preMean05_n_1   <= preMean05_n_1; 

        preMax_n_1      <= preMax_n_1; 

 end  

   cnt_frame  <=cnt_frame+1; 

        first_frame<=1; 

        en_end     <=1; 

      end //SEG2 

    endcase 

  end  //end big-else 

end  // end always block 1 

 

 

              /* Segment 1 */ 

fmean mean1(CLK,RST,en_mm,in_mm,mean_cfa,f_m1); 

max max1(CLK,RST,en_mx,in_mm,max_cfa,f_mx); 

conv_buffer3x3n lineBuffer(CLK,RST,en_c,in_mm,conv_cfa,buffer_out); 

 

     /* Resued blocks */ 

divider_a44 divider1(en_d1,CLK,div1,dend1,quo1,remain1); 



divider_a44 divider2(en_d2,CLK,div2,dend2,quo2,remain2); //Used for K and 

Mean 

divider_a44 divider3(en_d3,CLK,div3,dend3,quo3,remain3);  

exp_div divider4(en_d4,CLK,div4,dend4,quo4,remain4);  

   

exp2 exp1(CLK,RST,en_exp1,inExp1,out_exp); // Used for K 

exp2 exp2(CLK,RST,en_exp2,inExp2,out_expD); //input is from quoitent 3 

exp2 exp3(CLK,RST,en_exp3,inExp3,out_expN); // input is from quoitent 2 

 

keygenV2 K1(CLK,RST,en_mK,quo2[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0],K); 

 

endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B.1.3. Top Module without leaky integrator (See segment 2) 
 

///------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Ofili_Sensor_Auto_Gaussian_3x3 

// File Name   : topM.v 

// Function    : Contains the controller for the automatic tone mapping 

//               Similar to Autoproject 3. But more pipelined See  

//               README.txt in this dir 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : <Int.frac> is <20.12bits> 

//               Testing just 8x8bit array 

// April 3 2012: Fixed the convolution bug 

// April 4 2012: Removed Segments 

// April 9 2012: Fixed first frame bug. Used the 128 assumption 

// March 25 2013: Made changes to the K equation (Method 2) and move 

//                Parameters to Chip_dev.v 

// March 27 2013: Made it in sutiable of sensor by removing the frac 

//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

module topM(CLK,RST,en,Xin,en_ram1,ram1_we_addr,Yout); 

 

`include "D:\\chip_def.v" 

 

// Declare inputs and outputs 

input CLK; 

input RST; 

input en; 

input [INT_WIDTH-1:0] Xin; 

 

output reg [ADD_WIDTH2-1:0] ram1_we_addr;// Declare memory Addresses; 

output reg en_ram1; 

//CHANGE janaury 24th Special overflow problem 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH+FRAC_WIDTH-1:0]   memKxdc; 

 

output reg [SEN_WIDTH-1:0] Yout; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] Yout_temp; 

// Declare Segments 

reg [5:0] SEGMENT; //Maybe change [5:0] to something smaller 

parameter SEGMENT0=0;   

parameter SEGMENT1=1; // Find Mean/Max, perform convolution 

parameter SEGMENT2=2; // Divide Mean 

parameter SEGMENT3=3; // Xo/Mean --> exp ---> sum 

parameter SEGMENT4=4;  

parameter SEGMENT5=5;  

parameter SEGMENT6=6;  

 

// Declare counters used 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] cnt1,cnt2,cnt3,cnt4,cnt5,Add5; 

 

// Enablers 

reg 

en_mm,en_mx,en_c,en_d1,en_d2,en_d3,en_d4,en_exp1,en_exp2,en_exp3,en_findK,en_

mK,en_tone,end_tone,en_end; 

 

// First frame 

reg first_frame,frame_ready; 



 

// Wires from modules 

wire [INT_WIDTH-1:0] max_cfa; //May need to change if the input comes in 

fixed point 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] conv_cfa; 

wire [INT_WIDTH-1:0] buffer_out; 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] mean_cfa; 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] out_exp,K,out_expD,out_expN; 

wire f_m1,f_mx; 

 

// Inputs to modules 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] in_mm; //fix in sensor 

 

// Temp remove once finished 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] Add1; 

 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] 

memXin,memAdapt,preMean,preMean05,preXDC,memMean,inExp1,inExp2,inExp3,memYm; 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] preMax,memMax; //fix in sensor 

reg [12:0] memK; 

 

 

reg [TEMP_WIDTH-1:0] memYmL; 

 

  /// Dividend and Divisiors for divider modules  

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] div1,div2,div3,div4;   

reg [QN-1:0] dend1,dend2,dend3; 

reg [exp_QN-1:0] dend4; 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] remain1,remain2,remain3; 

wire [exp_WIDTH-1:0] remain4; 

wire [QN-1:0] quo1,quo2,quo3; 

wire [exp_QN-1:0] quo4; 

 

// Should only be enabled when simulating in modelsim for debugging 

//reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] memConv [0:MxN-1];  

//reg [19:0] memY [0:MxN-1];  

 

 

always @(posedge CLK or negedge RST) begin 

  if(!RST) begin 

    SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

  end 

  else begin 

    case(SEGMENT)    

      SEGMENT0: 

        if (en) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT1; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

          end 

      SEGMENT1: 

        if (frame_ready)  

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT2; 



          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT1; 

          end  

      SEGMENT2: 

        if (en_end)  

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT2; 

          end              

    default: 

        SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

    endcase 

  end // end of else   

end // end always block 1 

 

always @(posedge CLK or negedge RST) begin 

  if(!RST) begin 

    cnt1        <=0; 

    cnt2        <=0; 

    cnt3        <=0;  

    cnt4        <=0; 

    cnt5        <=0; 

     

    Add1        <=0; 

    Add5        <=0; 

     

    en_c        <=0;    

    en_ram1     <=0; 

    en_mm       <=0;   

    en_mx       <=0; 

    en_d1       <=0; 

    en_d2       <=0; 

    en_d3       <=0; 

    en_d4       <=0; 

    en_exp1     <=0; 

    en_exp2     <=0; 

    en_exp3     <=0; 

    en_findK    <=0; 

    en_mK       <=0; 

    en_tone     <=0; 

    end_tone     <=0; 

    en_end      <=0;  

         

    memK        <=32'd0; 

    memAdapt    <=32'd0; 

    memXin      <=32'd0;    

    in_mm       <=20'd0; 

    dend1       <=32'd0; 

    div1        <=32'd0; 

    dend2       <=32'd0; 

    div2        <=32'd0; 

    inExp1      <=32'd0; 



    inExp2      <=32'd0; 

    inExp3      <=32'd0; 

    memYm       <=0; 

    memYmL      <=0; 

    dend3       <=0; 

    div3        <=0; 

    dend4       <=0; 

    div4        <=0; 

    Yout        <=0;  

    Yout_temp   <=0; 

        

    frame_ready <=0; 

     

    ram1_we_addr<=0; 

     

    memMax      <=0; // change it 

    memMean     <=0; 

    //Jan24th memK        <=0; 

    memKxdc     <=0; 

    first_frame <=0; 

    preMax      <=20'h502e5; //change it  

    //* Jan 24th 

    preXDC      <=32'h0007f96c; 

    preMean     <=32'h000ff2d8; 

    preMean05   <=32'h0007f96c; 

    memK        <=13'h0800;  

  end 

   

  else begin 

    case(SEGMENT) 

      SEGMENT0: begin 

        cnt1        <=0; 

        cnt2        <=0; 

        cnt3        <=0; 

        cnt4        <=0; 

        cnt5        <=0; 

         

        Add1        <=0; 

        Add5        <=0; 

         

        en_c        <=0; 

        en_ram1     <=0; 

        en_mm       <=0;   

        en_mx       <=0; 

        en_d1       <=0; 

        en_d2       <=0; 

        en_d3       <=0; 

        en_d4       <=0; 

        en_exp1     <=0; 

        en_exp2     <=0; 

        en_exp3     <=0; 

        en_findK    <=0; 

        en_mK       <=0; 

        en_tone     <=0; 

        end_tone    <=0; 

        en_end      <=0; 

         



         

        memAdapt    <=32'd0; 

        memXin      <=32'd0; 

        in_mm       <=32'd0; 

        dend1       <=32'd0; 

        div1        <=32'd0; 

        dend2       <=32'd0; 

        div2        <=32'd0; 

        inExp1      <=32'd0; 

        inExp2      <=32'd0; 

        inExp3      <=32'd0; 

        memYm       <=0; 

        memYmL      <=0; 

        dend3       <=0; 

        div3        <=0; 

        dend4       <=0; 

        div4        <=0; 

        Yout        <=0; 

        Yout_temp   <=0; 

         

        frame_ready <=0; 

         

        ram1_we_addr<=0; 

      end //SEG0 

       

      SEGMENT1: begin 

        cnt1        <=cnt1+1; 

        en_ram1     <=(cnt1<MxN)? 1:0; 

        ram1_we_addr<=(cnt1>0 && cnt1<MxN)? ram1_we_addr+1:0; 

         

        frame_ready<=(end_tone && cnt4>=QN+1)? 1:0; 

         

         

        // Find mean/max part Latency MxN+4 

        en_mm <= (cnt1>2 && cnt1<MxN+4)? 1:0;  // Extra time to send out 

*shifted the time because of Xin bug (previous begin added) 

        en_mx <= (cnt1>2 && cnt1<MxN+4)? 1:0;  

        in_mm <= (cnt1>2 && cnt1<MxN+3)? Xin:0; 

        memMax<= f_mx? max_cfa: memMax; 

         

        //*** Convolution part ***/// 

        en_c    <=(cnt1>2 && cnt1<=nCols+2*kCols+MxN+4+2)? 1:0; 

         

        //** After a convolution latency, using the output from the line 

buffer and conv to perform division**\\ 

        if (cnt1 >(nCols+2*kCols+6 +2)) begin //<- Depends on latency for 

convolution 

          cnt5          <= cnt5+1; 

          // fix for sensor 

          dend1         <= (cnt5<MxN)?  {buffer_out,24'd0}:0;  //Start taking 

value from line buffer for division (for algorithm NUMERATOR) 

          div1          <= (cnt5<MxN)?  conv_cfa + preXDC:0;   //Start taking 

value from conv for division (it should come out at the same time as above 

          div3          <= (cnt5<MxN)?  conv_cfa + preXDC:0; 

          //fix for sensor 

          dend3         <= (cnt5<MxN)?  {preMax,24'd0}:0; // Se max from 

previous frame for division (for algorithm DEMOMINATOR) 



          en_d1         <= (cnt5<MxN+QN)?  1:0;  // Enable and disable 

division 1 

          en_d3         <= (cnt5<MxN+QN)?  1:0;  // Enable and disable 

division 3 

           

          //** Division output from above is passed into the two exponential 

functions **\\ 

          if (cnt5>QN && cnt5 <=QN+MxN+7) begin //<- Depends on latency for 

division (QN) 

            en_exp2 <=1; 

            en_exp3 <=1; 

            inExp3  <=quo1[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0];  // Numerator 

            inExp2  <=quo3[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0]; //Denominatior 

          end 

          else begin 

            en_exp2 <=0; 

            en_exp3 <=0; 

            inExp3  <=0; 

            inExp2  <=0; 

          end 

           

          // ** Output from the exponential function is used as input to the 

last division of numerator and demoninator **\\ 

          if (cnt5>QN+8 && cnt5 <=QN+MxN+exp_QN+17) begin //<- Depends on 

latency for division (QN) and expoentiental (8) 

            en_d4   <=1; 

            dend4   <=out_expN[exp_WIDTH-1:0]<<FRAC_WIDTH; 

            div4    <=out_expD[exp_WIDTH-1:0]; 

          end 

          else begin 

            en_d4 <=0; 

            dend4 <=0; 

            div4  <=0; 

          end 

           

          //** Final tone mapped output is mutiplied by 255 to get Yout **\\ 

          if (cnt5>QN+exp_QN+9 && cnt5 <=QN+MxN+17+exp_QN) begin //<- Depends 

on latency for exponential division (exp_QN) 

            Yout_temp<=(quo4<<8) -quo4; 

            //memY[Add5]<=(quo4<<8) -quo4; 

            Add5<=Add5+1; 

            // Rounding of values 

            if (Yout_temp[FRAC_WIDTH-1:0] >= 12'h800 && 

(Yout_temp[FIXED_WIDTH-1:FRAC_WIDTH]!= 8'd255)) begin 

              Yout= Yout_temp[FIXED_WIDTH-1:FRAC_WIDTH] + 1'b1; 

            end 

            else begin 

              Yout= Yout_temp[FIXED_WIDTH-1:FRAC_WIDTH]; 

            end 

          end 

          else begin 

            Yout_temp<=0; 

            Yout  <=0; 

            Add5<=Add5; 

          end  

          end_tone<=(Add5>MxN+1)? 1:0;  

           



           

          //----- K-equation derivation ----- \\ 

          // Performing Method 2 K operation 

          // This controls the sharing of the same divider2 by Mean,estimat 

Mean 

          // and finding K 

           

          // First Use: For X(p)/ (0.5*mean (pre Frame) + current conv_cfa 

          if (cnt5<QN+MxN) begin 

            // fix it sensor 

            dend2         <= {buffer_out,24'd0}; // change for sensor type 

            div2          <= (conv_cfa + preMean05); 

            en_d2         <= 1;  // Enable and disable division 1 

          end 

           

          // After 1st use-- Second use 

          // It is a division of just one input hence cnt3<QN 

          // Once input is ready estimate K module comes on 

          else if (en_findK && !en_tone) begin //  

            en_d2   <=(cnt3<QN)? 1:0;//changed from x 

            dend2   <=(cnt3<QN)? memYm<<FRAC_WIDTH:0; 

            div2    <=(cnt3<QN)? manMxN:0; 

             

            cnt3    <=cnt3+1; 

            en_mK   <=(cnt3>=QN && cnt3<QN+1)? 1:0;  

            // delay for en_MK= 15   

 

            if (cnt3>=QN+27) begin // problem 

              en_tone   <=1; 

              en_findK  <=0; 

              //jan 24th memK      <=(!first_frame)? 13'h0800:K[12:0]; 

              memK  <=(!first_frame)? memK:K[12:0]; 

            end 

            else begin 

              en_tone   <=0; 

              en_findK  <=1; 

            end 

          end 

           

          else if (en_tone) begin // Used the divider for mean 

            en_d2   <=1; 

            div2    <=manMxN; 

            dend2   <=mean_cfa<<FRAC_WIDTH; 

             

            cnt4    <=cnt4+1; 

            if (cnt4>=QN+1) begin 

              memMean <=quo2[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0]; 

              memKxdc <=memK*quo2[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0]; 

              en_tone<=0; 

            end 

            else begin 

              memMean <=memMean; 

            end 

          end 

           

          else begin 

            dend2       <=44'b0; 



            div2        <=32'b0; 

            en_d2       <=1'b0; 

          end 

             

           

           //** Division2 output from above (when in 1st use) is passed into  

           // the exponential for K 

           // Exponential latency is 7 

          if (cnt5>QN && cnt5 <=QN+MxN+7) begin //<- Depends on latency for 

division (QN) 

            inExp1  <=quo2[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0]; 

            en_exp1 <=1; 

          end 

          else begin 

            en_exp1 <=0; 

            inExp1  <=0; 

          end 

           

          // The output from the above exponential module is passed is summed 

          if (cnt5>QN+7 && cnt5 <=QN+MxN+7) begin 

            memYmL    <= memYmL + out_exp; 

            en_findK  <=0; 

          end 

          else if (cnt5==QN+MxN+7+1) begin // add temp overflow 

            memYmL    <= (memYmL <<8)- memYmL; 

          end 

           

          // This is the adjustment for similified division of estimated mean 

          // Notice that this enables 2nd use for division2 

          else if (cnt5==QN+MxN+7+1+1) begin  

           // memYm<= memYmL>>16; 

            memYm     <= memYmL>>6;  //Used for smaller images less than 256 

(MxN) 

            en_findK  <=1; 

          end 

          else begin 

            memYmL    <=memYmL; 

            memYm     <=memYm; 

          end   

                  

        end// big convolution if  

         

        else begin 

          cnt5          <= 0; 

          Add5          <= 0; 

          en_d4         <= 0; 

          dend4         <= 0; 

          div4          <= 0;  

          en_exp2       <= 0; 

          en_exp3       <= 0; 

          end_tone      <= 0; 

          Yout          <= 0; 

        end 

    

      end //SEG1 

       

      SEGMENT2: begin 



        //preXDC    <= memKxdc; 

        preXDC    <=(memKxdc)>>FRAC_WIDTH; 

        preMean   <= memMean; 

        preMean05 <= memMean>>1; 

        preMax    <= memMax; 

        first_frame<=1; 

        en_end    <=1; 

      end //SEG2 

    endcase 

  end  //end big-else 

end  // end always block 1 

 

 

              /* Segment 1 */ 

fmean mean1(CLK,RST,en_mm,in_mm,mean_cfa,f_m1); 

max max1(CLK,RST,en_mx,in_mm,max_cfa,f_mx); 

conv_buffer3x3n lineBuffer(CLK,RST,en_c,in_mm,conv_cfa,buffer_out); 

 

     /* Resued blocks */ 

divider_a44 divider1(en_d1,CLK,div1,dend1,quo1,remain1); 

divider_a44 divider2(en_d2,CLK,div2,dend2,quo2,remain2); // Used for K and 

Mean 

divider_a44 divider3(en_d3,CLK,div3,dend3,quo3,remain3);  

exp_div divider4(en_d4,CLK,div4,dend4,quo4,remain4);  

   

exp2 exp1(CLK,RST,en_exp1,inExp1,out_exp); // Used for K 

exp2 exp2(CLK,RST,en_exp2,inExp2,out_expD); //input is from quoitent 3 

exp2 exp3(CLK,RST,en_exp3,inExp3,out_expN); // input is from quoitent 2 

 

keygenV2 K1(CLK,RST,en_mK,quo2[FIXED_WIDTH-1:0],K); 

 

 

endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B.1.3. Maximum module 
 

//----------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Ofili_Sensor_Auto_Gaussian_3x3 

// File Name   : max.v 

// Function    : Find the maximum value of the CFA image 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : Sensor form 

// March 27 2013: Made it in sutiable of sensor by removing the frac 

//------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

module max ( 

CLK, //Clock 

reset, //Reset 

en, 

Xin, //Xin 

Xin_max, //max of CFA 

f_max // Indicate if the this test has been done 

//q_out //output of memory 

); 

 

`include "D:\\chip_def.v" 

 

input CLK; 

input reset; 

input en; 

input [INT_WIDTH-1:0] Xin; 

 

output reg f_max; 

output reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] Xin_max;  

 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] Xin_max_temp;  

reg en_max,we; 

 

// Address (Just a counter) 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] Addr; 

 

always @(posedge CLK or negedge reset) begin 

  if(!reset) 

    begin 

      Addr      <=0; 

      Xin_max   <=0; 

    f_max     <=0;  

    en_max    <=0; 

    Xin_max_temp <=0; 

     end 

      

  else if ((en)&&(en_max==0)&&(f_max==0)) 

    begin 

      if(Addr>=MxN-1) 

        begin 

          if (Xin_max_temp < Xin) 

            begin 

              Xin_max_temp <=Xin; 

            end 



          en_max     <=1; 

          f_max      <=0;  

        end 

      else 

        begin 

          if (Xin_max_temp < Xin) 

            begin 

              Xin_max_temp<=Xin; 

            end 

      Addr <= Addr +1; 

      end 

    end 

  else if ((en) && (en_max==1)&&(f_max==0)) 

      begin 

        we<=1; 

         if (Xin_max_temp < Xin) 

            begin 

              Xin_max<=Xin; 

            end 

             

        else begin 

            Xin_max<=Xin_max_temp; 

        end 

        Addr    <=0; 

        f_max   <=1; 

        en_max  <=0; 

      end 

         //still a problem 

  else if (!en) 

    begin 

      we<=0; 

      f_max<=0; 

      en_max<=0; 

      Addr<=0; 

      Xin_max_temp<=0; 

    end 

  else begin 

    f_max<=0;   

  end        

end //end of always 

 

endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B.1.4. Mean module (sensor form) 
//----------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Ofili_Sensor_Auto_Gaussian_3x3 

// File Name   : mean.v 

// Function    : Find the mean of the CFA in Fixed point precision 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : Just the integer bits. Always check data width and all 

//             : To break into modules, use the second segments as passages 

// March 27 2013: Made it in sutiable of sensor by removing the input 

//----------------------------------------------------- 

 

module fmean ( 

CLK, //Clock 

reset, //Reset 

en, 

Xin, //Xin 

Xin_mean, //mean of CFA 

f_mean // Indicate if the this test has been done 

); 

 

`include "D:\\chip_def.v" 

 

input CLK; 

input reset; 

input en; 

input [INT_WIDTH-1:0] Xin; 

 

output reg f_mean; 

output reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] Xin_mean; // maybe add a reg so the mean does 

not get updated 

 

//reg [TEMP_WIDTH-1:0] Xsum; // maybe add a reg so the mean does not get 

updated 

//parameter TEMP_WIDTH= OFLOW_WIDTH +FIXED_WIDTH; 

 

reg [TEMP_WIDTH-1:0] Xsum; 

reg en_mean; 

 

// Address (Just a counter) 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] Addr; 

 

always @(posedge CLK or negedge reset) begin 

  if(!reset) 

    begin 

      Addr      <=0; 

      Xsum      <=0; 

      Xin_mean  <=0; 

    f_mean    <=0;  

    en_mean   <=0;  

     end 

      

  else if ((en) &&(en_mean==0)&&(f_mean==0)) 

    begin 

      if(Addr>=MxN-1) 

        begin 



          Xsum<=Xsum + {Xin,12'd0}; 

          //Xin_mean<=Xsum[31:0]; 

          en_mean<=1; 

          f_mean<=0;  

        end 

      else 

        begin 

          Xsum<=Xsum + {Xin,12'd0}; 

        Addr <= Addr +1; 

      end 

    end 

  else if ((en) && (en_mean==1)&&(f_mean==0)) 

    begin 

       // Xin_mean<=(Xsum + {Xin,12'd0})>>16; 

      Xin_mean<=(Xsum + {Xin,12'd0})>>6; 

      Addr<=0; 

      //en_mean<=0; 

      f_mean<=1; 

      end 

   else if (!en) 

    begin 

      f_mean  <=0; 

      en_mean <=0; 

      Xsum    <=0; 

    end        

end //end of always 

endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B.1.5. Convolution module: Buffer 
 

//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Ofili_Sensor_Auto_Gaussian_3x3 

// File Name   : conv_buffer3x3n.v 

// Function    : Buffs 2 FIFO + 3 shift registers performs convolution 

//               See papers on sobel filter for implementation   

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : <Int.frac> is <20.12bits> 

//               Testing just 8x8bit array 

// Similar to Autoproject 3. But more pipelined See README.txt in this dir 

// Changed it so it gives u the convolution of every pixel 

// April 2012- Fixed first input bug 

// April 4 2012 (7:26pm) :Fixed the ouputixel 

// April 9 2012 (4:19pm) :There was a bug with not flushing the FIFO Use 

FIFO2 

// April 15 2012 : fixed the bug related to the buffer 

// March 25 2013 (11:59am): Moved the parameters to chip_def.v 

// March 27 2013: Made it in sutiable of sensor by removing the fracXin 

//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

//change cnt cnt2 when u go bigger than 256x256 

module conv_buffer3x3n(CLK,reset,en,inPixel,outPixel,buffer_out);  

 

`include "D:\\chip_def.v" 

 

input CLK, reset,en; 

input [INT_WIDTH-1:0] inPixel; 

 

//output reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] outPixel,buffer_out; 

output reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] outPixel; 

output reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] buffer_out; 

 

// Matching pixel output for convolution computation 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9; 

 

// Shift registers 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] fiforeg1_1,fiforeg1_2,fiforeg1_3; 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] shiftreg1_1,shiftreg1_2,shiftreg1_3; 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] shiftreg2_1,shiftreg2_2,shiftreg2_3; 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] shiftreg3_1,shiftreg3_2,shiftreg3_3; 

 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] delay4,delay3,delay2,delay1; //make sure 

 

// Full FIFO signals 

wire full_f1,full_f2; 

 

wire [9:0] usedw_f1,usedw_f2; 

 

wire [INT_WIDTH-1:0] output_f1,output_f2; 

 

// Read FIFO Enablers; 

reg re_f1,re_f2; 

 

// Write FIFO Enablers; 



reg we_f1,we_f2; 

 

// Enable convolution 

reg en_conv; 

 

// Empty FIFO signals  

wire empty_f1,emptyF2; 

 

// Fixed point FIFO data 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] data_f1, data_f2; 

 

reg [ADD:0] cnt,cnt2; // <================= 

 

// Filtered output pixel from Convolution model 

// in Fixed point 

wire [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] out; 

 

// Signal finished convolution 

wire fconv; 

//assign buffer_out=output_f1; 

 

// Clear FIFO contents 

reg sclr; 

 

always @(posedge CLK) begin //or negedge RST) 

 

  if (en) begin 

    cnt<=cnt+1; 

     

    // Loading shift registers 

    fiforeg1_3<=(cnt<=filled)? inPixel:0; // corrected for sensor 

    fiforeg1_2<=fiforeg1_3; 

    fiforeg1_1<=fiforeg1_2; 

     

    // Start loading FIFOs (enabled after 3 counts for 3x3) 

    // NO Reading here 

    if (cnt>=kCols && cnt<(stage1-2)) begin  

      we_f1<=1; 

      re_f1<=0; 

      we_f2<=1; 

      re_f2<=0; 

      data_f2<=fiforeg1_1; 

      data_f1<=0; 

    end 

     

  // cant remember for preparation 

  else if (cnt==(stage1-2) || cnt==stage1-1) begin 

      we_f1<=1; 

      re_f1<=1; 

      we_f2<=1; 

      re_f2<=1; 

      data_f2<=fiforeg1_1; 

      data_f1<=0; 

   end 

   

  // All loading properley 

  else if (cnt>=stage1) begin  



      we_f1<=1; 

      re_f1<=1; 

      we_f2<=1; 

      re_f2<=1; 

       

      data_f2   <=fiforeg1_1; 

      data_f1   <=output_f2; 

       

      shiftreg3_3<=fiforeg1_1; 

      shiftreg3_2<=shiftreg3_3; 

      shiftreg3_1<=shiftreg3_2; 

       

      shiftreg2_3<=output_f2; 

      shiftreg2_2<=shiftreg2_3; 

      shiftreg2_1<=shiftreg2_2; 

       

      shiftreg1_3<=output_f1; 

      shiftreg1_2<=shiftreg1_3; 

      shiftreg1_1<=shiftreg1_2; 

       

      // Sharing pixel output with top module (helps remove extra memory) 

      delay4     <=shiftreg2_1; 

      delay3     <=delay4; 

      delay2     <=delay3; 

      delay1     <=delay2; 

      buffer_out <=delay1; 

       

    end 

  end 

   

  else  begin 

    cnt  <=0; 

    we_f1<=0; 

    re_f1<=0; 

    we_f2<=0; 

    re_f2<=0; 

  end 

end  

 

always @(posedge CLK) begin 

 if (en) begin 

    

    // Disable clear contents 

    sclr <=0; 

     

    // Since the pixel for convolution is centred at the middle of kernel 

    // Wait 1*nCols + no of important shifts (P4-P9=6clks) 

    if (cnt>=nCols + 2*kCols) begin 

     en_conv<=1; 

      

     // Edge counter x direction | xxx | 

     cnt2<=(cnt2<nCols-1)? cnt2+1:0;   

      

     // Pass output from Convolution model to Top module 

     outPixel<=out; 

      

    //-- Loading for convolution model 



    // Edge condition- right edge  

    if (cnt2==nCols-2) begin 

     P1<= {shiftreg1_1,12'd0}; 

     P4<= {shiftreg2_1,12'd0}; 

     P7<= {shiftreg3_1,12'd0};  

     P2<= {shiftreg1_2,12'd0}; 

     P3<= 32'd0; 

     P5<= {shiftreg2_2,12'd0}; 

     P6<= 32'd0; 

     P8<= {shiftreg3_2,12'd0};  

     P9<= 32'd0; 

    end  

     

    // Edge condition - left edge 

   else if (cnt2==nCols-1) begin 

     P1<= 32'd0; 

     P4<= 32'd0; 

     P7<= 32'd0; 

     P2<= {shiftreg1_2,12'd0};  

     P3<= {shiftreg1_3,12'd0}; 

     P5<= {shiftreg2_2,12'd0};  

     P6<= {shiftreg2_3,12'd0}; 

     P8<= {shiftreg3_2,12'd0};  

     P9<= {shiftreg3_3,12'd0}; 

   end 

     

    // Everything else 

    else begin 

     P1<= {shiftreg1_1,12'd0}; 

     P4<= {shiftreg2_1,12'd0}; 

     P7<= {shiftreg3_1,12'd0}; 

     P2<= {shiftreg1_2,12'd0};  

     P3<= {shiftreg1_3,12'd0}; 

     P5<= {shiftreg2_2,12'd0};  

     P6<= {shiftreg2_3,12'd0}; 

     P8<= {shiftreg3_2,12'd0};  

     P9<= {shiftreg3_3,12'd0}; 

    end  

   end 

    

  else if (cnt==nCols + 2*kCols-1) begin 

     en_conv<=1; 

     P1<= 32'd0; 

     P4<= 32'd0; 

     P7<= 32'd0; 

     P2<= {shiftreg1_2,12'd0};  

     P5<= {shiftreg2_2,12'd0}; 

     P8<= {shiftreg3_2,12'd0}; 

     P3<= {shiftreg1_3,12'd0};       

     P6<= {shiftreg2_3,12'd0};       

     P9<= {shiftreg3_3,12'd0}; 

  end 

            

  else begin 

       P1<= 0; 

       P2<= 0;  

       P3<= 0; 



       P4<= 0; 

       P5<= 0;  

       P6<= 0; 

       P7<= 0; 

       P8<= 0;  

       P9<= 0; 

       en_conv<=0; 

       cnt2<=0; 

  end 

 end 

  

  

 else begin 

     P1<= 0; 

     P2<= 0;  

     P3<= 0; 

     P4<= 0; 

     P5<= 0;  

     P6<= 0; 

     P7<= 0; 

     P8<= 0;  

     P9<= 0; 

     en_conv<=0; 

    cnt2<=0; 

    sclr<=1; 

 end   

end 

 

 

fifo_v2 

FIFO1(CLK,data_f1,re_f1,sclr,we_f1,empty_f1,full_f1,output_f1,usedw_f1); 

fifo_v2 FIFO2(CLK,data_f2,re_f2,sclr,we_f2,empty,full_f2,output_f2,usedw_f2); 

 

conv3x3 conv1(CLK,reset,en_conv,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9,out,fconv); 

endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B.1.6. Smoothing module 
 
//----------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Ofili_Sensor_Auto_Gaussian_3x3 

// File Name   : conv3x3.v 

// Function    : Find the convolution the CFA using Linebuffers 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : Fixed convolution Places with comment  

//               are if it was integer convolution 

// Latency     : 4 clock cycles. 

// *********                  ************ 

// * 1 2 1 *                  * P1 P2 P3 * 

// * 2 4 2 *                  * P4 P5 P6 * 

// * 1 2 1 */16 is kernel on  * P7 P8 P9 * 

// *********                  ************ 

//----------------------------------------------------- 

 

module conv3x3( 

CLK, //Clock 

reset, //Reset 

en, 

P1, 

P2, 

P3, 

P4, 

P5, 

P6, 

P7, 

P8, 

P9, 

out, 

fconv); 

 

`include "D:\\chip_def.v" 

 

input CLK; 

input reset; 

input en; 

input [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH+1:0] T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T9; 

 

output reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] out; 

output reg fconv; 

 

//*************************** Over flow calulation 

***************************// 

//SUM REG: Since total sum of Kernel values will be 16. Need 2^4 + INT_BITS, 

parameter OFLOW_WIDTHconv=4; 

parameter TEMP_WIDTHconv=OFLOW_WIDTHconv +FIXED_WIDTH; 

reg [TEMP_WIDTHconv-1:0] Xsum1,Xsum2,Xsum3;  

reg [TEMP_WIDTHconv-1:0] Xsum; 

//*************************** Counter ***************************// 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] cnt1; 

 

always @(posedge CLK or negedge reset) begin 



  if(!reset) begin 

    out <=0; 

    cnt1<=0; 

    Xsum1<=0; 

    Xsum2<=0; 

    Xsum3<=0; 

    Xsum<=0; 

    T1<= 0; 

    T2<= 0;  

    T3<= 0; 

    T4<= 0; 

    T5<= 0; 

    T6<= 0; 

    T7<= 0; 

    T8<= 0; 

    T9<= 0; 

    fconv<=0; 

  end 

  else if (en) begin 

    cnt1<=cnt1+1; 

     

    // Latency=1 

    T1<= P1; 

    T2<= P2<<1;  

    T3<= P3; 

    T4<= P4<<1; 

    T5<= P5<<2; 

    T6<= P6<<1; 

    T7<= P7; 

    T8<= P8<<1; 

    T9<= P9; 

     

    // Latency =2 

    Xsum1<= T1 + T2 + T3; 

    Xsum2<= T4+ T5 + T6; 

    Xsum3<= T7 + T8 + T9; 

     

    // Latency =3 

    Xsum<= Xsum1 + Xsum2 + Xsum3; 

     

    // Latency =4 

    out <= Xsum>>4; 

     

    // Needs to be fixed if convoltion is wrapped 

    fconv<= (cnt1>=MxN-nCols+2)? 1:0; // 2 because of the delay 

  end 

  else begin 

    out <=0; 

    cnt1<=0; 

    Xsum1<=0; 

    Xsum2<=0; 

    Xsum3<=0; 

    Xsum<=0; 

    T1<= 0; 

    T2<= 0;  

    T3<= 0; 

    T4<= 0; 



    T5<= 0; 

    T6<= 0; 

    T7<= 0; 

    T8<= 0; 

    T9<= 0; 

    fconv<=0; 

  end   

end 

 

endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B.1.7. Exponential module (1-e
-x

) 
 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Ofili_Sensor_Auto_Gaussian_3x3 

// File Name   : exp2.v 

// Function    : Fully pipe-lined for finding exponential  

// Lantency    : 6 clock cycles. 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : Has fractional part as 12bits 

//             : To break into modules, use the second segments as passages 

// Update      : Changed the 2^-I to shifts 

//               Nov4th: Removed counter (cnt) See exp3.v for old version 

// Optimatization: Maybe add buffers to do shifting 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

module exp2( 

CLK, //Clock 

reset, //Reset 

en, 

Xin, //Xin 

out_exp //max of CFA 

);//q_out //output of memory); 

   

 

`include "D:\\chip_def.v" 

 

input CLK; 

input reset; 

input en; 

input [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] Xin; 

 

output reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] out_exp; // maybe add a reg so the mean does not 

get updated 

 

// Internal registers 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] in_X; 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] INT; 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] checker,checker1,checker2,checker3,checker4,checker5; 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] expInt_buff,expInt_buff2,expInt; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] FRAC,FRAC_buff1,FRAC_buff2; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] memf2,memf2_buff; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] memf3; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] ln2,memOne,exp; 

//reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] three_fac; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] log2e; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] expfrac; 

//reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] check; 

 

reg [ADD_WIDTH-1:0] cnt1; 

 

always @(posedge CLK or negedge reset) begin 

  if (!reset) begin 

    in_X        <=0; 

    ln2         <={20'd0,12'b101100010111}; 

    log2e       <={20'd1,12'b011100010101}; 



    memOne      <={20'd1,12'd0}; 

    INT         <=0; 

    FRAC        <=0; 

    FRAC_buff1  <=0; 

    FRAC_buff2  <=0; 

    memf2       <=0; 

    memf2_buff  <=0; 

    memf3       <=0; 

  //three_fac   <={4'b0110,12'b000000000000}; //3!=6 

  expInt_buff <=0; 

  expInt_buff2<=0; 

  expInt      <=0; 

  expfrac     <=0; 

  out_exp     <=0; 

  cnt1        <=0; 

  //check       <={20'd0,12'b000000100000}; 

  checker     <=0; 

  checker1    <=0; 

  checker2<=0; 

  checker3<=0; 

  checker4<=0; 

  checker5<=0; 

  exp<=0; 

  end 

   

  else if (en) begin // (maybe cnt1>=0) 

  cnt1        <=  cnt1+1; 

  //in_X        <=  (Xin<<FRAC_WIDTH)/ln2; 

  in_X        <=  (Xin*log2e)>>FRAC_WIDTH; 

  checker     <=  Xin[FIXED_WIDTH-1:FRAC_WIDTH]; 

   

  checker1    <=  checker; 

  INT         <=  in_X[FIXED_WIDTH-1:FRAC_WIDTH]; 

  FRAC        <=  (in_X[FRAC_WIDTH-1:0]*ln2)>>FRAC_WIDTH; 

   

  //expInt_buff <=  (cnt1>1)? (memOne>>INT):0; 

  checker2    <= checker1; 

  expInt_buff <=   INT; 

  FRAC_buff1  <=   FRAC; 

  memf2       <=  (FRAC*FRAC)>>FRAC_WIDTH; 

   

  checker3    <=    checker2; 

  FRAC_buff2  <=   FRAC_buff1; 

  memf2_buff  <=  memf2; 

  //memf3       <=   ((memf2*memf2)>>FRAC_WIDTH); 

  memf3       <=   ((memf2*FRAC_buff1)>>FRAC_WIDTH); 

  expInt_buff2<=   expInt_buff; 

 

  checker4    <=  checker3; 

  expfrac     <=  ((memOne-FRAC_buff2 +(memf2_buff>>1)) -

((memf3*12'b001010101011)>>FRAC_WIDTH)); 

  expInt      <=  expInt_buff2; 

   

  exp         <=   expfrac>>expInt; 

  checker5    <=   checker4; 

   

   



  if (cnt1>5)//if (cnt1>4) 

 // out_exp     <= (expInt>7) ? memOne: memOne-((expfrac)>>expInt); 

  // out_exp     <= (checker4>7) ? memOne: memOne-((expfrac)>>expInt); 

  out_exp     <= (checker5>7) ? memOne: memOne-(exp); 

   

  else //make sure u dnt store the wrong thing 

    out_exp   <=0; 

  end 

  

  else begin 

    in_X        <=0; 

    ln2         <={20'd0,12'b101100010111}; 

    log2e       <={20'd1,12'b011100010101}; 

    memOne      <={20'd1,12'd0}; 

    INT         <=0; 

    FRAC        <=0; 

    FRAC_buff1  <=0; 

    FRAC_buff2  <=0; 

    memf2       <=0; 

    memf2_buff  <=0; 

    memf3       <=0; 

  //three_fac   <={4'b0110,12'b000000000000}; //3!=6 

  expInt_buff <=0; 

  expInt_buff2<=0; 

  expInt      <=0; 

  expfrac     <=0; 

  out_exp     <=0; 

  cnt1        <=0; 

  checker     <=0; 

  checker2    <=0; 

  checker1    <=0; 

    checker3   <=0; 

  checker4    <=0; 

 end  

end 

endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B.1.8. Key generator module 
 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Ofili_Sensor_Auto_Gaussian_3x3 

// File Name   : keygenV2.v 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Function    : The Key generator using Method 2 

// Lantency    : 5 clock cycles. 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : Has fractional part as 12bits 

//             : Using state machines 

// Form        : Region B= a * 2^b(Ym)  See hardware paper for details 

//               Fully iterative 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

module keygenV2(CLK,reset,en,Ymean,K); 

 

`include "D:\\chip_def.v" 

 

input CLK; 

input reset; 

input en; 

input [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] Ymean; 

output reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] K; 

 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] X_powfrac; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH:0] delay; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] Xin; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] X_128; 

reg [INT_WIDTH-1:0] X_int; 

reg [2*FRAC_WIDTH:0] X_frac,X_fln; 

reg [FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] Y_frac; 

reg [2*FIXED_WIDTH-1:0] X_mult; 

reg [5:0] SEGMENT; //Maybe change [5:0] to something smaller 

parameter SEGMENT0=0;   

parameter SEGMENT1=1;  

parameter SEGMENT2=2;  

parameter SEGMENT3=3;  

parameter SEGMENT4=4;  

parameter SEGMENT5=5;  

parameter SEGMENT6=6;  

parameter SEGMENT7=7; 

parameter SEGMENT8=8; 

reg 

en_mult,en_frac,en_frac2,en_frac2_2,en_frac3,en_pow,en_key,adjust,key_done; 

 

reg [3:0] cnt1; 

wire [FRAC_WIDTH-1:0] dataout; 

 

always @(posedge CLK or negedge reset) begin 

  if(!reset) begin 

    SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

  end 

  else begin 

    case(SEGMENT)    

      SEGMENT0: 



        if (en) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT1; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

          end  

      SEGMENT1: 

        if (en_mult) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT2; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT1; 

          end  

       SEGMENT2: 

        if (en_frac) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT3; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT2; 

          end        

        SEGMENT3: 

        if (en_frac2) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT4; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT3; 

          end   

           

      SEGMENT4: 

        if (en_frac2_2) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT5; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT4; 

          end   

           

      SEGMENT5: 

        if (en_frac3) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT6; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT5; 

          end   

           

       SEGMENT6: 



        if (en_pow) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT7; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT6; 

          end  

           

       SEGMENT7: 

        if (en_key) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT8; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT7; 

          end  

           

        SEGMENT8: 

        if (key_done) 

          begin 

            SEGMENT <=SEGMENT0; 

          end 

        else 

          begin 

            SEGMENT<=SEGMENT8; 

          end               

    default: 

        SEGMENT<=SEGMENT0; 

    endcase 

  end // end of else   

end // end always block 1 

 

 

always @(posedge CLK or negedge reset) begin 

  if(!reset) begin 

    en_mult<=0; 

    en_frac<=0; 

    en_frac2<=0; 

    en_frac2_2<=0; 

    en_frac3<=0; 

    en_pow<=0; 

    en_key<=0; 

    adjust<=0; 

    key_done<=0; 

     

    X_frac <=0; 

    X_fln <=0; 

    Y_frac <=32'h00001000; 

    cnt1<=0; 

  end 

   

  else begin 

    case(SEGMENT) 

      SEGMENT0: begin 

        en_mult<=0; 



        en_frac<=0; 

        en_frac2<=0; 

        en_frac2_2<=0; 

        en_frac3<=0; 

        en_pow<=0; 

        en_key<=0; 

        adjust<=0; 

        key_done<=0; 

         

        X_frac <=0; 

        Y_frac <=32'h00001000; 

        cnt1<=0; 

      end //SEG0 

       

      SEGMENT1: begin 

          Xin <= Ymean;  

          en_mult<=1; 

      end //SEG1 

       

      SEGMENT2: begin 

          X_mult<= 12'h0c2*Xin; //b= 0.0473 

          X_128  <= en_frac? X_128:Xin; 

          en_frac<=1; 

      end //SEG2 

       

      SEGMENT3: begin 

          X_frac <=(X_mult[23:12]*12'b101100010111); //x*lin2=e^fln2 

          X_int  <= X_mult[43:24]; //2^I 

          en_frac2<=1; 

      end //SEG3 

       

      SEGMENT4: begin 

          X_fln  <= X_frac[23:12]; //x*lin2=e^fln2 

          en_frac2_2<=1; 

          cnt1<= en_frac2_2? cnt1+1:0; // Prepare address 

      end //SEG4 

       

      SEGMENT5: begin 

          cnt1<=cnt1+1; 

          if ((X_fln >= dataout) && (X_fln!=0)) begin 

            X_fln <= X_fln-dataout; 

            Y_frac <= (Y_frac >> (cnt1-1)) + Y_frac; 

          end 

          else begin 

             X_fln  <= X_fln; 

             Y_frac <= Y_frac; 

          end 

          en_frac3<=(cnt1>=11)? 1:0; 

      end //SEG5 

       

      SEGMENT6: begin 

          X_powfrac<=en_pow? Y_frac:0; 

          en_pow<=1; 

      end //SEG6 

       

      SEGMENT7: begin 

        // a= 0.01439; 



         delay<= en_key?(delay*12'h03b):(X_powfrac<<(X_int)); 

         en_key<=1; 

      end //SEG7 

       

      SEGMENT8: begin 

        //region A less than 27.16 

         if (X_128 <= 32'h0001b28f) begin //6 known bug because of no 

counter. 

            K <= {20'd0,12'h08f}; //0.035 

            key_done<=1; 

        end 

        // Region B 27.16<x>108.25 

        else if ((X_128 > 32'h0001b28f) && (X_128 < 32'h0006c400)) begin 

            K <={20'd0,delay[23:12]}; //(0.01439).*( 2.^((0.04728).*x)) 

            key_done<=1; 

        end 

        // Region C 

        else begin 

            K <= {20'd0,12'h800}; //0.5 

            key_done<=1; 

        end  

      end //SEG8   

    endcase 

    end 

end 

 

logLUT L1(CLK, cnt1, dataout); 

endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B.1.8. Look up table for Key generator module 
 

//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Ofili_Sensor_Auto_Gaussian_3x3 

// File Name   : logLUT.v 

// Function    : Get the ROM values 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : <Int.frac> is <20.12bits> 

//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

module logLUT (clock, address, data_out); 

   

parameter A_WIDTH = 4;     

parameter D_WIDTH = 12;  // 10 bits ki=log(bi) values 

 

input clock; 

input [A_WIDTH-1:0] address; 

output reg [D_WIDTH-1:0] data_out; 

 

always @ (posedge clock) 

  begin 

    case (address) 

      4'b0000: data_out = 12'b101100010111;     

      4'b0001: data_out = 12'b011001111101;     

      4'b0010: data_out = 12'b001110010010;    

      4'b0011: data_out = 12'b000111100010;   

      4'b0100: data_out = 12'b000011111000;    

      4'b0101: data_out = 12'b000001111110;    

      4'b0110: data_out = 12'b000001000000;    

      4'b0111: data_out = 12'b000000100000;    

      4'b1000: data_out = 12'b000000010000;    

      4'b1001: data_out = 12'b000000001000;  

      4'b1010: data_out = 12'b000000000100; 

      4'b1011: data_out = 12'b000000000010;   

    endcase 

  end 

endmodule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B.1.9. Parameters module 
 

///------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Design Name : Ofili_Auto_Gaussian_3x3 

// File Name   : chip_def.v 

// Function    : Contains the def file for WDR image 

// Author      : Chika Ofili 

// Comment     : <Int.frac> is <20.12bits> 

//               Easier for changing paramters. Make sure 'include 

//               in each verilog file 

//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

// Integer bits 

parameter INT_WIDTH = 20 ; 

 

// Fractional bits 

parameter FRAC_WIDTH = 12 ; 

 

// Sensor outputs bits 

parameter SEN_WIDTH = 8 ; 

 

// Fixed point: Integer + fractional 

parameter FIXED_WIDTH = INT_WIDTH + FRAC_WIDTH; 

 

parameter alpha =4; // Alpha= 0.06125 

// Counters bits 

parameter ADD_WIDTH = 24 ; 

parameter ADD_WIDTH2 = 24 ; 

 

//SUM REG: always increase based on log2(MxN) to prevent overflow eg. 

log2(65536)=16 + normal bits 

// OFLOW_WIDTH= log (64)=6; log (256*256)=16 

parameter OFLOW_WIDTH=25; 

parameter TEMP_WIDTH= OFLOW_WIDTH +FIXED_WIDTH; 

 

// Exponential bits 

parameter exp_WIDTH=14; 

 

// Latency for division 

parameter QN=FIXED_WIDTH+FRAC_WIDTH;   

parameter exp_QN=exp_WIDTH+FRAC_WIDTH; // Exponential 

 

// Array size 

parameter nCols=1024; 

parameter nRows=768; 

parameter MxN= 23'd786432; 

 

// Adjustment for simiplified division 

parameter manMxN=32'h0000c000; 

 

// Convolution kernel 

parameter kCols=3; 

parameter kRows=3; 

parameter KxK=9; 



 

// Convolution counter bits 

parameter ADD_COV= 13; //line is (k-1)*N +K; 

parameter ADD=24; 

 

// Convoltion Stage counter 

parameter stage1=(kCols+nCols); 

parameter stage2=(stage1+nCols); 

parameter filled= (nRows*nCols)-1; //line is (k-1)*N +K; 

 

// Conv 3x3 

parameter sKernel=9; 

 

// Only thing extra to fix inside the other codes is the size of the FIFO 

// and the special mean/max shift 


